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P REFACE

This Report has keen prepared for the U. S. Coast Guard &by
Underwriters Laboratories under an extension of Contract
DOT CIG-23v 200OA, The Report cevers the in-depth investigation
of 11 fire and explosion cases during the 1974 boating season
and an an~alysis of the in-depth investigations conducted in
1970, 1972, 1973 and 1974. The investigations in 1970 were
conducted by Ford and Beck, two Coast Guard Officers.
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INTRODUCTION

The safety standards that exist in the boating field today have
evolved mainly as the result of delib.,ratione by broad based 4

committees of the National Fire ProtecLion Association
(NFPA) and the American Boat and Yacht Countil :ABYC)
with additional contributions by such industry , ups as
the Boating Industry Association and the Societe if Automotive
Engineers. The do cisions which resulted in those sdLndai'ds
have, for the most part, been based con the technical knowledge
of the individuals serving on the committees and often tend
to be more empirical than factual. Personal experience is a
reflection cf the particular' situations and conditions to
which an individual is repeatedly exposed. Those experiences
and the decisions that result, may or may not be supported
by statistical data and are sometimes greatly influenced
by local problems or conditions. In brief, it must be
recognized that personal experience can easily be weighted
one way or the other on any given question. It is the fund-
amental reason why a committee of several individuals with
varying backgroands has a better chance of reaching a sound
decision than any single individual. Norwithstanding
the inherent limitations of personal experience, it is ,lso
considered an irreplaceable asset, vital to any standard
writing effort. Tt simply cannot be used totally apart
from the counter-balancing realism of statistical fact, assum-
ing the statistical data is sound.

History

The need for safety standards dealing with fire and explosion
hazards on boats was initially recognized in 1925 when the
"Regulations Governing Marine Fire Hazards" was first adopted by
the NFPA. That Standard,which dealt only with the fire peril,
was revised and modified through the years and i. now the "Fire
Protection Standard for Motor Craft", NFPA 302. The 1968 edition
of NFPA 302 iias approved as an ANSI Standard by the American tatic-al
Standard Institute on September 9, 1968. It is designated Z"20.1.

The Motor Craft Standard cf the NFPA has for many years inclue.,d
the statement, "There are few other uses of petroleun, fuuls b'
the public in which the fire and explosion hazards parallel those
possible in inboard powered motor craft." It is quite evident
that this statement i. equally valid today. The preblem faciný, each
comnittee is to determine how best to avoid hazardous conditions
without becoming unnecessarily restrictive.

The Motor Craft Standard did not receive any n'eaningful recogniLion
by the boating industry until the late 40's when the standalY Vas
used in several court cases and was upheld by the Courts as
representing good marine practice. This period coincided with a
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very rapid growth period for the pleastire boat industry atnd
it was soon apparent that standards were also needed for
safety factors outside the fire hazard areas. Accordingly,
in 1954, after considerable discussion, the Itnericao Boat
and Yacht Council was organized as a non-profit standard-
writing body. The new organization had no restrictions .on
its coverage and project technical committ.ees were set up
to develop standards for helm visibility, steering systems,
and through-hull fittings, as well as the fire peril areas
already covered by the NFPA. The justification given for
the duplicatior, of effort was that the industry desired ,
single standard that included all requirements.

The problem associated with two standards covering the same

areas was immediately recognized, and an agreement was
worked out whereby proposals developed by the ABYC that over-
lapped the NFPA were automatically referred to the NFPA
Committee for review. This system worked well and although
the two standards used different words to cover specific
points, the two standards did not actually conflict.

At the same time that the NFPA and ABYC were developing
broad based safety standards, the Boating Industry Association,
a trade association, developed and issued an "Engineering
Manual of Recommended Practices". The manual was initially
confined to outboard boats, but later was expanded to include
all motorboats under 26 feet as well as sailboats. The
recommended Fractices were developpa hy a BTA engineering
committee and therefore were industry rather than broad
based standards such as those of the N"PA or ABYC. The
BIA recognized the NFPA as the logical body to establish
fire protection standards for boats; with the permission
of the NFPA, the BIA reproduced the NFPA 302 Standard
as part of the BIA manual, but then went on to include sub-
stitution paragraphs for the NFPA Standard where the BIAEngineering Committee did not agree with the NFPA requirements.

In 1968 the BIA inaugurated a boat certification program
using parts of the Engineering Manual as the basis for the
issuance of the BIA Certification Label. Certification
Labels were issued on a model year basis.

In the early 70's the problems of four standard writing
bodies, all independently developing safety and eigineering
standards for the same boats, became manifold; the BIA
together with the National Asociation of Uncine and boat
Manufacturers made a decision to technically and economicdllv
back the ABYC program. The shift to the AEYC was to coincide
with a phase-out of the BIA Standards. The BIA no longer
issues its "Engineering Manual of Recommended r'ractices", tut
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continues to issue ite requirements ior the BIA Boat cert-
ification Program. The certification requirements are issued
as the "BIA Certification Handbook". The certification hand-
book is now based on the ABYC safety standards, but differs
in some details and does not require conformity with all
ABYC Standards. At the time the BIA and the National Assocation
of Engine and Boat Manufacturers decided to back the ABYC,
a conflict developed that reEulted in the withdrawal of the
members of the National Association of Marine Surveyors. The
withdrawal of the insurance company representation from the
ABYC had the result of destroying the broad base balance
of several important project technical committees, but the
broad base balance of the organization was maintained at
the Technical Board and Board of Directors levels.

The Federal Boat Safety Act of 1971 greatly changed the potential
relationship of the requirements being developed by the
broad-based standard writing organizations and the boat and
equipment manufacturers. Many of the requirements previously
proposed by those organizations for voluntary compliance
were now being proposed as regulations by the U.S. Coast
Guard to implement the Boat Safety Act. In essence, having
established the need for regulations in certain areas, the
Coast Guard turned as much as possible to existing voluntary
standards for guidance in what was considered good marine
practice.

In the process of developing both the voluntary standards
and proposed Regulations, technically sound data was and
will continue to be needed. This fact was initially recognized
in 1949 by the Yacht Safety Bureau, a small non-profit
organization sustained by the marine insurance industry.
A system was established at that time to collect and analyze
fire and explosion loss reports from about 20 insurance
companies and issue an annual report. Approximately 70
cases were added each year and the program continued for about
16 years. The data collected was of great value to the
NFPA and ABYC Committees concerned with Fire Peril Standards,
but was not usually sufficiently detailed to answer specific
questions. Since the data was based entirely on boats
covered under "marine" insurance policies and did not cover
those insured under homeowner policies or those that were
not insured, the boats in the analysis were better boats
than the overall average. The insurance company data tended
to be more reliable than other sources of information
(such as newspaper clipping services or the Coast Guard
Statistical Dat;a in CG 357) because the reports were usually
prepared by professional marine surveyors. Unfortunatel,
it was not always economically feasible for the insurance
ccmpany to underwrite the cost of a detailed investigation,
so that the reports varied from such statements as "Fuel
leakage in the bilge was ignited when the engine was started
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to a complete in-depth study. The simple report of a fire
or explosion will indicate that a problem exists, but will1
not specifically pin-point the cause. In the case of a
fuel tank failure, it is necessary to know the specific
alloy and thickness, how long the tank was in service before
the failure occurred and the specific nature of the failure.
For instance, in Case No. 6 included in the addendum of this
Report, the terneplate fuel tank failed in the eighth year
due to external corrosion, but perhaps the most important
factor is that the corrosion was accelerated by the method
of installation. The Report also confirmed that it was
not practical to properly inspect the tank to detect the
pending failure. The Report identified the terneplate coating
as a 9 pound type, which is lower than the 12 pound coating
specified in both the NFPA and ABYC Standards. For committee
purposes, this data is far more useful than a statement thatI

The U.S. Coast Guard in-depth fire and explosion study by
Ford and Beck was the first meaningful attempt to accumulate
in-depth data on the causes of fire and explosion cases
and served as a pilot program for the in-depth study
covered by this Report. The current program was developed
by Underwriters Laboratories in 1972 and this Report now
summarizes the results of 4 years' work.

The program as started in 1972 was specifically designed to
be used on a continiuous basis and is considered to be of
very limited value on a short term basis. The program will
where the caluse is determtioned.h ume fcae nesiae
gaine ine valuse in proportionetdh. ume fcae nesia

WI
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METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

The fire and explosion investigation procedures used in 1974
were substantially identical to the methods used in 1972 and
1973, except for the initial reporting and screening procedures.
Each investigation involved the following parts:

Reporting and Screening

As in previous years, Coast Guard Headqua:cters notified
all Coast Guard Stations throughout the co•ntinental United
States to report all fire and explosion accidents. In
1974, the stations reported the accidents directly to
U. S. Coast Guard Headquarters where the reports were pre-screened to determine if the cases fit the basic parameters

established for cases to be investigated. As in previous
years, these were:

(1) The boat should be leeýs than 15 years old.

(2) The boat must be inboard powered.

(3) The boat must be available for the investigation.

(4) The owner must agree to the investigation.

(5) The boat should not have been distrubed to an
extent that would destroy the evidence needed
to ascertain the cause.

The prescreening of the calls at Coast Guard Headquarters
covered items 1 through 3 when the information was available,
but the follow-up calls reconfirmed the data with respect
to those items and determined the status with respect to items
4 and 5. Generally, the follow up additionally provided
data on what happened, who was involved, the make of the
boat, information on injuries and whether or not the insurance
company had been notified.

On the whole, it appeared that the prescreening operation
did not work as well as intended because Coast Guard Headquarters
did not usually receive sufficient data to make the initial
decisions.

During the 1974 pruc:.am, a total of 79 calls were received
from Coast Guard Headquarters and 8 of those cases were
investigated. Information with respect to 3 of the cases
investigated came front other sources. The following is a
summary of the locations, date, and sources of information
on the cases investigated.



SIcatic Boat Inforxation Fram Date

1. Warwick, R.I. 30 foot Coast Guard Htqrs. 7/8/75
2. Now Orleans, La. 20 foot U 7/22/74
3. Kent, Mo. 38 foot " " 7/29/74
4. St. Ignace, Midc. 18 foot " " 8/3/74
5. Tacona, Wash 19 foot " " 8/19/74
6. Amityville, N.Y. 16 foot ABYC 8/26/74
7. Atlantic City, N.J. 16 foot Coast Guard Htqrs. 8/27/74
8. Tampa, Fla. 24 foot St. Petersburg USOG 9/30/74
9. Deale, MN. 25 foot Coast Guard 11tqrs. 10/14/74

10. Tanpa, Fla. 45 foot " " 8/26/74
11. Eunedin, Fla. 23 foot Insurance Ompany 2/18/75

Although every effort is made to obtain adequate information on
the boats before an investigation is conducted, it is not
infrequent that the data obtained during the screening process
is found to be inaccurate. Bcits claimed to be 2 or 3 years
old turn out to be 12 or 14 years old and boats that were
supposedly accessible, have on a couple of occasions, been found
on the bottom. Fortunately, the errors with respect to the
accessibility of the boat are rare and the errors with respect
to the age of the boat or other details have not affected the
investigations.

On-Site Irvestigations

The method of conducting the on-site investigations in 1974
remained substantially identical to the proccluzes folcwuJ
in 1972 and 1973, except that an effort was made to take color
slides and a 16 mm documentary film. The 16 mm film was pre-
pared for the Coast Guard for the purpose of explaining the
in-depth accident investigation program to Coast Guard personel
in the field.

Each on-site investigation was of a moderately detailed type,
involving one or two men, in one or two days. Within the limit-
ations of time and man-power, the investigations were as detailed
as conditions would permit. When the investigation invol. ±d a
boat that was obviously completely destzoyed beyond repair,
fuel tanks, fuel lines, wiring and hull structure were removed
without concern, but this was not true when the boat was
repairable. When a boat still hAs value, it is necessary to
obtain specific permission to do what would be automatic in a
totally destroyed boat. In Case No. 6 1974, for instance, it



warn necesoary to obtain the owner's permission to remove the
entire deck of the boat. and to remove the foamed-in fusl tank.
In the three years the program has been operating,, the co-
operation received from the boat owners, boat yards arid% local
Coast Guard Stations has been exceptionally good. No difficulty
has been experienced in obtaining boat parts for laboratory
study or in getting data on the boat itself.J

The general procedures followed in conducting on-site invest-
igations follow a general pattern but must be varied depending
on the type and size of the boat,, the extent of the damage and
the location of the boat. Some boats are investigated at a
Coast Guard Station with access to some equipment and assist-
ance, while others are in the owner's back yard. in investigating
the source of fuel leakage in a boat, it is desirable to follow
the system from one end to the other, but in practice the theoretical
approach cannot be followed. The danger in approaching the
investigation in check list fashion is that when items are removed
or disturbed in order to gain access to some specific part, other
valuable information may be destroyed. Every bit of evidenceI
is important and there is no way of backtracking once the evidence
is lost. When investigating a fuel system, the physical
position of an item can be very important. In Case No. 4 1974
the fuel filter bowl, which was found on the cockpit deck just
forward of the engine, could not have gotten into that position
as a result of the fire. The position of the filter bowl, together
with other information, confirmed the fact that the owner hadI
removed the bowl and placed it in that position. In a totally
burned boat a bilge pump that is not burned will help establish
the height of the bilge water prior to the fire. The straight
check list approach to an investigation is not normally possible
and must actually be avoided. If anything in the boat is
moved for any reason, notes must be made of all data in that
area even though the information is not related to the specific
information being sought. Because of this fact it is standard
practice in conducting investigations to take photographs before
anything is disturbed, as well as after.

The recording of all field findings is absolutely vital to a good
investigation because the quantity of information accumulated
necessitates the use of a reliable system to retaining the
detailed data. Copious notes are desirable, but not practical
under normal field conditions. When a boat has burned to the water-
line it is necessary to manually sift through the evidence and
it is not unusual for written notations to sometimes become
almost unreadable. occasionally they must be rewritten even in the
notation stage. The problem is compounded in rain or drizzle
and in unlit boats when working below deck. At times, the probler.



is as simple as finding a level safe place to lay the note-
book while physically investigating the evidence.

A tape recorder is often useful but it too has its limitation.
In Case No. 3 1974 the tape recorder being used slid off a
burned deck beam and was totally submerged in black bilge water
before the first notation was made. A more serious limitation
is that the tape recorder does not permit simple diagrams or
sketches which are often used and normally more effective
than written descriptions.

Numerous photographs coordinated witl, written notations con-
stitute the most valuable form of recording details. The
old adage that a single photograph is worth a thousand words
is particularly valid in the case of accident investigation
work. There are many situations that must be recorded that
would defy description by field notations but can easily be
recorded on film.

Witness Interviews

In each case, the narrative account of the incident is obtained
and recorded on the basis of witness interviews, with the
major ,data usually coming from either the b,'at operator or
on-board guests. Other soutjes include dock attendents,
the Coast Guard, boat yard personel and other local witnesses.
The human factors involved in the cases investigated have
been determined only to the extent necessary to establish
what occurred, with no attempt to analyze the psychological
factors and their relationship to the accident. It is not
uncommon, fvr instance, for 4 boat operator to fuel the boat
and then, without making any attempt to check the bilge for
vapors, to press the starter button. Under these conditions
it is self evident that a proper check might have revealed
fuel leakage and it follows that the accident might have been
avoided. The investigations have simply recognized that the
potential to avoid the accident existed, but to seek in the
investigaticn only the engineering factors. Most of the accidents
in this investigation cou2d have been prevented by either
engineering changes or by the actions of the boat operator.

If possible, the witness interviews are conducted in the
evening after the initial physical investigation. Since time
does not permit interviews to be conducted before and after
the investigation of the boat, it has been found best to
conduct the interviews after the first day of checking the
boat. By so doing, the investigation is not conducted with
any preconceived ideas and when the interviews are conaucied,
the investigator has a better basis for the questions asked.
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Individual Case Reports

The individual case reports covering the findings of each
investication are not only extremely important to the
accident analysis conducted for that year, but accumul.alively
have value in the future. The reports follow the same format
each year and have been prepared to make a recheck of any
case as simple as possible. Eacn report includes the follow-
ing sections:

(1) Description of the Boat - This section generally
serves to classify the-'type of boat and power, with
some data on arrangement or construction.

(2) Photographs -Each report includes several photographs
to supplement the written section of the report.

(3) Narrative Report of Incident - This section is in-
tended to describe the condUtions and sequence of
events that led up to the fire and/or explosion,
and is normally based on eye witness reports. The
narrative account can have an important bearing on
efforts to pinpoint the rause. How long a boat
was underway will, for instance, help establish
the fuel quantity aboard at the time of the
accident.

(4) Known Chanaes to Original Design - Since ore of the
purposes of these studies is to determine the relation-
ship of industry design practices to ack idents, it is
vital to know what modifications were made by the
owner or repair yards and if they affected the
accident.

(5) Facts Established from Witnesses - A separate section
is provided for information obtained from witnesses
to separate it from the data based on physical
evidence. In some instances, the physical evidence
will confirm information obtained from witnesses and
in others, it may not.

(6) Observations and Findings - This section of the report
contains all of the pertinent information and evidence
determineB from the physical evidence during the on-
site investigation. Since the investigation usually
involves the fuel system, the engine, the electrical
and other systems, the report attemps to group the
information under those headings. The names of
various component parts of the system are used as
subheadings to permit specific details to be checked
quickly.
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(7) Laboratory Tests - Laboratory tosts conducted to confirm
some hypothesis, to check ignition-proofing or tests
conducted to classify or identify any material are
included in this section.

(8) Opinion - Based on all of the evidence available, the
opinion section attempts to indicate how the accident
occurred and if possible, provide justification for
the opinion stated. In essence, the opinion section
summarizes the findings.
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SUM4ARY OF INDIVIDUAL CASSS INVESTIGATED IN 1974

The complete in-depth case reports covering the 11 accidents
investigated in 1974 are included in the a6dendum of this
Report with photographs; however, the following summaries
of each cas6 report have been prepared for completeness of
the Repcrt itself.

Case No. 1

The 14 year old 30 foot flying bridge cruiser involved in
this low order explosion and fire had taken on 25 gallons
of fuel, but remained at the fueling dock for about 20
minutes before an attempt was made to start the single engine.
After 20 minutes, without checking the bilge, the passenger
on the boat attempted to start the engine while the owner
was standing on the dock. The boat did not have a blower.
As the starter was energized, there was a mild explosion
followed by fire. It was determined that the fire was
caused by a missing pipe plug from a toe fitting for the
tank vent. The original pipe plug was fitted with a tee
handle and was apparently used to check fuel level in the
tank. Ignition was probably at the starter or ignition
distributor.

Case No. 2

This accident occur'red on the first trip the owner and his
family took in the 20 foot .'ingle engine I/O they purchased
a month before. The boat was 11 years old. The boat was
fueled, the engine was started without incident and the boat
proceeded out of the marina. When the boat was about 1/4
mile out of the marina, an explosion occurred in the engine
space that severely burned a woman and her daughter who
were seated on the stern seat. The investigation revealed
a split seam in the terneplate steel fuel tank as the source
of fuel. The ignition distributor was the most probable
source of ignition.

Case No. 3

The 5 year old 38 foot flying bridge cruiser involved in
this explosion and fire was in the process of being fueled
and had taken on 6 gallons of gasoline when the explosion
occurred. The investigation revealed that the gasoline
taken aroard was discharged on the top of the port tank
becausc the fuel fill hose had slipped off at the tank
connection. The failure occurred because a bonding wire
was improperly clamped to the tank connection, providing
too short a connection for the hose. It was also established
that the port engine was running while the boat was being
fueled, providing a source of ignition.
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Case No. 4

The inboard/outdrive boat in this explosion and fire was a
five year old 18 foot open sport fisherman that had been
underway for about 25 minutes when the engine gradually
died. When the owner checked the engine, he detected a
fuel leak. The investigation indicated that the owner
removed the fuel filter bowl to check the gasket and that
siphon action from the bow tank caused a continuous flow
of fuel. The fuel was ignited when a tool struck an
exposed live terminal at the engine.

Case No. 5

The 19 foot inboard/outdrive spoxt fisherman involved in
this explosion/fire was at the fueling dock when a guest
on tke boat attempted to start the engine without checking
the bilge or operating the tlower. After the engine ran
for about 30 seconds, there was an explosion and fire that
ignited the owner's jacket as he stepped on board. He
jumped overboard to extinguish the burning jacket and then
climbed back on board and extinguished t1%s fire in the
engine space with one extinguisher frov the boat and one
from the dock. The investigation determined that fire
was caused by a split vent line hose at the tank. Ignition
was most probably caused by the ignition distributor.

Case No. 6

The explosion and fire on this 16 foot high-powered inboard/
outdrive speedboat occurred after about 25 minutes of operation,
Ignition occurred when the engine was throttled back. The
fire was extinguished by the operator with 12 extinguishers
obtained mostly from other boats. The investigation revealed
a massive failure of the fuel tank due to corrosion of
the tank along the aft edge and of the fuel feed pick-up
tube connection. Ignition was attributed to either a
backfire or the ignition distributor.

Case No. 7

This case involved the same type 16 foot high-powered
speedboat that was involved in Case No. 6, except that it had
a water jet outdfive. The boat had been out for over an
hour when it witnessed a capsizing and was standing by
waiting for the Coast Guard. The boat drifted while waiting
.:,d a•:te,' :'- ~ i • the blower', t•,e oper,:,t-__r -.esta.r.ed 1.-hký e-. ;-:.c
to !love the eoat furtlter cff s,,ore. Kahen the starter t.'-ýs
cranked, there was an explosion in the engine space that
severely burned the operator's daughter who was holding the
engine cover open to ventilate the space. The investigation
indicated that the cause was probably a rich mixture from
the engine carburetor and not a component failure. Ignition
was from either the starter or the ignition distributor.
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Case No. 8

The one year old 24 foot inboard/outdrive boat involved in
this explosion and fire was anchored off a channel for
fiehing, when the operator decided to move to a better
location and attempted to start the engine. After operating
the blower for about 10 seconds, the engine was cranked
and started. Within seconds of starting, smoke was observed
at the engine and an explosion occurred that blew the box
open. The exact point of failure could not be pinpointed,
but the evidence indicated that thie failure was in the engine
space and that siphon action caused a considerable quantity
of fuel to accumulate in the engine well bafore ignition.
Ignition was probably fr'om the starte- motor.

Case No. 9

The 25 foot 4 year old boat twin screw I/0 boat involved
in this fire hae just been fueled and burst into flame
when the enqines were being started. The port engine had
actually started, but when the owner could not start the
starboard tagine, he opened the engine cover to check the
engine and fire immediately broke out in the engine space.
The investigation revealed that the 10 foot long fuel fill
hose failed at the foamed-zn-tank con •ection. The failure
was attributed to corropior of the reinforcing wire which
had puncturdd the hose. It was .lso determined that the
hose was not resistant to gasoline. Ignition was from the
operating engine.

Case No. 10

Thi, fire case involved a 10 yeaz old 45 foot twin diesel
cruiser which burned das to an electrical fire that occurred
while the boat was unattendeC. The exact cause was not
determined, but the evidence indicated that the fire did
not involve fuel anc was apparently due to a short circuit.

Case No. 11

This case involved a double explosion on an 8 year old single
screw inboard/outdrive boat immediately after fueling. After
both saddle tanks were filled, the engine box was opened
and the operator started and ran the single engine for
about 5 minutes. When everything appeared to be operating
properly, the operator replaced the engine cover in prepara-
tion to casting off when th'e explosion occurred. The initial
e:zplos-a4on blew the engine box off and was followed almost
immediately by a second explosion in the tank space and in
the inner bottom. The investigation revealed a leak in the
3 year old starboard 304 stainless steel fuel tank at the
.-reade. fuel fee& flange which was brazed to the t:,.nk shell'.

:.ni•tion was attributed to the ignition distrihutor.
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DISCUSSION - GANERAL

One of the primary objectives of a continuous program of
in-depth investigations is to seek trends and patterns and,
over a longer range period, to br- able to extract statistically
significant information that may be pertinent to the review
and development of safety requirements. To do this, it is
necessary to create a means of summarizing the key information
from each investigation into tables and charts that will reveal
patterns when they develop. In 1972 a data recording system
was devised that involved the use of four tables. Table 1
was developed to record basic descriptive data on the boat,
Table 2 the cause as related to the source of fuel, Table 3
the source of ignition and Table 4 the secondary factors. In
1973 a separQte table was added to summarize information on
how the fire was extinguished. The 1973 Report uses the
same 5 Tables, but Table 1 has been expanded to provide
additional details on fuel tanks. Although the data from each
investigation is transferred to the 5 Tables for analysis, the
completa Report of each case investigated is retained and
can always be reviewed when specific data is sought.

Because the five data Table•s are so important to the final
analysis, the method of using each Table is reviewed:

Table 1 - Basic Data on Boat and Equipment

Although the very purpose of the 5 Tables being discussed is
to summarize and simplify the mass of data from the
individual cases, over-simplification can tend to distort the
data and the truths being sought. In part, the function of
Table 1 is to help keep the data in the other 4 Tables in
proper perspective. in Case No. 11, 1974, for instance,
Table 1 shows that the tank that failed was 3 years old, that
it was fabricated of Type 304 stainless steel and that the
boat was 8 years old. From the lost fact, it is apparent
that the original tanks were replaced after 5 years.

Most of the Table is self-explanatory, but a review of scme of
the columns and their relationship to the analysis as a %vhole
will permit the Tables to be used more effectively.

(1) Column 6 "Material" - In accordance with the key
to the besic date Table, this column. lists the
tank material. The column has now been expanded
so that if the boat has more than one tank, all tanks
are listed. In Case 11, 1974 it is noted that the boat
had one stainless steel tank and one fiberglass
tank.

Li
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(2) Column 8 "Base Alloy" - This column has been added
to supplement Column 6 by recording the actual
alloy designation. In the came of terneplate
and hot-dipped galvanized steel tanks, the basic
elloy is listed as steel since the material is
coated.

(3) Column 9 "Years Service" - This column has been added
to indicate Me age of the tanks and can be compared
to column 5 which lists the age of boat. By check-
ing the two Columns, it is easy to determine if the
tanks had been replaced.

(4) Column 10 "Years to Failure" - This column is part-
icularly useful, but must be used in conjunction
with the other columns. If no failure is indicated,
the "Years Service" column may provide useful data
on the service life of the material. Since the pro-
gram is limited to boats less than 15 years of age,
the upper limit of Column 9 is 15 years. If the
tank does fail, Column 9 will indicate its age
at the time of failure and Column 5 will indicatewhether or not the tank was original equipint.

(5) Column 11 "Installation" - Because installation
methods often affect corrosion, this column is
provided to indicate the general type of installation
used. The designations are giver, in the key to the
chart.

(6) Column 14 "Fuel. Metering" - In 1972 the column now
marked "Fuel Metering" was marked "Type Carburetor".
The broader termt was adopted so that the column
could more correctly be used to cover diesel engines
and fuel injection systems. The code designations
still cover the various types of carburetors.

(7) Columns 22 Through 30 - The columns under headings
of " Bodi oations to Boat Ly Owner" and "Marine
Repairs" are provided primarily to indicate when the
cause of an accident is related to modifications or
repairs to the boat, rather than to its criginal
design. The last column in each section indicates
whether or not the modification or repair was a
factor.

This Report includes Table 1 for the investigations conducted by
Ford and Beck in 1970 and the investigations by Underwriters
Laboratories in 1972, 1973 and 1974. The Tables are identified
as Tables 1A, IB, IC and iD respectively.
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Table 2 - Primary Cause - Source of Fuel

From the outset of the in-depth accident investigation program,
starting with the stiady by Ford and Beck* in 1970, the prime
objective of every investigation has been to determine the
"Primary Cause* of the accident. Specifically, what failed
or occurred to allow fuel vapors to a cumulate in sufficient
quantity to cause a fire or an explosion? The need for
specific information on the primary cause is obvious, but
the degree to which an in-depth study is cazried out is a
distinct variable that must be established. In this study,
each accident was investigated in a one or two day period
by one or two men. In 1973 the investigations were sufficient
to establish the probable cause of the accidents in 8 out of
the 11 cases.

The primary failures in boat fire and explosion cases are
usually associated with such factors as corrosion, mechanical
failures, chemical deterioration, and installation errors.

Table 2 covering the "Primax" Cause - Source of Fuel" is
identical to Table 2 in 1973. It is noted that in addition
to a column marked "Undeterlined", a separate column marked
"Other" is provided. The column marked "Other" is used when
the cause has been determined, but the cause does not correspond
to the listed causes in Lhe Table. By providing the two
columns, it will be possible at some future time to recheck
all of the cases under the heading of "Other" and determine
if any cause is repeated sufficiently to warrant a new colurn
in the Table. The column has been used for such causes as an
overheated vee-drive and a canvas cockpit cover ignited by acigarette.

The "Primary Cause-Source of Fuel" Table serves as a means of
accumulating data on the source of fuel that was initially
ignited to cause the explosion or start the fire. The
degree of certainty that the particular cause was determined
to be responsible for the accident is indicated by using
unity (or 100 percent) when, in the opinion of the investigator,
the cause was positively established. Where the single cauic
was not determined, two or more entrees are made with the
degree of likelihood that each was the source as a prcporticn
of unity. In some instances, the cause of the accident can be
specifically determined, but the cause s related to more
than one factor. In Case 9, 1974, the cause of the accident
was the failure oT the fuel fill hose, but the cause Ls not
entered as unity in the Table. The reason is that the failure
was partially due to corrosion of the reinforcing wire,
partially because the hose was not resistant to gasoline and
partially oecause of the foamed-in installation.

*Project 705105/001" An In-ESepth Study of Recreational Boat
Fires and Explosions" by LCDR A.B. Ford and LTJG R. E. Beck.
AD 717 955.
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This Report includes Table 2 for the investigations conducted J
by Ford and Beck in 1970 and the investigations by Underwriters
Laboratories in ".972, 1973 and 1974. The Tables are
identified as Tailes 2A, 2B, 2C ant 2D respectively.

Table 3 - ignition of Primary Source

The consistency with which the primary source of fuel is usually
isolated in an investigaticn is not possible with ignition
source. In most of the boats investigated, there are a number
of possible sources of ignition and usually no physical !
evidence remains to indicate which item actually ignited the
fuel vapors.

An electric starter, for instance, will not leave any evidence of
an internal flash that can be detected in & field investigation.
An arc from a wet ignition wire will leave no trace and the
same is true of an arc across the ceramic surface of a spark
plug. Other items such as mechanical voltage regulators and
ignition distributors may leave clues. In Case 2, 1974 for
example, the ignition distributor showed no evidence of
external fire damage (see Photo 2), but the wire inside the
distributor (Photo 5), was completely burned. The engine was
running and the distributor is listed as the source of ignition.

Although, at this tire, it is not norrtall:' possible to iscl-te
the specific ignition source responsible for an explosion or
fire, this should change within the next couple of years when
the Coast Guard "ignition-proofing" requirements become
effective. When all items in the engine space are "ignition-
proofed", it should then be possible, if sufficient evidence
remains, to determine -,nich of the enclosures failed. In
determining the figures entered in Table 3, careful consideration
must be given to the narrative account, tk~e position of switches
and in the case of an explosion, evidence of the source of
pressure. By means of the narrative and position of various
switches, it is sometimes possible to eliminate some of the
ignition sources and narrow down the possibilities. It is
noted that in all 11 cases conducted in 1974, the source of
ignition was established in only 1 case.

In most of the cases covered in this Report, the failure of sorie
part of the fuel system created the probability for an explosion
and fire and the ignition :ource established the time of the
accident. In Cases 2, 5, 6 and 11, 1974 the source of fuel was
present and could have been ignited by any source of ignition.
The difference would simply be in the timing of the accident.
In Cases 5 and 6 the fuel leakage had been present for an
extensive period of time.
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This Report includes Table 3 for the investigations by Ford
and Beck in 1970 and the investigations by Underwriters
Laboratories in 1972, 1973 and 1974. The Tables ire identified
as Tables 3A, 3B, 3C and "D respectively.

Table 4 Secondary Factors - Source of Fuel

The fire resistanc._ - items in the fuel system, siphon action
an-A flammability of various items in the boat may have no bear-
ing on the cause of the fize, but are likely to determine whether
or not a fire can be extinguished or the boat burns to thewaterline.

Table 4, when filled out for any case, is a simple analysis of
why the boat burned to the extent it did. In essence, what
burned and quantitatively how much? In each case, unity
represents the total fire damage so that if an item is marked.3, it indicates that the particular factor contributed to 30
percent of the loss. The breakdown is an eatimate of how much
fuel each item contributed to the total fire. The last column
under the heading "Extent of Damage '-o Boat" establishes the
extent of the loss in terms of value of the boat.

The secondary factors ultimately determine the recovery pot-
ential of the boat and if the boz-t is off shore may be a deter-
mining factor in the recovery of the people on board. In
time it should be possible to look for patterns that cause
total losses, or conversely, how losses can be limited.

The secondary factors in Tc-le 4 are based on a pure judgement
factor, since there is no available means of measuring the
degree of involvement for each item. Although the values are
nothing more than an educated guess, they should over a period
of time indicate the major areas of fire spread.

This Report includes Table 4 for the investigations by Ford and
Beck in 1970 and the investigations by Underwriters Laboratories
in 1972, 1973 and 1974. The Tables are identified as
Tables 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D respectively-

Table 5 Fire Extinguishing Efforts and Explosion Relief

The analysis of fire fighting equipment and effort on boats
involved in fire a3 1. explosion accidents was started in 1973
and has revealed some int..resting data. Probably the most inter-
esting and obvious fact revealed is that very few boats are
equipped with any form of fixed fire extinguishing system
and in almost every case, such a system might have helped.
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Most of the Table is self explanatory but the columns
indicating whether or not (1) a fixed fire extinguishing
system, (2) an access hole or (3) explosion vents would
help, are based on judgement of the available facts. In
th2 case of a major initial explosion for instance,a standard
CO fixed fire extinguisher would not reAct fast enough to
prevent the damage and an access hole for a portable fire
extinguisher is of no value if the engine box or hatch ia
open. This also applies to explosion vents. In Case 15, 1970,
an extinguisher access hole would not have helped since the
boat was abandoned with no attempt to use portable extinguishing
equipment. In Case No. 4, 1974, the explosion occurred with
the engine box removed so the answer to all three questions
was negative. In Case 3, 1974 the single occupant on the
boat was badly burned by the initial explosion so an access
hole would not have been used. Had other passengers been
on-board to man the extinguishers, an access hole might have
been of value., In this sence, the Table is based on the facts

related to the specific accident.

This Report includes Table 5 covering the investigations byI
Ford and Beck in 1970 and the investigations by Underwriters

Laboratories in 1972, 1973 and 1974.
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!Y J2 TAMU 2 - PRIMARY CAUSe - SOURCE OF FPUL

gCoTmion' - Includes any form of corrosion that results In fuel lea•kg.

*Jehanisal Itress' - Includes vibration and shock failures (fatigwu)# failures due to
e Mseull pressure, failures resulting from the application of stress levels exceeding

tae material limits, and any form of breakage due %o object impaet or rough asge.

*Cheaieal* - Would apply to the deterioration of non-metallic materials due to contactVItA gaso9line, oil or other liquids.

gostallationg - Applies to leakage resulting from a loose fitting. clamp or thread, where
1I1Tli ould not have ocourred had the components been propetly assembled or installed.

it could apply to a fuel tank installed so as to create a gravity feed fuel supply to the
engine. In essence, the tank and fittings are not at fault and the cause of the leakage
can be corrected by installing the tank at a lower level. Under the %Fuel P'wpm, installa-
tion would include an electrical fuel pump installed without an oil pressure cut-off switch
to prevent pump operation when the engine Ls stopped. It could apply to an e'ectrio pump
Lnstalled at the tank end of the line instead of at the engine, creating& imq pressurized
fuel line.

6l~ u - The separate category for a fuel gauge (or fuel gauge transmitter) is
Included to distinguish gauge' problems from basic tank problems. It would only be used
where the source of leakage is because of the design or construction of the device it-
self and would not be used If the tank design was the reason for leakage.

lrltting" - Woula L.ply to the failure of a tube fitting used with metallic fuel lines or
versa or reusable fittings on flexible fuel lines. A cracked flare or leakage at a com-! ression fitting would be listed as a fitting failure. A clamped hose connection that

Ieaks would normally be an installation failure, but if the barbed fitting used with
pumh-on hose failed, the failure would be listed as a fitting failure.

8sr - Rxternal fuel leakage of any mechanical fuel pump due to diaphragm failure.
ZU-WuZI-ipply to both single and dual diaphragm pumps.

'Vale geal* - Would be used to indicate leakage due to failure of an '0' ring, valve
pac•irng or leakage at a tapered plug.

'Gasket' - Would be used to record any leakage of a gasket or seal at a fuel filter. it
-oui-apply to an "0' ring seal.

OCarburstor Drip" - Would apply to liquid fuel discharged from a carburetor due to the
Tac~k1 adeqIuta drip-collecting provisions. In a down-draft carburetor, where the liquid
is collected inside the manifold, the resulting vapor discharge would be listed under
'Vapors', not carburetor drip.

" a* - Would be used to indicate any fire or explosion caused by the ignition of vapors
Ui11iizged from the carburetor, such as when flooded. It would not include liquid
leakage or the discharge of liquid fuel covered under carburetor drip.

I; ia, - Carburetor leakage would cover any fuel leakage around the float chamber,
UAN ha aft* or through any of the gasketed joints, etc.

fConetruction Materials* - The four items listed provide a means of breaking down the
available sources of 'ombustible materials. Joiner work includes all cabinets. coamings.
the superstructure and other structur'e not part of the hull.

6LPG System" - The breakdown under LPG system would serve to indicate the source of fuel
Iie~~ag eat the appliance, in the distribution system or at the storage cylinders. If
the leakage was due to a lcse fitting, the cause would be listed as an "installation" error.

e~leatrical System* -- The electrical system is divided into two parts to indicate if
wire Insulation was ignited or if ome piece of electrical equipment caught fire.

'Wot Determined' - Would be used where there was no reasonable data available to indicate
where the fIre started.

*Other* - The column is used to cover items such as an overheated gear box, the ignition
0? a-canvas cover or mattress, etc. where the item has been pinpointed but is not
covered in the other causes and cateqories listed.

0iEpie!ionw- The column marked *explosion" is used to indicate whether or not an explosion
occurre dimmediately. An explosion that )ccurred as a result of the initial fire would
be listed as a "Secondary Explosion' in the "Secondazy Factor Table'.
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=1 ?AM 4 - RACYOPS BOUC OF r=
OPLE No i8on - is without question the major seomaduy factor with respect to
aypart o fth l system. Fire resistance an a separate factor# hob ver, must
often be eomosdered in relation to other factors in deterstnLag the degrse of- con-
tiributeas. Undo: the category of 0lexible 1Pul Lnes , for lastatc, the fire
resistanae of a hose may caiv', it to fail, but the mioimt of tful that Is released
will depend on whether or not siphon action is involesd, or it beeause of a bottom
tank feed, the entire contents of the teank will be dued.

"LseuAd IL" - TM liquid fuel is to be used to Indicate whetber or not liquid fuel
la present -a the fill pipe and, quantitively, how mohb. If the fill pipe burns
throu tand tbare is no li uid fuel, the fill pipe will becomm a torsh fed owly by
fuel vapors. If the pipe ?a song ad contains an appreciable quantity of fuel, itcould become an imortant secondary factor.

a?.Inc ti.on - This factor is used to indicate the existence of bottom or side
oeings an a tara where a failure of a fill, vent or feedpipe would permit an
apfreeable quantity of fuel to be added to the fire. With a fire-resistant fuel
tenk and all fittings off the top, it is not unusual for a tank to retatn met of
the fuel present at the start of the fire.

lnstaellationg - This factor could be used if a non-metallic ful tank intended to
b ee roeu l for fire resistance is exposed to full fleas Ipiangemant.. It could also be 4
used to cover a suspended bow tank that dropped when the suspending strape failed

due to fire. In the case of fuel lines or a fuel pump, etc, Installation could be
used to indicate any installation condition that contributed to the secondary fuel
supply. a loose connection that was not part of the primary cause could be covered
undeo Izatalletion.

"8i4phon tcaon" - When it can be determined that siphon action provided a secondary
source or iuai, it would be used, but consideration must be given to the fact that
when the fire causes the flexible fuel line to burn through at or above fuel level,
siphon action ceases. It would normelly follow that siphon action with a metallic
line will exist for a longer period than with flexible tubing.

"Construction Materials* - The items listed provide a breakdown of the sources of
fuel that contribue to the fire.

OCooking ee* - the 3 items listed provide a means of recording the presence of
• ontaiIeIrU at-various cooking fuels involved in the fire.

wSeondary RxloeLonO - The column is used to indicate whether or not an explosion
occurred as a result of fire explosure. as opposed to an initial explosion due to
primary ignition of vapors.

"ePrimape rilureO - The primary failure ce-4umn is used to indicate the quantitative
ontrioution or.the primary source of fuel t2 the total fire.

Oxxtvnt of aMae to Boat" - This column provides an indication of the total extent
I-•" daemag so that thebrea•'Ira, of contributing factors can be reviewed in proper

perspective,
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S!IXLI~CAkNCE OF RESUL&L-

The system of collecting and analyzting the data in this Report
has been devised to be objective and complete, but it must be
recognized that the system used or any other will contain
certain inherent fallacies that cannot be avoided. Som are
directly related to the limited depth of the field investiga-
tions and others would continue to exist with the moat sophisticated
type of investigation. if these factors, that tend to weigh
the results are understood, the charts and tables presented
will become more umaningful. Factors to be considered include%

Overall Statistical Significance

The 49 investigations which constitute the base of this Rport
are considered insufficient to establish any meaningful
statistical significance to the findings presented. The
absence of statistical significance is compounded by the wide
variety of boat types, by a variety of boat sizes and ages
and because the cause is determined in only 80 percent of the
investigations conducted. It is recognized, however, that
if the program is continued good representation of the boatingpopulation should come about automatically. How quickly this

occurs will depend largely on how many investigations are
conducted, and providing the degree of in-depth study is n
maintained or improved. It can also be expected that the
data will become useful in some areas faster than others.

The Numerical Values In the Tables

When numerical values are assigned to the various factors in
the Tables of "CauJes" and "Secondary Factors", each entry is
related to unity or 100 percent for that particular came.
However, the resultant percentages under any given cause cannot
be ass-med to be true indicators of the degree of involvement
for that item or factor at this stage. When, for inrtance
a particular cause has been determined on ond boat and
entered into the appropriate Table, it is automatically given a
certain weight in relation to all other causes and the total
number of cases covered in the analysis. It is important to
realize that not all of the boats in the analysis are equipped
with that item or type of equipment. The statistical analysis
takes on a different meaning when only one or two boats are
equipped with an Item as opposed to all boats. In order to min-
imize the effects of this anomaly, it is necessary to determine
and statistically take into account what equipment is used on
each boat and to create an analysis method that is flexible
enough to relate the cause tc either the total number of boats
or to the niumber of boats with that type of component. Table 7,
for instance, will in time permit aluminum tank failures to be
compared to tanks of all materials, or just to the other
aluminum alloys. Table ! of "Basic Data on Boat and Equipment"
was created for this purpose.
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gelf-Destruct Xviftence

In conducting an invLstigation after a severe fire of long
duration, the relative fire resiutance of the various onponent
parts plays a very important part in the ability of the investig-
ator to determine what occurred and how each part contributed to
the accident. This self-destruct characteristic of basm equip-
ment will create an imbalance in the meaning of the tabuleted
results that must be considered.

in a major fire, it is normal to find the engine carburetors
malted beyond recognition while at the sam time the fuel tanks
remain half full of fuel. Because of the good fire resistance
of most fuel tank naterLals:, the tank can be examined in greatI , detail for corrosion,, cross threaded Jointsp evidence of

internal water and other physical or chemical damage. This is
not true of the lses fire resistant items. In the came of the
carburetor, the only data possible would be identification of
the allay used and possibly the position of the throttle and
choke. It is not possible to check for throttle shaft leakageI
to determine if the flame arrester assembly vwa securely in
place or similar details. The differences in available detail
is reflected in the individual covering reports and finally in
the tables that serve as the basis for the statistical analysis.
The chances of pinpointing the fuel tank as a cause is sub-
stantLally greater than the catrburetor, hence the causes listed
cannot be accepted on a one-to-one basis.

This same factor applies to wiring, non-reinforced fuel hose
and other item. to various degreea and the relative suscept-
ibility of each must be considered as it relates to each case.
In general, Table 6 places various equipment items in what is
considered to be their general or normal order of fire resistance
as related to the ability of an investigator to extract usable
detail data from the remains of a boat after a fire. The
table is presented as a means of conveying the gineral nature
of the problem and not as factual data. The relationships
shown will not hold true in all situations.

Age of Components

First, because one of the guidelines established in the selection
of boating accidents is a limitation of 15 years on boat age,
the resultant statistics will not reveal the life expectancy
of fuel tank materials such as nickel copper, soma hot dipped
gaJvanized tanks and other materials that are known to last over
20 years.

From the outset of the program, the value of being able to re-
late failures to boat age was recognized and was the primary
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reason for creating Table 1. The fact that a fuel tank of a
given material fails and causes an accident is considered re-
latively useless information without the paralleling informa-
tion on the age of the tank. Without the age data provided in
Table 1, the tabulation of *causes" in Table 2 could be quite
misleading.

Sampling Procedure

Because of the very limited number of cases investigated under
this program, an attempt was made through the screening pro-
cedures to carefully select the particulaz accidents invest-
igated. While the selection process is relatively effective in
making the field time of value, it does not provide any
assurance that the accidents investigated reflect the entire
boating population. Within the established guidelines, an
effort was made to include various boat sizes and types, but
not to the extent of following any pre-established pattern.

TABLE 6

GENERAL FIRE RESISTANCE OF MARINE EQUIPMENT AS RELATED TO THE LOSS
OF DETAILED INFORMATION IN AN INVSTIGATION APTER A rip'

Carburetor '•
Non Reinforced Fuel Hose Items capable of being
Wiring destroyed in 10 minutes
Non-Metallic Air Ducts or less.

Glass Bowl Filters
Fabric Reinforced Fuel Hose
Fuse Panels Items capable of being I
Fuel Fill Systemi destroyed in a period
Blowers of about 10 to 30 minutes.
Battery Switches
Instrument Panel
Batteries
Mechanical Fuel Pwups

Bilge Pumps
Marine Fuel Filters (bronze) Items that will remain
Electric Fuel Pumps substanially intact
Engine Controls r after exposure to a
Exhaust System fire for long periods.
Fuel Tanks
Metallic fuel Lines (copper-steel)

j
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INDICATED TIMNDS

The data accumulated as the result of the 49 ia-depth
investigations covered in this Report is not considered
adequate to justify proposing conclusions, but there are
indicated trends and patterns developing that warrant
discussion and further observation. The observations are
made on the basis )f accumulated facts and are listed in
the order of their importance and the degree of documentation.

Fuel Above Tank Top Level

Failures of component parts of the fuel system that lie
between the tank top and the hull or deck have been involved
as primary cause factors in a number of accidents. They are
recognized as a major area of concern. Reference is made
to the following specific cases:

(a) Case 1 1970 - The fuel leakage was traced to a
fuel gauge. The tank was filled to a level
above the fuel gauge mounting plate.

(b) Case 6 1970 - The fuel leakage was traced to a
broken vent line connec ion (compression fitting)
at the tank. The tank had been topped off prior
to the accident.

(c) Case 9 1970 - The fuel for the fire was from the
port fuel Till line. The tank had just been
topped off and was still at the fueliztg dock.

(d) Case 10 1970 - The source of fuel was traced to
a leak at the fuel gauge sender. The tank had just
been topped-off and was at the fueling dock.

(e) Case 14 1970 - It was concluded that the fuel
leakage was from an improperly fastened fuel gauge
sending unit. The boat had just been fueled.

(f) Case 2 1972 - The investigation traced the leakage
to a plastic fuel fill fitting that cracked. The
boat had just been fueled and was at the fueling
dock.

(g) Case 6 1972 - The fuel leakage was traced to a
fuel. tank vent connection that was disconnected.
The boat had just been fueled.

(h) Case 4 1973 - The fuel l.eakage was traced to a
corrosion failure of the port fuel fill pipe. The
boat had just been fueled.
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(ii) 97 h source of fuel was traced to the
failre f afuel line vent fitting on the port

tank. The boat had just been fueled.

(J) Qae81973 - The investigation revealed a corrosion
failjure of the fuel fill pipe connection at the
tank. The boat had just been fueled.

Wk Case 1 1974 - The fuel leakage was traced to a
missing pipe plug in the fuel tank vent system.
The boat had just been fueled.

(1) Case 3 1974 - The fuel leakage was traced to a
fuelTIfiose that slipped off at the tank.
The boat was being fueled.

(m) Case 5 1974 - The investigation revealed a split
vent hose at the tank. The boat had just been
fueled.

Cn) Case 9 1974 - The source of fuel was traced to I
a fuel. Zi hose failure caused by a corroded
spiral reinforcing wire and lack of resistance of
the hose to gasoline. The boat had~ just been
topped off.

(o) Case 11 1974 - The source of fuel was traced to a
corrosio-n-7ailure of the fuel pick-up tube
connection at the tank. The boat had just been
fueled.

The failures caon be summarized as follows:I

(1) Fuel fill and vent line fitting failures 6
(2) Fuel gauge mounting p~oblems 3
(3) Corrosion failures 3 -
(4) Fill and vent hose failures

The obvious common denominator in all 15 cases was the fact
that the boat was either being fueled or had just been
fueled prior to the accident. Although the specific causes
varied, the leakage of liquid fuel. was in each case present
because the tanks were filled to capacity and in most cases
well abov~e capacity, making the fuel fill pipe and vent
line serve as fuel storage containers. It is noted that
in son* boats, the fuel fill pipe alone can contain about a
gallon of fuel. A standard 1½ inch ID hose can contain about
.09 gallons of fuel pcr foot and a h inch ID 'vent lin~e .012
gallons per foot. The Motor Craft Standard of the NFPA
includes the following requirement which is rarely applied
at the fuel dock.
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"633(e) Tanks shall not be coupletely filled. Allow
a minimum of 2 per cent of tank space for exp~ansion.
The space allowance should be 6 per cent if the fuel
being taken aboard is 32*r or below in temperature."

maeterialds for minuerire ruesistances hock anday fatqigue
Theid tdrdeqforin marined foe traned heave, alwaysiben qesisten
mtrigid, requiinuteled oire bressaned shaock corrosiongresit
resistance and controlled installation. At the same time
the standards have tended to become more relaxed for the
fuel fillp' and vent system on the basis that the fill and
vent are not intended to serve as fuel storage containers.
There would appear to be three possible directions to take
in order to solve this problem.

(1) Educate the public and marina attendants at the
fueling dock.

.(2) Apply the same rigid standards developed for

fuel tanks to the fill and vent..I
(3) Install an automatic shut-off device that would

prevent the tank from being filled to capacity.

SihoAction

The conditions that permit fuel to be siphoned from the fuel
tank exist in most boats and were present in virtually
every b~oat c~overed in this Report. The siphoning of fuel
is mast couwonly associated with the secondary factors in
a fire rather than the primary cause, but the 'validity of
this assumption is gradually being eroded.

Siphon action is definitely one of the major factors invol.ved
in tAhe spread of fire and was specifioally cited in 10
of the cases included in this Report. In most cases, the
evidence indicated that a non-fire resistant hose burned
through at the engine and because of siphon action fuel con-
tintued to feed the fire. The action will continue until
the fire burus through the line above the level of fuel in
thi tank. At that point, it can be expected that the fuel
fill and vent hose will also burn through and the openings
will torch at tank top level.

The relationship of siphon action to the primary cause is
not as clear cut, since in each case something mechanical
must fail to permit the siphon action and the mechanical
failure is listed as the cause. In Case No. 11 of 1973, for
instance, the primary cause was found to be a distorted
gasket on a fuel filter and the cause is so listed, but
it was siphon action that permitted or caused t~he fuel to flow.



In connection with the investigation of Case No. 4 in 1972,
a laboratory test was conducted to document thte fact that
it was possible to simultaneously sustain siphon leakage
from a fuel feed line while the engine on the line is running.
The test clearly demonstrated that it was possible and that
there would be no indication of a problem as long as theI
engine was operating at low RPM. In the testa, the 125 HP
engine was operated at 1500 RPM under some load while
sustaining a siphon action leak of 300 milliliters per
minute. The interesting fact was that the siphon head was
only a couple of inches. When the throttle was advanceda,I
the engine RPM increased to 3400 RPM and then the engine
quit due to fuel starvation. At the lower RPM there wasI

no-evidence of a problem and the engine operated normally.

The current safety standards of the ABYC and the NFPA, asI
well as the proposed Coast Guard Regulations, all require
some form of anti-siphon protection anda, as previously
noted, the need appears to be more than justified. Accepted
methods of anti-siphon protection include automatic anti-
siphon valves, electric shut-off valvesa, keeping all parts
of the fuel distribution system above tank top level andI
the use of an air bleed hole in the tank fuel pick-up tube.
A brief review of each method, based on information gathered
in the four years of this study, seems in order. The
following is noted;

(1) Anti-Siphon Valves - Although it was determined
WYE seveal f~i boats involved in this study
were initially equipped with anti-siphon valves
at the time they were manufactureda, the valves
were not in place when the investigations were
conducted. It was found that it is almost
standard procedure for boat dealers and service
yards to remove the valves at the first indication
of a fuel problem. In some cases the valves are
removed before the boat is delivered to the
customer. The reason involves two problems. First,
the standard anti-siphon valves available on the
market introduce enough restriction to fuel flow
and impose enough load on the fuel pump that the
pump cannot deliver the required fuel at full
power. Second, it was found that when two tanks
were used and one ran dry, the engine fuel pump
would not pick up the fuel from the full tank when
the tanks were switched. It would appear that
the level of technical development in anti-sip~ion
valve design is not equal to the field requirements
at this time. There are reportedly some new
designs under development, but field data was not
available to judge their performance.
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(2) Electric Fuel Shut-Off Valves - The use of a
positive automatic shut-off valve, if properly
sized, provides a positive control of the
problem whenever the engines are not operating.
Valves are relatively expensive and rarely
used. None of the boats investigated were
equipped with electric valves. The electric
solenoid valve is not really an anti-siphon device
in the normal sense of the word.

(3) Keeping Fuel Distribution System Above Tank Top
Level - The sloping of all fuel lines up from the
tank is the most positive and simplest method
of anti-siphon protection; however, the investigations
indicate that the condition is rarely achieved in
actual practice. It was found that in order to
properly position the propeller with respect to
the hull bottom, inboard-outdrive engines are
invariably iaotalled in an engine well with the
engine crankshaft at or slightly below the
cockpit deck level. Since mechanical fuel pumps
and flexible fuel lines are often positioned
below the crankshaft, siphon action is possible
even when the fuel tank is located below the
ccokpit deck.

(4) Air Bleed In Tank - An air bleed hole in the fuel
pick-up tube in th'e tank has been used for many
years. It appears to be effective when the
correct size bleed hole is used and as long as
the hole does not clog. There are no figures
available to properly assess the clogging problem,
but when several boats were checked a number of
years ago in connection with an NFPA Committee
discussion, some were found to be clogged. As
in the case of an anti-siphon valve, the size of
the hole is vital and must be determined by both
the engine requirements and the potential height
of the fuel above the lowest part of the system.
If the bleed hole is too small, siphon action is
still possible.

Fuel Tanks - Design and Installation

Every component in a boat fuel system must be considered very
carefully, but from a quantitive standpoint the fuel tank
obviously poses the greatest single problem. Since corrosion
remains as the major concern with respect to tank failures
and corrosion is directly influenced by installation conditions,
installation warrants special attention. The available in-
depth data is still weak, but the following observations are
sugqe~ted by the data collected in the 4 year period:
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(1) Internal Corrosion - The susceptibility of a fuel
tanY to internal corrosion is largely determined by

t .-rial, but it is also evident that tank de-
s,-' snd installation play an important part in
whaz occurs. Based on the 49 investigations,the
.aterials found most susceptible to internal
corrosion were (1) terneplate steel, (2) galvanized
sheet steel and (3) the aluminum alloys. SpecLfic
reference is made to the following cases where
information was obtained on internal corrosion:

(a) Case No. 1 1972 - The 4 year old 3004 aluminum
alloy tank corroded through from the inside
and was determined as the primary cause of that
accident. The nature of the failure suggested
that a particle of brass, probably from a
threaded fitting dropped into the tank and
caused a local cell to be created.

(b) Case No. 9 1973 - The fiberglass covered
galvanized sheet metal tank was very badly
corroded internally, below the level of the
fuel pick-up tube. Failure of the tank was
established as the cause of the accident.
When the tank was sectionalized for study,
it was very clearly evident that the heavy
corrosion in the tank started at the exact
level of the fuel pick-up tube. The pick-up tube
length was such that the last 7/8 of an inch
of liquid was never removed. Since water is
heavier than gasoline the salt water always
remained in the tank. The tank was 6 years old.

(c) Case No. 6 1974 - Although the 9 pound terns-
plate fuel tank in this boat failed due to
external corrosion, scattered internal
corrosion to a depth of 18 thousands of an
inch or 1/3 the material thickness was found.
The tank was 8 years old when it failed.

(d) Case No. 9 1974 - The 5052 aluminum tank in
in this case was not the cause of the fire, but
the investigation revealed internal corrosion
pitlting to a depth of .030 inches or 1/3 of
the material thickness. The investigation
revealed the fact that the boat had sunk several
years prior to the accident and it was not
possible to evaluate to what extent the sink-
ing contributed to the corrosion. External
pitting with pit depths of .040 were found and
a sheet metal screw had been installed in
one end of the tank to stop a leak that developed
after the sinking, 1-1/2 years before the
accident.
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(2) External Corrosion -Except for the normal corrosion
Uf a given metal aloy in a marine environment, the
accelerated corrosion~ found on tanks in service is
inevitably associated with the accumulation or
entrapment of water somewhere on the surface. water
accumulation results from either the tank den±qn or
water traps created by the method of installat. ':'M

Both the NFPA and ABYC Standards include a general
requirement that fuel tanks shall be constructed so
that exterior surfaces will not hold moisture,
but it is apparent that many fuel tanks do not
comply. The problem, as it relates to the tank
itself, is almost entirely restricted to light
gauge materials which deform around tank-top
fittings and fuel gauge openings. This form of
localized corrosion, due to water pockets, is
evident in Photograph No. 3, Case No. 2, 1974,
in the addendum of this Report.

The problem of corrosion due to water entrapment
caui.., and often is, compounded by the method of
installation of the tank. NFPA Standard 302 states
that "Contact between metallic fuel tanks and other
structure should be limited to the necessary
supports in order to permit free circulation of air."
Reference is made to the installation of the tank
in Case No. 2, 1974 and Case No. 4# 1974. Both are
examples of tanks secured to flat platforms with
no air circulation below the tanks. (See photographs
in addendum of Report.) Although neither of the
tanks referred to failed, because of the installation
method,, the bottom surfaces did show evidence of local
accelerated corrosion due to water entrapment.

The number of foamed-in fuel tanks encountered in
this study is relatively small, but it appears evident
from the investigation of Case 4, 1970 and Cases
6, 7 and 9 in 1974, that the foaming in of the tanks
was directly responsible for accelerated corrosion of
the tank in each case.

In Cases 4 of 1970 and 6 of 1974, the tanks involved
were terh'eplate steel construction and there would
appear to be little, if any, debate with the fact
that terneplate steel should never be foamed in place.
It is noted that both the ABYC and the proposed Coast
Guard regulations restrict foamed-in installations
to non-metallic tanks and certain aluminum alloys.
Notwithstanding the material itself, Photograph No. 3
of Case No. 6, 1974 and Photograph No. 3 of Case
No. 7, 1974 illustrate the fact that the installations
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did cause water to be trapped on the tank top. It
seems axiomatic, that if water is trapped, even the
acceptable materials will exr-ience accelerated
corrosion.

Although the foamed-in ittallations are theoretically
intended to prevent w • from reaching the tank
bottom and sidei the uvidence available todate
would indicate that the protection is not actually
achieved in practice. Photograph No. 3 of Case 7,
1974 illustrates how the foam has separated from
the tank, leaving a gap to channel water to the lower
surfaces. In Case No. 6, 1974, it was clearly
evident that water had migratid rast the foam to the
entire tank bottom. It was interesting to note that
the foamed-in tank bottom in Case No. 6, 1974 did
look relatively clean, although scattered pits with
depthL of .018 inch were found. Wbsle it is
entirely possible that the corroston on the tank
bottom was less than that of a standard chock
installation, the corrosion alang the top edges and
on the tank was considered to be greatly accelerated.

(3) Accessibilit - In conducting any fire and explosion
nstigaton, it is very important to complutely

check the fuel tank and whenever possible, the tank
is removed from the boat and returned to the
laboratory for detailed examination. The need to
check tanks after a fire has tended to graphically
illustrate the difficulty any boat owner or service
yard would have attempting to check the tanks as
part of routine service. Some are, of course, quite
accessible, but it is becoming increasingly evident
that many are either difficult to inspect or
completely inaccessible. In conducting the 11
investigations in 1974, the following examples
of this condition were found:

(a) Case 5 1974- In this case the fuel tank was
"waccessibl."t, but because it was necessary to
remove about 10 screws and a molded fiberglass
seat, the boat operator was not aware of the
failure of a vent tube at the tank. The
evidence clearly showed that the leakage was
present over a long period of time, since the
fuel had effected the paint coating on the
tank. In this instance a hinged seat would
have made the tank 'readily accessible"
ani increased the chances of detecting the
failure.
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Case 6 1974 -The fuel tank in this boat wasn
cospletely inaccessible for inspection and
it became necessary to remove the en~tire dock
to gain adequate access to the tank.* Since
the aft edge of the tank was perforated in
ait least 26 places and the fuel pick-up tube
connection was corroded out and supported by
the fuel liner the leakage had to be present
for an extended period of time. it was again
probable that accessibility would have increased.
the liklihood of detecting the failure.

Case 7 1974 - This installation was identical
to that in Case 6,, and although the 1 year
old tank had not failed, the problem will
probably exist in a couple of years.

Case 9 1974 -In order to check this tank after
the eritwas necessary to remove the cock-

pit deck with an ax since no hatch had been
provided. The tank was very badly corroded#
but the boat owner had no way of determining
the fact that the tank was on the verge of
failing or that the fuel fill hose had failed.
The fuel fill hose was foamed-in.

ElcricalSystm Probems

Over the 4 year period only a few electrical fires have been in-
vestigated so that the bisis for any comment is statistically
weak. Notwithstanding the absence of good statistical data,
three possible areas of ace~rn have emerged from the 49 invest-
igations that deserve specific consideration. They are reviewed
in what is considered to be t%-he ordei of their importance.

(1) Unprotected Ignition and Alternator Circuits - In a
number of the boats investigated in this program,
it has been found that the ignition circuit and
alternator circuits are often completely without
overcurrent protection. Usually, the battery is
connected directly to the starter solenoid on the
engine and a heavy conductor, such as a number 4 Awg
wire, is connected from the solenoid to the ignition
switch.- When the switch is "on", the battery is
connected directly to the engine ignition circuit and
alternator through the switch.

The absence of overciirrent protection can and has
bean determined a3 the mechanism which can trigger
secondary fires. While a small engine space fire
might be controlled with on-board extinguishers,
secondary fires are usually beyond the capability
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of the small poztable extinguishers usually carried on
boats. This is particularly true of electrical fires,
which will. tend to reignite until the aource of
power is disconnectad. In the circuit described, when
the original fire softens the insulation of either
the ignition system power feed or alternator leads
and the wires short to the engine block, a dead short
condition then exists from the engine to the ignition
switch and back to the engine solenoid. This condition
was definitely established as the cause in Case 3,
1973, and was a major factor in Case 7. 1974.

(2) Ignitability of Boat Wiring - In a number of cases it
has been evident that wire insulation used on boats
is very easily ignited by a very short duration flame
front. In the same general area, rubber hose, wood
and paint will show no evidence of fire damage, but
the wiring will ignite and burn. Spark plug wires
are apparently particularly susceptible to this
type of flash ignition.

The ready ignitability of wiring is often used to help
analyze a fire. The burn pattern on the cylindrical
wires can help determine the direction of the
flame front in a given area and also provide an
indication of the flame duration.

(3) Master Battery Switch - The need for a master battery
switE has been thes subject of much debate in the
standard writing committees and although the 49
cases investigated do not shed much light on the
subject, the following observations were made:

(a) Out of 32 cases investigated from 1972 to 1974,
10 boats were equipped with master battery
switches.

(b) In the 10 boats with switches, 3 switches were
completely inaccessible under fire conditions.

(c) In Case 10, 1972, the electrical short involved
jumper cables to the batteries. The jumper
cables would have by-passed any master battery
swItch, if one has been provided.

(d) An accessible master battery switch would have
undoubtedly greatly minimized the drmage in
Case 3, 1973. No fuel was involved.

(e) In Case 4, 1974, an accessible master battery
switch might have prevented the ignition of thefuel. The ignition was caused by a tool
shorting against a live electrical terminal
during repairs.
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(f) In Case 7t 1974# the owner shut off the

fuel supply and probably would have used an
accessible master switch, if provided. The
fire damage at the instrument panel was
attributed to secondary short circuits.

(9) The electrical fire in Case 10. 1974 was
attributed to a short in the DC system.
Since the boat was unattended,, it is possible that
that a master switch could have prevented
the tire.

His trorams

in order to graphically reveal any possible patterns in the three
cause and effect tables, each table has been prepared in histo-
gram form. In each case the basic histogram represents the
results of the 49 cases investigated between 1970 and 1974.
Bach bar represents the total frequency that each cause was
responsible for the 49 fire and explosion cases or, in the
case of the secondary factors how much each factor quantitatively
contributed to the fires. The results for 1974 are super-
imposed on the results of the 4 year study.

Frequency of Primary Causes Providing Fuel in 49 Fire and
Explosion cases - Figure 1.

The histrogram of "Primary Cue"represents the frequency
that each cause was responsible for releasing the fuel that
caused the accident when ignited. All causes which cumulatively
contributed the equivalent of 20 percent or less of one accident
in the 4 years were eliminated f~rom the histogram. The super-
imposed black bar represents the results in 1974 only.

It is noted that in 1974 the results did not follow the four
year pattern but no significance is attached to this departure.
In 1974 both fuel tank corrosion and fuel tanik installation
were the major factors and it is noted 1.a the number of
undertermined causes was lower than normal.

Frequency of Primary Ignition Sources in 49 Cases - Figure 2.

The histogram of Primary Ignition Sources" represents the
frequency that each cause was judged to be responsible for
igniting the primary source of fuel. A.1l causes which cum-
ulatively contributed the equival.ent of 20 percent or loes of
one accident in the 4 year period were eliminated. The super-
imposed black bar represents the results of the investigations
in 1974 only.
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The results of the 1974 investigations appear to be reasonably
consistant with the four year total:. The two major problem
areas indicated art the ignition distributor and the engine

starter.

Frequency of 8econda.r Factors Contributing Fuel To the Fires
On 49 Boats - Figure 3.

The histrogram represents the quantitive contribution of each
factor in 49 cases fuel sources which were judged to contribute
the equivalent of less than 20 percent of the fuel in one case
qver the 4 year period were not included in the histoqram.
'e superimposed black bar represents the results in 1974.

[ vael Tank Service Life

I .- ,-rmatici, pertinent to the suitability of various fuel
tL-. materials ir marine service can be one of the most val-
uaý .4 COnLributioi8 of a program of this type# although the

information will develope slowly. Table 7 is a summary of
thu data collected in the 49 cases.

Summary of Unusual Causes

The following is a brief summary of unusual causes that are

is based on a review of the 49 cases covered in this analysis.

Case 1 1974

A pipe tee fitting was installed in the vent connection of
each fuel tank with a 1/8 inch tee-handle pipe plug installed,
apparently for the purpose of check.ng fuel level in the
tank. The 3/8 inch diameter opening was too small for a
normal dip-stick. The accident was caused by the tee plug
falling out.

Too handled - /

.,.Tank shell.
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Came 3 1974

In this case,, a bonding wire was clamed to the short pipe

provided for attahment of the fill hose. becamse of the

very limited length of pipe left for clamping, the hose
slipped off and when the tank was filled, the fuel was
pumped onto the tank top instead of into the tank.

-tdu wine C2p (par taw

90o. e•b•.

Pril~l Ho C~l

Case 10 1972

The electrical fire on this boat was caused by battery jumper
cables that were left connected to the port battery, with the
free end clamped to a taped metallic tachoaeter table. The
battery clamp cut through the plastic tape, resulting in a
direct short to ground.
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FUEL TANK SERVICE LIFE TA3LE BASED I
ON MMT FROM 19701 1972A 1973 &1974

IUMSTIGATIOiN5
___ __ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ 12 3 41Iii

Copper C 2--1

Nickel Copper NC 3 - - -

Hot-Dipped Galvanized

Steel SG5 - - 2

Galvanized Sheet
Steel GS 1 - 1

Terneplate Steel T- 1 1

Steel S6 -...

Fiberglass ReinforcedPlastic FG ...

Akluminum 3004 AL - 1 - I
Stainless Steel 304 SS -...

Plastic P - 1 -

*Tanks listed in column 4 that fail after 10 years are also
included in column 1.

TABLE 7
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RECREATIONAL BOATING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS FOR 1974

CASE NO 1

DESCRIPTION OF BOAT

The boat involved in this fire was a 30 foot Flying Bridge Sport

Fisherman built by Henry Luhrs Sea Skiff Inc. of Morgan, New

Jersey in 1960. The boat was of wooden lapstrake construction

with steam bent oak frames and copper riveted seams.

The 14 year old boat was single screw, with an erline box at

the forward end of the open cockpit and two fuel tanks under

the aft cockpit deck on the port and starboard sides. The

tanks were positioned fore and aft. The boat had vee bunks

forward, an enclosed head aft of the bunks on the port side

and the helm console on the starboard side.' A small galley

sink was located aft of the helm. The boat was not equipped

with a galley stove or dinette. See Figure No. 1.

The boat was powezed by a 220 HP Gray marine engine with a

fresh water cooling oystem. The engine was in fair condition.

The port cylindrical hot-dipped galvanized fuel tank was 14

inches in diameter and 65 inches long with a capacity of about

42 gallons. The starboard hot-dipped galvanized steel tank was

14 inches in diameftr and 78 inches in length with a capacity

of approximately 50 gallons. Both tanks were supported by

two form-fitting chocks.

The boat had a 4-cowl 4-duct natural ventilating system that

apparently was installed to comply with the U.S.Coast Guard

rules on ventilation. The ducts were 4 inches in diameter.



PHOTOG.•PHS

No, 1 - BOw view of burned hull. In the photograph both the

port and starboard fuel tanks are visible aft of the engine.

No. 2 - View of engine looking forward on stazxioard side. The

generator is visible forward below the starboard water.oooled

manifold and the melted carburetor is visible aft of the ex-

pansion tank. The backfire flame arrester is on the starboard

manifold facing forward. (It was found in the bilge.)

No. 3 - Photograph of starboard tank vent connection showing

tee fitting at tank with pipe plug fitted with a tee handle.

No. 4 - Photograph of port tank vent connection showing tee

fitting with pipe plug missing.

No. 5 - Photograph of port fuel tank fuel feed connection,

shown with hose -onnected to pressurize the tank. The port

exhaust pipewhich dropped on the fuel line is visible at the ar-

row.The valve below the tee connection is the cross feed valve.

NARRATIVE REPORT OF INCIDENT

The boat owner, with one male adult passenger, had been out

for a couple of hours in the evening prior to the accident

and during that period the boat operated normally. They found

a fueling dock still open and decided to fill the tank. At

the fuel dock, the'boat took on about 25 gallons ($14.50) in

the port tankusing sound as the means of dctermining when

the tank was full. The starboard tank was not used by the

owner in order to keep the boat in better trim. When the

tank was full, the boat remained at the dock for about 20

minutes before an attempt was made to start the engine.
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The boat did not have a blower and no attempt warn made to

chack the bilge for fumes prior to starting. The boat owner

warn on the fueling dock when the passenger attempted to start

the engine. As the starter biutton warn depressed there warn a

mild puff and flame warn immnediately visible on the port side.

The owner did not know if the engine started but indicated

that he did not hear the engine backfire.

The boat owner used one hand portable extingisher on the fire

but it was not effective. After the owner and passenger got

off , the boat warn cut loose and was shoved into the open water.

The boat was taken in tow by another boat yard and towed to

the opposite shore where the fire was extinguished by the Fire

Department with water. The boat was then hauled.

FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. The boat owner purchased the boat 2 years prior to the

accident and had owned other boats.

2. The boat owner indicated that he did not uae the starboard

fuel tank, because the boat would trim better with just the

port tank.

3.* The boat owner indicated that he determined when the tank

was full by sound.

4. Yardman that tdbk boat in tow (before the fire was exting-

uished) indicated the presence of a blow torch fire at the

port vent fitting.

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

1. An extra belt-driven water pump had been added forward

of the engine on the port cide.
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2. The exhaust system had been modified but is classified as

a repair.

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS.

1. Boat Fuel System - When the investigation was conducted,

the fuel system was not tight and would not hold pressure.

The starboard fuel tank was empty and shut-off which confirmed

the owner's statement that the tank was not used.

a. Fuel Fill - The port fuel fill pipe was badly burned

but was apparently still liquid tight. after the fire.

Only part of the fill system could be pressure checked.

The multilayer fabric reinforced home was double

clamped and was provided with a bonding strap to the

deck plate. The system could hold a maximum of 2/10

gallons, based on the location of the vent discharge.

b. Vent System - Both fuel tanks were vented with 1/2

inch OD copper tubing through the hull side just

below the sheer line. The vent discharqe was about

18 inches above the tank top. The vent line was

connected with a flare fitting to a tee fitting at

the tank. See Figure No. 2.

pipe plug.-

"Figue N. ll.2

Figure No. 2
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Whon inspected# the tee handle plug was missing

from the po~rt fuel tank and is considered to be the.

source of fuel for the fire., Thie missing plug could

not be located.

At the discharge end# the copper tubing was pressed

through the hull planking and flared on the outside.

A sheet metal cover was provided with no flame screen.

(c) Fuel Foed System - The layout of the fuel food system

is shown in Diagram No. 1. The following was noted:

(1) The fuel tank shut-off valves were external

spring loaded cocks which are not recommended

for use in fuel systems. The valves were

not independently supported. The valve could

not comply with UL 1106 "Manually operated

Valves For Use With Flammuable Liquids*.

(2) The f lare nut connecting the distribution line

to the port tank shut-off valve was split.

It is probable that the nut split as a re-

sult of thermal shock when it was hit by

cold water by the Fire Department.

(3) The fabric reinforced push-on hose used1

between the copper fuel distribution line

and the engine would not comply with the

2-1/2 minute fire resistance requirement

of the NFPA or ABYC. The system had no
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antisiphon protection and therefore could

not comply with the ABYC requiremnts for

system not required to have 2-1/2 minutes

fire resistance.

(4) The cross feed valve was not independently

supported. The valve could not comply with

UL 1106.

(5) The fuel feed system was routed under the

engine exhaust pipe. As installed, a failure

of the exhaust pipe would permit the exhaust -

pipe to fall on the fuel distribution line

and automatically cause the fuel system

to fail. If the fuel system was routed high

as recommended, this could not occur.

(d) Fuel Tanks - Both tanks were hot dipped galvanized

steel and appeared to be fabricated of 14 gauge

material with welded seams. The tanks had been

painted and did not show evidence of any advanced

corrosion. The port fuel tank was found liquid

tight and contained approximately 34 gallons after

the fire (3/4 full). It is believed that all

of the fdel loss (approximately 8.5 gallons) was

lost through the open vent by expansion and direct

combustion.
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2. Engine -Gray karine 220 HP No. 3158242 -R1SSS9A.

(a) Backfire Flame Arrester - The Barr backfire flame

arrester u.ith Zenith grid did not have a USCG

Approval Number and could not have beer, approvedI

because of the 1/2 inch pipe nipple out of the

housing. See Photograph Number 2.* The owner

stated that there was no backfire.

(b) Distributor - The Delco Rmay ignition distributor

was completely burned. See Photograph Number 2.

Since the housing was vented in 3 places with a

1/4 inch and two 1/8 inch opening*, it was aI

likely source of ignition for fuel vapors. The

distributor had a vacuum advance.
(c) Generator - The engine was equipped with an enclosed

generator that appeared tight and a mechanical volt-

age regulator. Since a generator does not cut in at

very low RPM it is not likely that the ignition

spark was from the generator or voltage regulator.

Had the engine "revved up" when igntiion occurred,

the boat owner probably would have recalled the

engine starting.j

(d) Oil Level - The engine oil level and the transmission

oil level were normal and all drive belts were in

place.

(e) Controls - Both the engine helm control and the

carburetor and transmission confirmed that the

engine was in neutral and at idle RPM.

L_ _ _ i
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(f) Exhaust System - The exhaust pipes had a slight

dcwnward slope but the water injection elbow was

almost horizontal. (The point of water injection

was above the lower edge of the exhaust manifold

opening.). The ASYC Standards require a drop of

4 inches to the point of water injection.

3. ° lectrical,

(a) Main Switch - The boat was equipped with an open

knife switch but the switch was not used at the

time of the ignition. The insurance company had

recoxuended that the knife switch be removed 2

years prior to the accident. All connections were

tight.

(b) Wiring - The wiring was completely burned, through-

out the boat. Wiring was of the flexible and 7

strand type.

(c) Batteries - The boat had two separate batteries but

only one was connected.

(d) Overcurrent Protection - The fuse panel was not

located.

(e) Bonding System - The boat had a 1 inch copper bonding

strap and the fill pipes were electrically bonded.

4. Miscalleneous

(a) PFD's - Type AK-I kapok buoyant device was found on

forward bunk.



(c) Two spray cans had exploded and signal flare kit

burned. The spray cans and flare kit were in

the mink cabinet behind the helm.

(d) An automotive battery charger was found loose in

the bilge.

OPINION

All of the facts and findings in this case tend to confirm

that the source of fuel for the fire was from the missing vent

plug from the port 42 gallon tank. The boat was filled until

the sound indicated the fuel had reachea the fill pipe.

Although the exact amount is not known, the horizontal

section of the fuel fill would fill up quickly and the major

sound level change would ooccur when the fuel reached the vertical

pipe. At that point the fuel would be pouring out of the

missing vent opening to the bilge. The boat did not move for

about 20 uinutes which would allow additional fuel to be dis-

charged due to the gradual increase in the temperature of the

fuel. The fuel was delivered from an under-jround tank and

the temperature of the engine compartment was probably about

500 C (122F) since the fresh water cooled engine would operate

at about 820 C (180F).

Va.__. Fittitngingly ik Bnk /

Figure No. 1

I~1A
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RECREATIONAL BOATING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS FOR 1974

CASE NO. 2

DESCRIPTION OF BOAT

The 20 foot, single engine, inboard-outdrive boat involved

in this explosion and fire had been purchased by the owner

as a used boat about a month before the accident. Thto boat

is an 11 year old Crestliner.

The boat is of fiberglass reinforced plastic construction with

a trunk cabin forward and open cockpit aft. The hull is a

standard hard chine design but with rounded bilges aft below

the chine forming a built-in spray rail. See Photograph No.

1.

The boat has a 4 cylinder in-line Mercruiser inboard engine with

an inboard/outdrive propulsion unit. The engine was located

aft at the transom. The aft deck is hinged at the transom and

the engine box is hinged at the forward edge. The hinged

deck aft is 24 inches deep and the engine box extends into

the cockpit approximately 13 inches. The latter is 24 inches

wide. See Diagram No. 1.

The Lingle 18 gallon terneplate fuel tank was located outboard

of the engine on the port side below the aft deck. See

Photograph No. 3. The tank was set on a flat surface and secured

by a metal strip that clamped the tank flange. See Figure No. 1.



No air space

Sii

Figure No. 1

Although the boat was an inboard outdrive, the boat name plate

indicated that the boat was designed for an outboard engine

of no more than 100 OBC certified horsepower and a maximum

weight capacity of 2500 pounds (persons, motor and gear).

The boat was marked as Model 2341-5, serial number 55660.

PHOTOGRAPHS

No. 1 - View of boat after the fire from the starboard side

with the aft hinged deck closed.

No. 2 - Overall view of cockpit from starboard side with the

aft hinged deck open and the engine box removed. The fuel tank

(item 1) is visible behind the engine. The small diameter

hose is the fuel tank vent and the larger hose, t.,e fuel fill.

The unburned ignition distributor (item 2) and unburned flex-

ible fuel line (item 2) are visible on the engine. The ex-

haust ventilating tlam shells (P/S) (item 3) are visible on

the side deck.

The unburned fuel. hose and a plastic fuel filter between the

fuel pump and carburetor are visible fcrward and behind the

-alve cover.
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No. 3 -View of fuel tank inbstallation from starboard side.

The photograph shows the fuel Ul-l and fuel gag*.; transmitter

(inoperative) on the outboard aft corner-, .he vent connection~

at the forward inboard corner and the fuel feed connection

at the aft inboard corner. Theo bonding ground tab in just

forward of the fuel gage transmitter. The plastic hose just

aft of the tank was for the bilge pump. The arrow points to

the area of the side deck blackened by the flame front whenF the af t hinged deck lif ted.

No. 4 - Photograph of engine and engine compartment fro.,. star-I ~board side. The battery box (white) is visiblea at the bottom

of the photograph. The battery was disconn~ected and removed

to prevent a reignition of the fire due to many shorted wires.

The single diaphragm mechanical fuel pump and connecting flex-

Ible, fuel line are visible just above the battery box. The

lack of support for the connection between the copper fuel.

line and flexible fuel mne is noted at the left. The mechanical

voltage regulator is secured to the transom aft of the b~attery

box.

No. 5 - Close-up photograph of ignition distributor showing

the b~urned primary wire inside the unburned housing.

No. 6 - Photograph of fuel tank after it was removed for ex-

amrination. The fill opening was taped closed to permiit a

pressure check. The~ bonding wire is still connected and the

fuel feed pet-cock at the lower right is the fuel feed shut-

off valve. Prior to taking the photograp~h the tank was tilted

forward and the fuel leakage at ,.he seam is visible between

the arrows.
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NARRATIVE ACCOUNIT OF ACCI DENT

The boat had been purchased by the owner about a month before

the accident and because the boat had been laid up for service

and repairs, this was the first time the owner and his family

were taking the boat out. on the day of the accident (Saturday)

the owner planned to fill the fuel tank in preparation for a

cruise the following day. The total repair bill was approx-

imately $400.00 and included the installation of new fuel lines

on the eTigine, the installation of a new electric shift and

general engine service work.

The boat operated without difficulty between the boat's per-

F manent slip and the fuel dock. At the fuel dock, the bcat

took on about 4 gallons of fuel. The boat did not have a

blower but the owner stated that he ventilated the engine apace

and then ran the engine in the slip for about 5 minutes. The

engine cowl was closed and the boat proceeded out of the area

at a slow speed heading toward the boat's permanent slip.

When the boat was approximately 1/4 mile (within 10 minutes)

from the fuel dock, an explosion occurred that lifted the

hinged rear deck and the engine box deflecting the flamL-

into the aft cockpit. The witnesses described the sound

of the explosion to be similar to the sound of a metal folding

chair hitting a hard floor. Both the owner's wife and ,year

old daughter who were sitting on either side of the engine

box were severly burned by the flame. See Diagram No. 1.



An 11 year old daughter who was in the cockpit opposite the

helm was slightly burned. The owner inade, ,utly hit the

starter switch when he tried to shut the engine down. The

owner's 15 year old son attempted to extinguish the fire with

a 5 pound CO2 and almost succeeded. The fire was exting-

uished by the USCO and the boat was towed back to its slip.

FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. The boat owner had installed new copper fuel lines but

the lines on the engine were changed by the boat yard to a

fabric reinforced type with hose clamp connections. The boat-

yard also installed the plastic in-line fuel filter. See

Photograph No. 2.

2. The accident occurred almost in front of the Coast Guard

Station and a boat was at the scene within a couple of minutes.

The fire was almost extinguished with the on-board extinguisher

but had reignited and was extinguished by the Coast Guard.

6 year old girl
ntake clam shell 11 year old girl

Tank

15•yar old bcy'
Battr

cwmer' s wife Q'rnr/cperator
r DiExhaaot cl1m "

Diagram No. 1
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VAWJ OIAMIS TO ORXGXGIKAL =SIGN

fhere were no known changes to the original design.

OBSRVATXCMS AND FINDINGS

1. boat Fuel 5ytem -The boat fuel system had sustained only

minor damage from the fire but showed evidence of leakage

when aerostatically pressure checked. The following was

found.

(a) Fuel Fill - The fuel f:ll hose was slightly

blistered but found liquid tight and vapor-tight.

The hose was of amultilayer non-metallic rein-

forced type with a single hose clamp. The

tank connection was beaded.

(b) Tank Vent - The 7/8 inch O.D. non-metallic re-

inforced hose was found burned through at the

bend just above the tank connection, but was

otherwise undamaged. The damage is considered

to be a result of the fire, not a cause.

(c) Tank Shut-Off Valve - The valve was found open and

liquid tight but would probably not comply with

UL Standard 1106 covering "Manually Operated

Valves For Use With Flammable Liquids." The

valve wal supportew by a pipe thread and was

connected to the fuel feed line with a flare fitting.

The flare connectiun wa; tight.

(d) Fuel Tank - The aerostatic pressure test of the tank

revealed a slow leak and upon removal of the tank



a 6 inch long leak along the horizontal shell

stem was revealed. WIhun the tank was installed

in the boatj, the leak was det~ectible by sound

but the source of the leak could not be pin-

pointed. The tank leak is considered the

source of fuel for the explosion and fire.

See Photograph No. 6.* The tank contained 11

inches of fuel after the firet which placed it about

at the tank seam. The fuel tank was not labeled.

(e) Fuel Distribution Line - The fixed copper fuel

line between the tank and engine was found

liquid tight and both flares were well made

with no evidence of cracking.

(f) Flexible Fuel Lines - The non-metallic reinforced

hose with swaged fittings was blistered at one

end but was liquid tight. Since the fuel level was

well above the flexible fuel line* the flexible

section should have been of the 2-1/2 minute fire

resistant type, to meet the requiremrents of NFPA

302, the Standards of the American Boat & Yacht

Council or the proposed Coast Guard Regulations.

The Gates 3225 SS hose used has a fire resistance

of approximately I minute.

(g) Fuel Filter - The boat was not equipped with a

hull mounted fuel filter.

(h) Fujl Gauge - The fuel gauge transmitter was in-

operative and had been disconnected.
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(i) Installetion

(1) The fuel tank was installed on a flat

plywood surface providing no air cir-

circulation under the bottom surface.

The installation did result in some

overall accelerated corrosion of the

bottom surface. See Figure No. 1.

(2) The fixed fuel line was not supported

at the point of connection to the

flexible fuel line. This condition

will result in an increase in the

vibration amplitude reaching the fixed

fuel line rather than a decrease as

intended. See Photograph No. 4.

(3) The fixed fuel line between the tank and

engine was inadequately supported.

2. Engine - The MerCruiser in-line engine was not badly damaged

and had not seized or overheated. The oil level was well above

the low level mark.

(a) Fuel Pump - Taie .uei pwuzl was of the externlly

vented single diaphragm type. The pump and diaphragm

were found liquid tight. The externally vented pump

would not comply with the ABYC Standard since liquid

fuel would be discharged directly to the engine space

in case of diaphragm failure. The pump was marked as

a rebuilt unit (No. 6790R0)



tb) Flexible Fuel Linec - The Gates Type 3225 hose used

between the fuel pump and carburetor was not of the

2-1/2 minute fire resistant type as required by

the NFPA, ABYC and proposed Coast Guard Regulations.

The hose and fittings were liquid tight.

(c) Fuel Filter - The Automotive plastic in-line fuel

filter ahead of the carburetor was liquid tight and

undamaged but would not mee. the 2-1/2 minute fire

resistance requirements of the NFPA or ABYC or the

requirements of UL 1105. The filter contained

approximately 2 ounces of fuel.

(d) Carburetor - The carburetor was not damaged by the

fire and there was no indication of fuel leakage.

A check indicated that the throttle was in a low

rpm position. The carburetor float valve was

still operative.

(e) Backfire Flame Arrester - The backfire flame

arrester was found in place and in servizeable

condition but was loose. The device had a current

162.041 Approval Number.

(f) Alternator and Voltage Regulator - The C.E. Niehoff

alternator-was Listed by the Yacht Safety Bureau and

was still tight and ignition proof. The C.E. Ni.ehoff

Mechanical Voltage Regulator was enclosed and re-

vealed no indication of internal flame. The alternator

and regulator are not considered a likely source

of ignition. The voltage regulator is shown in

Photograph No. 4, as found, with the cover in place.
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(g) Ignition Distributor - The ignition distributor was

found externally undamaged by the fire but internally

the insulation of the breaker point wire was totally

burned. See Photograph No. 5. Since the molced

wire gripper where the wire passes into the housing

was still intact the evidence would indicate that

ýhe insulation was ignited by an internal flash, not

by the external fire. The distributor is considered

the most probable source of ignition for the fire.

The distributor was a Delco Remy marked 1112620 2G25.

3. Electricsl

(a) Battery - The battery was not burned and there was no

evidence of an internal explosion. The battery is

visible in Photograph No. 6.

(b) Battery Switch - The boat was not equipped with a

battery switch. In this instance, a battery

switch, if accessable from outside the engine

ccmpartment, wou2.d have lizovided a zreans of

controlling secondary electrical shorts,

(c) Wiring- Although the fuel fire was of short

duration, the fire did ignite the engine space wiring

insulation in several areas anu contributed to the

fire spread. All electrical connections were found

tiyht. The wirinq was an SAE stranded type.

(d) OvercurrenL Protection - The boat had a single 14

ampere fuse in the helm console protecting all

cir=uits. The circuit prctection would not comply

with NFPA 302 or the electrical standards of the
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ABYC. The wiring between the battery and engine

and the main electrical panel at the helm was

without overload protection.

4. Miscellaneous

(a) Bilge Pump - The boat was equipped with a Crowell

non-automatic electric bilge pump located in the

engine well. The upper portion of the pump and

the wires were burned but the pump was t-.ght.

(b) Fire Pattern - The charred surfaces and burned

wiring confirm that the source of the fire was from

the engine well and that the primary draft in the

engine space was aft toward the transom. The blacke,. d

vertical section of the deck on the port side shows

that the hinged aft deck blew open and confirms little

buning at the forward end of the engine.

(c) Blower - The boat did not have a blower.

(d) Galley - The boat did not have a galley stove.

OPINION

In conducting the investigaticn it was noted that the extent

of fire damage was not consistent with the amount of fuel

missing from the tank. The 6-1/2 to 7 gallons of fuel missing

from the tank would have caused more extn:nsive damage. There

are two possible explanations for this inconsistency. First,

it is possible that the fuel w•s pumped overboard with the



bilo pump, or second, that the explosion and fire occurred

after a small amount had leaked out and that the rest of

the fuel leaked out after the fire was extinguished.

All of the evidence indicates that the source of leakage for

the explosion and fire was from the sheet metal lock seam, on

the back side of the terneplate fuel tank. It is noted that

since the tank took on only a little over 4 gallons of fuel,

the seam failure must have occurred during the last fueling

operation. The seam was probably on the verge of failure and

finally failed as a result of the slight pressures created

during the filling process. Had the leak developed prior to

that time, the boat would have taken on more than 4 gallons.

The faulty seam was located at a lev .i t-nat would have required

about 7 gallons of fuel had the seam leaked prior to fueling.

It is noted that while a 3 psi pressure test of the system

could possibly have revealed the problem, a visual examination

of the system would not have revealed the leak until the tank

was full and the leakage present.
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UCIUATIOKAL BOATING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS FOR 1974

CASE NO. 3

DSCRIPTION OF DOAT

The 38 foot, flytng bridge, sport sedan cruiser involved in

this fire and explosion was of wooden, lap strake construction

with steam bent oak frames. The 5 year old boat was built

by the Pembroke Yacht Corporation and was powered with two

265 HP International Marine Engines (Model M392) with vee-

drives. The engines were fresh water cooled. See Photographs

Nos. 1 and 2.

The boat had two 120 gallon welded Monel fuel tanks located

below the sedan cabin floor directly forward of the engines.

The tanks were 4 feet long, 2 feet 10 inches wide and 17 inches

high with the deck fill and outboard vent connections directly

outboard of the respective tank fittings. The boat was equipped

with a 115 volt Kohler auxiliary generator that was fueled

from the starboard feed line witn a separate valve. The

generator was located between and just forward of the engines.

The boat layout included an open cockpit aft approximately 8

feet lGag, a salon cabin and wheelhouse approximately 9 feet

long and a forward cabin with a head, galley and sleeping

accommodations. The head was on the starboard side and a

large refrigerator was located between the head and helm con-

sole at the companionway step. See Figure No. 1 and Photograph

No. 7.



The ventilating system consisted of two 3 inch ventilating

ducts (P/S) outboard of the fuel tanks :nd two 3 inch ducts

aft of the engines. The aft louvers were trimmed as intakes

,•nd the forward as exhausts. See Photograph No. 2 of a

similar model.

The fuel distribution system used copper fuel lines, flare

fittings and non-mettalic push-on flexible hose at the engines

and the generator. The tank vents were copper with a com-

pression fitting at the tank and two sweat fittings to the hull

discharge.

, _ _ _ iTank I
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PHOTOGRAPHS

No. 1 - Bow view of boat after explosion and fire.

No. 2 - Stern view of similar model. The ventilating louvers

are visible on the port side of the hull.

No. 3 - View of port engine from above. The flame arrestor

on this engine was Coast Guard Approved. The deeply charred

deck beam indicates that the fire burned for an extended period.

No. 4 - View of starboard engine from the port side.

No. 5 - Photograph shows the Kohlar generator and starboard

engine from a position at the port engine. The boat batteries

are visible aft of the auxiliary generator.

No. 6 - View No. 6 shows the instrument panel and throttle

controls for the engines. Both ignition keys were in the

on position, but the starboard key fell out before the photo was

taken. All of the instruments and the throttle levers indicate

the engines were operating. The P/S oil pressure gauges are

at upper corners of the panel outboard of the large tach-

ometers, -the engine temperature gauges are directly below

the oil pressure gauges and the alternator armeters are below

the tachometers. The controls from left to right are: (1)

Port throttle (above normal idle position). (2) Port gear control

(neutral). (3) Starboard gear control neutral and starboard

throttle (fast idle position).

No. 7 - View of contr,-l console on sistership showing instruments

and switches.
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NARRATIVE ACCOUNT OF ACCIDENT

On the afternoon of the accident the boat was moved from its

slip at a marina to a fueling dock approximately 1/2 mile away.

The boat was normally used for charter purposesbut at the time

of the accident warn being operated by the boat yard owner, an

experienced operator. When the boat wasn being fueled, the

port engine wasn apparently left running-and thn starboard

engine may have been running. The operator had intended to top

off the tanks which were about half full. The dock attendant

started filling the port tank anC when he had pumped $3.20

worth of gasoline into the tank (approximately 6 gallons), an

explosion occurred which set the boat on fire. The owner was

the only one on the boat and had trouble getting off. The dock

assistant went on board and pulled the owner off. The fire

ignited the fueling dock, so the boat was cut loose and set

adrift. It drifted to a point on the shore approximately 300

yards from the initial Gpot of the incident.

The 5 year old boat was used for charter purposes and was well

maintained. The owner of the boat was also the owner of the

marina where the boat was kept at a slip. The owner and the

dock attendant were burned as a result of the fire. The owner

received burns on his face and arms and was rushed to a nearby

hospital by a rescue helicopter. The fire was extinguished

by the local fire department.
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FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. The yard manager, who was not present at the accident, said

the boat was at the gas stop for fuel and the port tank was

in the process of being fueled at the time of the explosion.

Only $3.20 worth of fuel had been pumped into the port tank

when the explosion occurred. It was his understanding that the

engines were off when the boat was being fueled. Immediately

following the explosion, the boat broke out into flames. The

owner was still aboard. He had trouble getting off the boat

so the dock attendant assisted him and was slightly hurt.

2. Two witnesses in the vicinity said that they did not

actually see the explosion or fire, but came over to tne accident

scene just after the boat fire was extinguished. They indicated

that someone had told them tha': the owner had driven the boat

to the fueling docks and started taking on fuel with one or

both engines running. The explosion occurred while fueling and

while the engines were running.

3. A restaurant owner who had heard people talk about the

fire said that both engines were running while the owner

was taking on fuel.

KNOWN CHANGES TO OMIGINAL DESIGN

There were no known changes to the original design.

OBSERVArIONS AND FIN;DINGS

1. Boat Fuel System - The fuel system of the boat was in tact

with the exception of the fuel fill hoses. The b:,-.t had



two 120 gallon fuel tanks mounted forward of the engines at

the same level as the engines. The fuel lines leading to the

engines were all copper with a short flexible fuel line to the

engine fuel pumps. The copper lines were all in good shape

with the exception of the starboard line. The starboard line

had one hole approximately 1/8 .. in diameter where the

phenomenon called eutectic action had taken place as a result

of the fire. The tanks were hydrostitically pressure checked

at approximately 2 psig after the accident. There was no

evidence of liquid leakage or vapor from the tanks.

(a) Fuel Fill- The fuel fill consisted of a filler

cap on the side deck and approximately 40 in. of

neoprene,fabric reinforced flexible fill hose. The

flexible fill hose was connected to the fitting on

deck and the 2-5/8 inch long pipe at the tank with a

single hose clamp. A piece of the starboard

tank hose and both the hose clamps were found.

They seemed to be in the tightened position.

On the port tank,the hose clamp at the deck fitting

was found in position and the hose clamp at the tank

was found near the connection on top of the tank.

Both the port and starboard tanks were grounded by

means of a separate hose clamp which secured a bond-

ing wire to the tank fill connection. See Figure

No. 2 showing the grounding arrangement for the port

fuel tank. The starboard tank was similar except

that the grounding wire clamp was secured to the

elbow instead of the short horizontal pipe as shown.
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This allowed a better purchase for the starboard fill

hose. The port tank installation could not comply

with the NFPA or ABYC Standards with respect to

the clamping or fill pipe hose. Although '.he

actual physical evidence was destroyed by the fire,

the evidence would indicate a failure of the port

fuel fill pipe.

(b) Vent - A 30 inch piece of copper tubing was connected

to the tank by compression fitting. The tubing

ran horizontally to the side of the boat where

it was connected to a vertical 16 inch pipe by

means of a 900 sweated elbow. The vertical pipe was

in turn connected to a short horizontal pipe and

the external vent fitting with another sweated elbow.

The clamshell vent on the outside was dt-signed with

the opening toward the rear to prevent the intake

of water. The vent systems were intact on both

tanks. Sweated copper connections are not prohibited

by the standards, but are not considered acceptable

marine practice since they provide no flexibility

and create a galvanic cell that will cause

accelerafbd corrosion of the solder joints.

(c) Shut-Off Valves - Both the port and starboard tanks had

shut-off valves, but the valves were not at the tank conn-

ections and were not accessible from outride the compart-

ment. All shut-off valves were of the s,'lid bottom type

that were all in working order and did not leak. Because
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the tank shut-off valves were not accessible from out-

side the engine compartment, they would not comply with

the present safety standards or with the NFPA Standard

that was in effect at the time the boat was built. The

valves were not independently supported.

(d) Feed Line - Both port and starboard fuel feed lines

were copper with flare fittings throughout the

system. The flares all seemed to be well made

and no crakAs were apparent. One place in the fuel

feed line from the star!board tank had a 1/8 inch

hole that is believed to have been caused by eutectic

action as a result of the fire. The fuel lines were

very poorly supported.

(e) Flexible Fuel Line - The flexible fuel lines at

the engine were fabric-reinforced neoprene with push-

on hose connections. The hose wouald appear to have

about 1 minute fire resistance and would not comply

with the required 2-1/2 ninute fire resiscance of

NFPA 302 or the ABYC. The system would be subject

to syphon action with the tanks near full.

(f) Tank - The port and starboard tanks of the boat

were welded monel and identical in every respect.

The 120 gallon tanks were 48 in. long by 17 in.

high by 34 in. long. At the time of the investigati.•n,

the port tank contained 9-1/4 inches of fuel (65

gallons) and the starbnord tank 7-1/2 inches (52

gallons). The fill pipes ai.d the fuel gauge trans-

mitter were steel, bit the tank spuds were of non-
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magnetic material (probahly bras, or bronze).

There was no evidence of corrosion or deterioration

of the tanks and no indication of an internal

explosion. Both tanks had electric fuel gauges.

The gaskets for the electric fuel gauge sending unit

were burned and leaked after the fire. Th.e tank

installation would permit inspection and appeared to

comply with the NFPA/ABYC Standard's.

2. Engine - The evidence would tend to indicate that the

engines were both running when the explosion/fire occurred.

The engines had about 1700 hours total time.

(a) Fuel Pump - The engine fuel pumps were of the

single diaphragm mechanical type. The conbination

fuel pumps and filter (glass bowl) were not UL

Approved and would result in fuel leakage to the

bilge in case of a e'aphragm failure. The fuel

pump diaphragms were found liquid-tight.

(b) Feed Fuel Lines - All the fuel lines from the fuel

pump on were neoprene coered by copper braid

that would not have 2-1/2 minute fire resistance.

The copper brz:Id portion of the line was still in tact,

but the inside neoprene was burned to a stiff char.

(c) Carburetor - The port and starboard engines

both had down-draft carburetors that would not

r'quire drip collectors. The starboard carburetor

was starting to melt around the air horn. The

choke was half closed and the throttle butterfly

was in the idle position. The port ngine carburLetor
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was more severely melted than the starboard

carburetor and the choke war fully open. The top

of the flame arrestor had melted completely away

and portions of it settled down into the throat

of the carburetor. Both port and starboard

engines had tha Fisher type B175-36A flame arrestors.

They were both Coast Guard Approved under the

Coast Guard Approval Number 162.041/74.

(d) Generators - Both of the Motorola alternators on

the ergines were Listed by the old YSB. The brush

housings on both alternators were nelted open

by the fire, but the YSB Listing indicates they were

originially "ignition-proof". It is not likely that

the generators on either engine were the ignition

source.

(e) Engine Instruments and Controls - When the engine

instrumentu and controls were lifted from the remains,

all of the engine instruments confirmed thnat the

engines were running when the boat was being fueled.

See Photograph No. 6 showing the instruments and

controls as found. (The instrument cover glasses were

carefu11' broken and removed for the photograph).

It is noted that although the temperature and pressure

gauges would react to a short at the engine (with the

switches on),the tachometers depend on voltage pulses

ard would normally return to 0. The engine controls
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confirm that the bo-t was in neutral and both

engines were running above minimum idle. It is

normal to pull both throttles to their idle positions

before stopping the engines.

(f) Oil Levels - When checked, the port engine oil level

and the port vee drive oil level were normal. No

oil was found in the starboard engine, but the vee-

drive oil level was normal. There was no evidence

of engine seizure and it is probable that the oil

leaked ;.ut as a result of the failure of a gasket or

fitting during the fire.

(g) Distributors - The engine distributors were of the

vent type with spr.ng clip cads that were not

"ignition-proof" and are considered one possible source

of ignition.

(h) Starters - The engine starters were not considered

es a possible scrurce :•f i.nition since both main engines

were apparently running.

3. Electrical

(a) Auxiliary Gernerator - The auxiliary generator was not

"ignition-proof" and contained several potential

sources o~T igrtion including open relays, hot

resistors, the magneto igntion system and the

generator itself. Whether or not the generator

was operating was not determined. Because of bhe

absence of "ignition-proofing", the auxiliary generator

would not comply with the NFPA or ABYC Standards.



(b) Wiring -Because cf the long fire, Post uf the

wire inulilation was burned away, but it was determink.c

that most of the wire was of the stranded type and

all electrical connections checked were tight. No

short circuited wires were found.

(c) Master Switch - The boat was not equipped with a

master battery switch at the batteries (3), but

apparently did have a battery switch in the load

line to the electrical distribution panel.

(d) 115 VAC Syst.m - The 115 VAC system was wired as a

two wire system with no grounding wire. The

system would not comply with the curi~int NFPA or

ABYC Standards.

(e) Bilge Pumps - The boat was equipped with a UL

Listed Lovett submersible automatic bilge pump

(No. AM198350) and a non-listed Rule automatic

pump. Both pumps were totally submerged and not

considered as pctential sources of ignition.

4. Miscellaneoub

(a) Fire Extinguishing System - The boat was not

equipped with a built-in fixed fire extinguishing

system.

(b) Portable - Two portable USCG Approved extinguishers

were found in the boat, but as far as coild be

determined: they were not used.



The facts obtained in this case leave little doubt that the

primary source of fuel was a failure of the fill pipe on the

port tank. 1Moie specifically, it is most probable that the fill

hose became ditconnected at the 3hort tank connection.* Because

the hose was almost totally destroyed by the fire, the suspected

cause could not be documented. However, the following factors

are considered an supporting the suspected cause.

(1) The immediate major fire that followed the initial explosion

in~dicated the presence of a reasonable quantity of liquid

fuel. A class A fire, involving wire insulation, wood and

other combustible materials would develope more slowly than

indicated in this case. Since the investigation revealed that

the fuel distribution system was intact and in fact could not

have had any major leakage since the engines were running, the

fuel leakage source is not likely to have been in the distribution

system. (2) The fuel pumps checked out as being tight and

since the glass bowl filters at the engines were not cracked or

melted, it does not appear likely that the major accumu.lation

of fuel was below the engines. A Sustained fire below the

engines would quickly affect the glass bowls. (3) The available

facts would indicate that the fuel accumulated during the filling

process. Since it only takes about 12-15 seconds to deliver

about 6 gallons and ignition was immediate, the fuel leakage was

more likely at the fill than through any of the small fuel

feed lines. If, as suspected, the connection at the port tank
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came off, the 6 gallons would spread out over the tank top

surface so as to accelerate fuel vapor.-!at1.on. The remauning

liquid fuel would flow down the tank sides to the bilge. (4)

Both fuel tanks were found liquid-tight and since the tanks

were only half full, leakage at the fuel gauge or the fuel

tank vent system can be eliminated.

Although the actual source of ignition could not be pinpointed,

it seems highly probable that the ignition occurred at the

engines, whihd were apparently running. It is noted that

electrical temperature and pressure gauges are not in themselves

positive indicators that the engines were running, but the engine4

tachometers in combination with the other gauges constitute

strong evidence for that supposition. It is important to recognize

that the tachometers depend on voltage pulses rather than a

ground. The evidence was, as indicated in the foregoing report,

supported by the fact that both keys were on and the position

of the controls and carburetor butterflies all confii-m engine

operation. It would not be natural to turn the key off and ther.

back on without starting the engines. It is noted that although

the temperature G.ad pressure gauges can g: se false readings due

to electrical shorts, they will not register unless the switches

are on.

The fact that the major concentration of the fire was forward near

the tanks is supported by the fact that the engine instruments

show engine operation. .in essence, for the conditions to exist

as found, it was necessary for the instruments to become
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jaind by the fire or explosion before the engines themselves

shut down as a result of the fire. If the major fire was

initially at the engines, thr engines would stall out for lack

of oxygen and the tachometers, etc. would fall to near 0 before

the fire seized the instruments forward.

The actual probable cause was most likely the very short (2-5/8

inch) connection for the port fuel fill hose at the port tank.

Since approximately 3/4 inch was used for the ground connection,

only 1-7/8 of pipe remained for the fill hose connection.

B~igwire

B.. Bonding wire claup (port tank)

Starboard bonding clanp position.

" .... 900 elbow

Fill hose

SFill hose Claznp

Figure 2
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I
RECREATIONAL BOATING ACCIDENT INVr-TIGATIONS FOR 1974

CAS E NO. 4

DESCRIPTION OF BOAT

The inboard/outdrive boat involved in this flash fire was an

18 foot open Sport Fisherman built by *Now IMn" of Maimi, Oklahona.

It was built in 1969 and purchased by the owner in 1972.

The boat was of fiberglass reinforced plastic construction, of

conventional design, with a short bow deck and large open cock-

pit aft. It had a short aft deck with a fiberglass engine

box that projected into the cockpit about 2 feet. The boat

was equipped with a navy top that was in use at the time of

the accident.

Engine fuel was supplied from a single 20 gallon terneplate

fuel tank that was located on a raised platform under -he bow

deck. The platform, on which the tank was located, was approx-

imately 1 foot above the keel and would result in the fuel

level being above the fuel pump and carburetor when the tank

was near full. No anti-siphon protection was provided. The

fuel distribution line from the tank to the engine was copper

with flare fittings rnd was routed under the deck on the port

side. The helm was on the starboard side just aft of the

bow deck and the boat was equipped with two seats, port and

starboard, approximately amidships. See Photograpi No. ]

and Figure No. 1. The boat ventilating system consisted of

two 3-1/2 inch ducted vents forward, on either side of the

tank, and two exhaust cowlc aft with one duct to the bilge.

A bilge blower was mounted on the transom (staeboard side).
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PHOTOGRAPHS

No. 1 - View of burned hull from star side.

No._2 - View of bow fuel tank installation with deck removed.

The metal strip securing the tank flange at the aft end of

the tank is visible and the liquid level in the tank after the

fire is d.Lcernible along the tank side and on the end. The

fuel feed line flare fitting connection is visible on the port

side, There was no provision for air circulation under the

tank.

No.. 3 - View of engine from starboard side. The T-fittings

on the fuel pump were for a fuel pump pressure relief valve

which was not located. The aluminum fuel filter bowl shown in

place was initially found in an upright position on the edge

of the engine well. The hydraulic pump solenoid is visible

outboard and near the aft end of the exigine.

No. 4 - View of engine from port side. The bilge pump is

visible directly below the engine in the engine well.

No. 5 - View of engine from starboard side. The aluminum bowl

filter is visible at the arrow.

KARRATIVE REPORT OF INCIDENT

3n the day of the accident, the wind was from the west north-

west at 5 MPH, the visiblity was 10 miles and the seas about

1/2 foot. At the tine, there was approximately 8 to 10 gallons

of fuel in the 20 gallon tank. The boat, with the owner, his

wife, 13 year old son and two adult guests had been underway

for about 25 minutes at about 3000 RPM (15 MPH) when the

engine RPM gradual!%, dropped off and the engine stalled. Just

prior to the time when the engint- stalled, the owner's wife
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smelled gasoline vapors and told her husband. The bilge blower

was started at this point. The owner went aft and lifted

the atc todetrmie wy th eninehadstaledand indicated

that he did see fu~el leakage on the starboard side of the engine.

Hie was not clear as to specifically what was leaking. There

appears to be a conflict in the physical evidence and the

owner's recol'ection of the incident from this point on. The

owner recalled seeing the leakage and indicated that he had one

hand on the engine and one on a tool box on the starboard

side of the engine when the explosion occurred with no indication

of having attempted to make a repair. The owner reported see-

ing a spark or flash on the starboard side but again was not

clear as to what arced. The physical evidence revealed that the

aluminum bowl filter had been removed prior to the fire &nd

had been placed on the edge of the engine well, forward of

the engine. The evidence would appear to indicate that the

owner found leakage at the fuel bowl and then removed the bowl

in an attempt to stop the leakage. Immediately after the flash,

the owner's 13 year old son attempted to extinguish the fi.re

with a portable extinguisher and apparently almost succeeded.

When the portable extinguisher did not wozk, everyone went over-

board and were picked up by a ferry boat which was close by

when the fire started. The accident was reported to the U. S.

Coast Guard by the ferry boat and the fire was extinguished by

the U. S. Coast Guard. The boat was towed ashore.
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When the owner was in the water the outboard drive unit wasn

observed raising due to an electrical short in the control

wiring.

The owner received lot and 2nd degree burns and the owner's

wife lost 1 finger as a result of the accident.

FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. The original owner of the boat had some difficulty with the

boat on its first run that reportedly almost resulted I.n a fire.

IX~tails were not available.

2. The boat had been operating properly prior to the accident.

-Adult guest

Filýr t us

Figure 1

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

There were no kn~own changes to the original boat.
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OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

1. Boat Fuel System - When the investigation was conducted,

F the fuel system# from the tank to the engine was found tight

F except for the fuel fill, vent and flexible section at the

engine. The fuel tank was apr-roximately 1/2 full. Because

of the tank installation * the lack of a shut-off valve and

the fact that the system did not have 2-1/2 minute fire resistance,

the system would not comply with the NFPA or ABYC Standardsa

in affect when the boat was built or the current Standards.

(a) Fuel Fill -The fuel pipe was a short straight fabric

reinforced hose that was destroyed by the fire. The

hose was single clamped and a bonding wire was pro-

vided between the fuel fill deck fitting and the

tank. The hose would have less than 2-1/2 minutes

fire resistance.

(b) Vent System - The fuel vent system was of a light fabric

reinforced type and would have less tnan 1 minute fire

resistance. The hose was clamped at both ends with

strap clamps.

(c) Fuel Feed System - The fuel distribution system was

asingle length of copper tubing with flare fittingsI

between 4fe fuel tank and the flexible fuel line to

the engine. The flares were well made and revealed no

cracking.
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(d) Fuel Tank - The 20 gallon fuel tank was welded

terneplate steel, 16-1/4 inches wide, 26-1/2 inches

long and 11-3/4 inches high. The tank was liquid

tight after the fire except for minor leakage at the

fuel gauqu transmitter gasket. The tank was approx-

imately 1/2 full and was set on a solid plywood plat-

form with no provision for air circulation below the

tank, other than the beaded ribs on the bottom surface.

No advanced corrosion was found on the tank bottom

but some pitting was evident around the taik top

fittings. The tank was secured by the tank flange with

a strip of metal. See Photograph No. 2.

(e) Valve - No shut-off valve was provided in the system

and the system did not have any form of anti-siphon

protection. Since the fuel tank was mounted on a

raised platform, the system could siphon if a leak

developed anywhere tetween the flexiLle fuel line

connection and the carburetor.

(f) Flexible Fuel Line At Engine - The flexible fuel line

was of the fabric reinforced type with swaged fittings.

The fabric reinforced hose would have a fire re-

sistance-of about 1 minute.

2. Engine - The engine was a 120 HP 4 cylinder Mcrc Cruiser

inboard/outdrive No. VlI031BA.



(a) Backfire Flame Arrester - The Fisher Model 1125

backfire flame arrester was USCG Approved under

162.041/20/0 and was found loose but in good

condition. The arrester assembly was not physically

damaged by the fire. See Photograph No. 3. The

slight loosening can result from the fire and does not

indicate that it was loose prior to the fire.

(b) Ignition Distributor - 'Lie Delco ignition distributor was

still intact and appeared to be in good operating

condition. The points were in good condition and

all of the ignition wires were tight. The ignition

wires were burned. See Photograph No. 3. The

distributor was not UL Listed and was not "ignition-

proof". It would not meet the NFPA/ABYC requirevents.

(c) Alternator - The engine was equipped with a Delco

marine alternator that was not a UL Listed device.

The collector ring housing appeared to be enclosed.

The voltage regulator was a solid state device.

(d) Oil Level - The engine oil level was normal and there

was no evidence of any malfunction of the engine or

outdrive. The belt drives were burned but in

position-indicating no belt failure.

(e) Starter - The Delco starter, located at the aft end

of the engine low on the starboard side, was

apparently tight but not "ignition-proof". The wire

connections were tight. The terminals were fully

exposed.



(f) Carburetor - The carburetor was still in-tact indicat-

ing that the temperatures at the engine were below

10000F. The throttle butterfly and throttle control

were found in the idle position with the drive in

neutral. This tends to confirm the owner's account that

the engine switch was turned off and the control was

put in neutral before he checked the engine.

(g) Fuel Pump - The engine fuel pump was of the single

diaphragm type that was vented to the engine crank-

case. An AC fuel filter with metal (aluninum) bowl

was attached to t fuel pump with a short nipple and

a pressure relief by-pass valve was provided between

the pump outlet and the inlet side of the filter.

See Photograph NIo. 3. The fuel filter bowl was found

forward of the engine at the edge of the engine well

in an upright position. The fire had fused the bowl

to the deck covering material but the metal bowl it-

self was not distorted or melted. The wire bail used

to attach the bowl was found directly below the fuel

pump under the engine. It was not distorted or

damaged. Because of the condition and position of the

parts, it seems evident that the filter had been dis-

assembled prior to the fire. It was noted that the

mating edges of the filter housing, the edge of the metal

bowl and the contact surfaces of the bail were covered

with soot. The fuel pump diaphragm. itself was found
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in tact after the fire.

(h) Engine Controls - The singl, throttle gear shift

lever was found in a neutral/idle position. The

carburetor choke was found closed and the throttle

butterfly in idle position.

3. Electrical - The wiring system in thi~s boat was generally

in a state of poor repair with many wire splices in the harness

system. The electrical system has a number of wires not pro-

tected by overcurrent protection that could cause secondary

short circuits and result in secondary fires remote from the

location of any original short caused by the fire. The follow-

ing was noted:

(a) Mate Battery Switch - The system did not have a

master battery switch or a main switch in the battery

lead to the instrument panel and fuse blocy,'. A master

battery switch is required by NFPA 302 but not required

by the current ABYC proposal or the proposed U.S.

Coast Guard Regulations.

(b) Overcurrent Protection - The only fuse found was for

the navigation light circuit. The navigation Light

switch was of f.

(c) Unprotected Terminals - There were several unprotected

live terminals in the engine compartment that could

have accidently caused a short circuit when working

on the fuel filter. The starter solenoid terminals

were directly below the fuel filter and the hydraulic

pump sý-lenoid terminals about a foot aft of the fuel

filter. See Photograph No. 3.
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4. Kiscellaneous

(a) Fire Extinguisher - A single USCG/UL Approved 5 BC

dry chemical extinguisher, manufactured by Fire

Control of Linden, New Jersey was found (No. AF795217)

(b) Blower - The boat was equipped with a bilge blower

that was mounted on the transom with a direct dis-

charge. The natural ventilating system was completely

burned but the remains indicated that it was set up

to comply with the current U.S. Coast 'uard requirements

for ventilation.

OPINION

The facts in this instance, and the physical evidenz:e did not

support the owner's account of the accident and although there

was, what might be considered a human error, the cause is

primarily attributed to the absence of any anti-siphon protection.

Notwithstanding the human element that was involved, it seems

highly likely that when the engine slowed down and finally

stalled, that a siphon action leak had developed at the fuel

filter and either stalled the engine due to lack of fuel or

because of an overly rich mixture in the compartment, due to

the leakage. Since the drop off was gradual rather than

abrupt, the later is more likely. The owner did indicate that

he saw liquid leakage which would tend to support the fact that

siphon action was present. Since the filter is on the intake

side of the punp, the operating engine would tend to minimize

the leakage due to the reduced pressure at the inlet of the
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pump. It has been proven by laboratory test that an engine can

continue to run with a substantial siphon leak on the inlet side

of the pump. Reference is made to laboratory tests conducted

in connection with Case No. 4 in 1972. After the engine

stopped and the owner opened the engine box and removed the

filter bowl, it is quite probable that the siphon action con-

tinued since there was no shut-off valve or anti-siphon valve

to stop the flow. As previously noted, the tank itself was

elevated ar'd even when it was only half full a head of fuel

would exist at fuel pump/fuel filter level.

In addition to not being able to cut off the fuel flow when

working on the engine, the owner could not cut off the electrical

power since. the boat did not have any form of master disconnect.

The source of ignition could not be established but since the

engine was not operating, a momentary short circuit to one of the

exposed live terminals on the hydraulic pump solenoid is the

most likely. In a situation such as this, it should have been

possible to shut off both the fuel supply at the tank and the

electrical power at the battery while repairs were made and

until all vapors were dissipated by natural ventilation.

The lack of adequatee'vercurrent protection is considered a

probable major factor in not being able to extinguish the

fire wiet portable equipment. The wire insulation materials

are eo-iily and quickly ignited by any fire and it can be ex-

pected that secondary short circuits will and must occur.
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In this particular boat if the lead between the alternator

battery terminal and the ammeter shorts to ground, the red and

white wire from the engine space all the way to the instrument

panel would probably ignite and burn since it is not protected.

The resulting fire would then cause a second short in the un-

protected lead from the ammeter to the starter, in the hot leads

to all instruments and in the unprotected conductors to the power

trim control. See Figure No. 2.hydraulic Pump Start solenoid

Soe__od Ballast Alternator

Battery'

Throttle Switdc \

Power Trim Buttons

Approximate Diagram of Wiring Without Overcurrent Protection

Figure 2
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RECREATIONAL BOATING ACCInLNT INVESTIGATIONS FOR 1974

C A 8E NO0. 5

DESCRIPTION OF BOAT

The 19 foot boat involved in this explosion and fire was a

1966 Johnson "Surfer". The boat was an open cockpit sport

fisherman model with a tri-hull bottom and 150 horsepower inboard/

outdrive engine. The boat was used for fishing and was eq'ixpped

with a homemade fish well which the owner bolted to the stern

deck. See Photograph No. 1.

The boat was of molded fiberglass reinforced plastic construction

with a foamed bottom and had no living accomodations. The boat

was equipped with a Navy top that was in use at the time of the

fire.

The 150 HP V-8 engine was positioned at the stern with a close

fitting engine box that extended into the cockpit 32 inches.

The stern deck was 12 inches wide and the clearance on either

side of the engine box approximately 17 inches to the cockpit

coaring. The main fuel tank was located aft on the port side

between the engine box and hull. See Photograph No. 2. The

20 gallon terneplate fuel tank measured 17 by 32 by 10 inches

and was original equipment (8 years old).

The boat owner had installed a second fuel tank in the bow

cockpit which projected above the bow deck level. The location

was such that the tank could completely siphon it a leak developed

anywhere in the fuel distribution system. When full, the tank
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would place a hydrostatic pressure on the fuel pump and car-s

buretor. The tank contained about 10 gallons and was shut-

off with a valve ini the engine box.

The boat tag indicated that the boat was designed for 9 persons

of 170 pounds or 2000 pounds combined weight.

PHOTOGRAPHS

No.1I - View of boat stern from port side. The box on the stern

deck is a fish well added by the owner. The. engine box cover

was removed for the photograph. The opening in the deck mold

at the transom are natural ventilating openings. The larger

hole is for a 3 inch diameter duct to tha. engine space and

the small hole for a 2 inch diameter duct to the tank space. The

fuel tank vent fitting is visible below the rub rail about 16

inches forward of the transom.

No. 2 - View of engine from above. The main fuel tank is located

below the molded cockpit seat on the port side. Arrow No. 1

points to the bow tank shut-off valve and arrow No. 2 to the

stern tank valve. The flexible fuel line to the engine is

connected to the tee fitting between the two valves. The whi\;e

coating on the engine is the dry powder extinguishing agent.

No. 3 - View of terneplate fuel tank looking aft along port

side. The flexible fuel line forward of the tank is from the bow

tank. The arrow points to the split in the non-metal~.ic vent

line just above the hose clamp.



No. 4 - Close-up photograph of tank fitting plate with split vent

hose removed. The arrow points to tfle grounding screw where th~e

tank leaiked when pressurized. The peeled and alligatored paint

surface is attributed to fuel. leakage over a period of time.

NARRATIVE ACCOUNT OF ACCIDENT

The boat involved in this explosion/fire had been operated the

day before without any indication of trouble. On the cday of the

accident the engine was started and the boat proceeded about 500I

feet to the fueling dock where the main 20 gallon tank was

topped off with about 5 gallons of fuel. The t'ýank, was filled byj

one of the guests and the filling operation was continued until

fuel was discharged at the fuel fill. No fuel was added to the

bow tank. While the tank was being filled, the boat owner was on

the dock. After fueling the owner stepped back aboard and

one of the guests started the engine. The engine was started

without the blower, and without first checking the bilge for vapors.

The engine ran for about 30 seconds at about 500 RPM and had

drifted in neutral about 8 feet from the dock when an explosion

occurred in the engine space. The force of the explosion lifted

the engine box cover and the flame front ignited the owners

jacket. The owner jumrped overboard to extinguish the flames on

his clothing and 'Then immediately climbed back on board and used

the boat's 4 pound dry powder extinguisher to fight the fire.

The boat' s portable extinguisher helped but was inadequate to

extinguish the blaze. A 5 pound dry powder extinguisher was

passed to the boat owner from the dock and used to extinguish

the remaining fire. There were no injuries and the resulting

fire damage was relatively minor.

......... ... .. .. .. ... .. j
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FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. The boat owner had installed the external fish well shown

in Photograph No. 1 on the stern deck and had installed the

bow fuel tank.

2. The boat owner did not know for sure if the guest, who was

operating the boat, had put the boat in gear but thought it was still

in neutral. He was sure that the blower was not operated and

that the bilge was not checked for vapors.

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

1. The boat owner had installed the external fish well on the

stern deck.I

2. The boat owner installed the spare fuel. tank in the bow

cockpit and the fuel distribution system.

3. There were no other known changes to the boat.

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

F ~1. Boat Fuel System - When the investigation was conducted,

the fuel system would not hold pressure. When a slight

aerostatic pressure applied tc, the system at the engine flexible

fuel line connection, the leak was audible and gasoline vapors

were immediately evident although it was not possible to

see the source of the vapors.

(a) Fuel FilTr - The shaped, non-reinforced fuel fill

pipe was still liquid tight but slightly charred by the

fire. The hose would probably have about I minute

or less fire resistance. It was clamped with a single

clamp at both ends. See Photographs 3 and 4.
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(b) Vent System - The fuel tank vent was a molded non-

reinforced neoprene hose that was single clamped at

the tank spud and at the plastic through-hull fitting.

The hose was found split about 1/4 inch from the

tank spud connection.

The split in the vent hose was the cause of the fuel

leakage that resulted in the fire. See Photographs

Nos. 3 and 4. The hose would have less than 1

minute fire resistance. The tank vent spud was not

beaded to prevent the hose from slipping off but the

connection was tight.

(c) Fuel feed Line - The fuel distribution line frcm the

aft tank was copper with flare fittings. The line

was routed frcm the tank 900 fitting to a fuel shut-

off valve inside the engine box. The line was liquid

tight but poorly supported, It was seci-red only by

the flare fitting at the tank and by a bracket at the

valve in the engine box, approximately 38 inches a)art.

See Photograph No. 2 and 3.

The fuel feed line from the bow tank was non-reinforced

PCV 5/16-inch hose (Gates 3225). The bow tank

installation would not comply with the ABYC or

NFPA Standards since it did not have an external

fill connection and the vent could discharge vapors back

into the hull
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(d) Banding - The fuel tank warn electrically bonded to

the deck fill fitting with an insulated wire. When,

in the course of the investigatior4 the fuel tank was

pressurized with air, leakage warn detected at the

machine screw securing the bonding wire to the tank

fitting plate. See Photograph No. 4. The arrow

points to the grounding wire connection.

(e) Fuel Tank - The 20 gallon fuel tank was welded terne-

plate steel and measured approximately 17" x 32" x 10".

The tank was liquid tight except for leakage at the

bonding wire connection. The paint on the top surface

of the tank in z-he area of the fitting plate was

peeled in a manncer that would indicate that the fuel

leakage had been present for an extended lengthi of

time. The alligator finish was localized and not the

result ot the flash fire. See Photograph Nos.

3 and 4. The fuel tank was set on two longitudinal

chocks and secured with a single clamp. Some advanced

corrosion was evident around the fitting plate

(within 1/4 inch) and along the bottom edges.

See Photograph NO. 3.

The bow fuel tank was high and would place a hydrostatic

head of fuel on the fuel pump and carburetor whenevar

the bow tank valve was open. The aft tank was low but

the fuel would siphon at the fuel pump or if a break

occurred in the lower part of the flexible fuel line.
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Although the fuel tank was technically accessible,,

access was difficult and the owner of the boat had

not removed the port seat to check the tank since the

bow tank was installed a couple of years prior to

the accident. See Photograph No. 2. The molded seat

was secured in position with about 8 screws and bolts

and was not easily removed.

(f) Shut-off Valves - The boat was not eqjuipped with fuelI

tank shut-off valves or with anti-siphon protection,, but

did have two solid bottom plug cocks inside the engine

box. The valves were used to select the bow or stern

tank as needed. The installation would not comply

with either the NFPA or ABYC Standards in effect at

the time, or the current Standards.

(g) Flexible Fuel Line At Engine - The 26 inch long flex-

ible fuel line section was 1/4 inch ID non-reinforced

hose with swaged fittings. The hose would have about

30 seconds of fire resistance and was made up of 2

sections joined in the center with a 4 inch length

of 9/32 inch ID copper tubing. The copper tubing splice

was secured with 2 strap clamps. The hose was blistered

by the M~e but still liquid tight.

2. Engine - The engine was Johnson 150 HP V6 (225 cu. in. displ.)

engine with an OMC stern drive.
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(a) Backfire lam Arrester - The Fisher Model 6100

Backfire Flame Arrester was approved under 162.041/41/0

and -, ;j.nd in position in good condition. It is

not t;cnsideree' a likely source of ignition.

(b) Iqnition Distributor - The distributor was an ex-

ternally vented type with a "trap door" distributor

cap. Because the wiring inside the unburned cap

was slightly blistered, the distributor is considered

the source of ignition for this flash fire. All

high voltage wires were in positicn and were not badly

burned or swollen indicating the presence of little

open flame in that area.

(c) Alternator - The Prestolite alternator was not

Listed by UL or the YSB but appeared to be an "ignition-

proof" type. The metal collector ring cover was in

position and there was no evidence of internal fire.

The mechanical voltage regulator was not "ignition-

proof", but the cover gaskL was tight and there was

no evidence of internal firc. :he voltage regulator

is visible in Photograph No. 2 outboard of the dis-

tributor (starboard side).

(d) Starter w Since the engine was operating the time

of the fire, the starter is not considered a source of

ignition. The wiring connections were tight at the

starter and at the starter solenoid.
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(f) Oil Level -The engine oil level was normal and there

was no evidence of any engine malfunction. The

drive belt for the alternator and water pump was intact.

(g) Carburetor - The carburetor warn completely intact

with no indication of sustained fire in the area.

(h) Fuel Pump - The fuel pump warn of the single dia-

phragm, type that was either vented to the crankcase

or the bilge. The diaphragm was liquid tight when

pressure checked.

Mi Control - The boat had a mingle lever control for

the throttle and gear box.

3. Electrical - The electrical wiring was found substantially

undamaged by the fire and there was no evidence of any electrical

short circu~its.

(a) Master Battery Switch - The boat did not have a

master battery switch or switch in the battery lead to

the instrument panel.

(b) Overcurrent Protection - 4.'he boat was equipped with a

fuse block at the instrument panel with fuses for the

bilge pdft (14 amp), cigarette lighter (14 amp),

windshield wiper (14 amp), instrument lights (7.5 amps),

running lights (7.5 amps) and accessories (7.5 amps).

None of the fuses were blown.
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4. Miscellaneous

(a) Fire Extinguisher - The boat had a single pound dry

powder extinguisher that ran out before the fire was

extinguished. The fire at!&s extinguished with a 5

pound dry powder extinguishe; from the dock.

(b) Ventilation - The boat had two 3 inch diameter

flexible ventilating ducts (P/S) with ventilating

louvers recessed in the deck mold near the transom.

See Photograph No. 1. Since both ducts were ex-

cessively long and had two 900 bends the efficiency

of the system had to be very poor. In addition to I
the duct losses, ventilating louvers are the least

effective type of ventilation fitting.

(c) Blower/Bilge Pump - The boat was equipped with a

combination blower/bilge pump that was melted. The

blower/bilge pump was not UL Listed but, being a

submersible type, was probably "igntion-proof".

OPINION

The basic cause of this accident was the failure of the non-

reinforced tank vent hose with ignition by the open igntion

distributor. Although the vent hose failure is classified as

the cause for the presence of fuel, the inaccessibility of the

tank for inspection must be recognized as a major contributing

factor. This factor is substantiated in this instance by the

fact that the fuel leakage was present over a period of time

long ?nough to cause the paint on the tank top surface to become

alligatored from leaking fuel. If this tank were readily

accessible, it is most probable that the leakage might have been
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detected before the fire occurred.

It is considered highly probable that the Lack of fire spread

and minimal evidence of sustained fire in the tank compartment

was due to poor ventilation in that space. In essence, it

is believed that the fire was to a great extent self-extinguished

due to a lack of adequate oxygen. %his fact tends to support

the concept that the Standards should not attempt to require

ventilation where fuel vapors can only be present from liquid

fuel leakage.

In this boat, because the top of the engine box is hinged at

the aft end, the explosion was directed ate rather than away

from the boat occupants. The normal front latch did not hold

under the pressures exerted by the explosion.

It is noted that when this flash fire occurred, the boat owner

could neither shut off the main fuel supply or cut the electrical

power. If the flash fire, which was of sufficient duration to

melt the bilge pump/blower, had caused an electrical short

circuit, reignition of the fire after the 5 lb. extinguisher

was used would have been likely.
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RECREATIONAL BOATING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS FOR 197415

C A SE NO0. 6

DESCRIPTION OF BOAT

The Donzi, 16 foot ski sport runabout involved in this explosion

and fire was built in 1966 dnd was purchased as a used boat by

the owner, 2 years before the accidernt.

The boat was of molded fiberglass reinforced plastic construction

with a 165 HP Interceptor 1/0 engine that had beern modified with

high lift cams and heavy valve springs for added power. The

boat used a 12 x 25 cupped prop. The hull was of a deep vee

design with a ribbed bottom. Longitudinal stiffness was pro-

F ~vided by tw~o fore and aft str~ngers 22 inches apart running from

the transom to a point slightly forward of the bow fuel tank.

The longitudinal stringers were about 8 inches deep.

The boat had a conventional speedboat layout, with a midship cock-

pit, bow Cleck and engine compartment aft. See Photograph No. 1.

The 1/f' engine was below the aft deck with a large flush

engine hatch. The hatch was hinged at the aft end and latched

at the forward edge. The engine space was inter-connected to

the fuel tank space by openings between the cockpit ceiling and

hull. Limber holes in the engine space bulkhead and the floors

would permit the free flow of bilge water between the engine

and fuel tank space. See Figure No. 1.
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The v~~entilating stecOnssewfaloveatofteegn

S ba u b Battery Tafk c dnt'• • •FUel

o tatctt o

Tht bFuel tFill Pipe

Nona ar fowengine off

FIG=R 1

The ventilating system consisted of a louvre aft of the engine

in the deck mold and two ducted clam shells facing forward atae

the forward end of the engine space. The major ventilation

in this boat would be from the air flow created by the

pressure differential ofnder the iT-strument panel. The air

flow would be as shown in Figure N~o. 1 when the engine was not t

operating. When the engine was running the major flow of

air to the carburetor would be from the same source with the flow

opposite to that shown.

The boat fuel tank was foamed in place under the bow deck

between the two fore and aft stringers. Photograph No. 2,was taken

from the position indicated in Figure 1. The photograph shows

the exposed surface of the fuel tank.
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PHOTOGRAPHS

No. I - View of boat after the fire from a position 1 point on

the starboard quarter. A small cockpit hatch was removed and

the engine hatch in missing. The small round opening in the

cockpit deck below the instrument panel is for access to the

fuel tank shut-offr valve.

No. 2 - Photograph of the fuel tank as viewed from the bow.

The position is indicated in Figure No. 1. The vert~ical rod

at the left connects the forward lifting eye to the hull, theI
fuel fill pipe is dir~ectly bahind the lifting rod and the fuel

tank vent hose is oxo the right. The tank fuel gauge (direct

reading) is barely visible below the cockpit deck. The burned

wiring at the top of the photograph is the back of the instru-

ment panel, The photograph shows the ridge around the tank

created by the foam that causes water to collect on the tank

top.

No. 3 - View of foamed-in fuel tank with the entire deck and

cockpit mold removed. The photograph is from the starboard

side looking forward. The fuel feed line is visible aft of

the fuel gauge and the non-metallic vent line is visible at the

forward end of the tank. The dark ring around the spud, at

the arrow, is where the material has carroded away. The fitting

is supported by the fuel line.

No. 4 - View of engine from port side lookin4. forward after deck

was removed. The fuel filter is at approximately 8:30 in the

photograph. The photograph shows that the wires inboard of the

engine stringer are burned and that the wiring outboard of the

stringer were protected from direct flame exposure.j
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No. 5 -Photograph of fuel tank after removal from hull being

checked for leakage. The fuel feed connection had fallen out

and warn plugged with putty before thie photograph was taken.

The entire tank edge between the three arrows was perforated.

No. 6 - Photograph of burned plastic fuel container and

kapok cushions.

NARRATIVE ACCOUNT OF ACCIDENT

The boat involved in this accident was to be the lead boat in

a sailing regatta and the single fuel tank had been topped off

that morning. only the owner and his wife were aboard the boat

at the time. After being fueled, the boat was operated forj

about 25 minutes and the owner/operator indicated that the engine

was operating better than it had since he bought the boat two

years before. The owner's wife wanted to light a cigarette

and the operator, after increasing power to change trim (put the

boat on step), throttled the engine back to about 2500 rpmn.

Without warnin~g, or prior indication of a problem, an explosion

occurred in the engine space that was of sufficient force to

break the engine hatch latch and blow the hatch off. The flame

front then moved forward to the open space under the dash board

at the fuel tank and burned, the ankles of the owners wife who

was sitting on the starboard side.

A numbe' of ooats caine to the assistance cf the stricken boat

and the owner used about 12 portable extinguishers to extinguish

the fire.
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The fire caused moderate damage in the engine space and to the

deck mold around the engine hatch, completely burned the battary

forward of the engine and most of the wiring in the boat. A

plastic portable fuel container clamped to the foot board

below the dash board was burned through but did not explode.

It was not throw- overboard. See Photograph No. 6.

FACTS EETABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. The boat owner who is an experienced small boat operator

did not know he was required undec Section 37(d) of tho Federal

Boat Safety Act to report the accident to the U. S. Coast Guard

and was not advised of this requirement by the local Marine

Police.

2. The engine in the boat had been modified by a local shop

with high lift cams and heavy valve springs and was not original

equipment.

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

1. The engine in the boat wab modified by a local shop and

is not considered original equipment. The engine was originally

a 165 HP Interceptor but with the modifications was about 400 HP.

2. The portable fuel container and bracket were added.

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

1. Boat Fuel System - The boat had a single 25 gallon foamed-

in terneplate steel fuel tank under the bow deck with a single

non-metallic flexible fuel line between the tank and a bronze

fuel filter at the engine. The system was physically in tact

but would not hold pressure.
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(a) Fuel Fill Pipe - The fuel fill pipe was a straight

length of multi-layer fabric reinforced hose that

was single clamped to the deck fitting and at t.he

tank. See Photograph No. 2. The hose was singed and

blistered by the fire but apparently still liquid

tight. The clamps were tight.

(b) Fuel Tank Vent - The tank vent was a fabric reinforced

hose with a single strap clamp at the tank and at the

hull connection. The hose was partially blistered

by the fire but liquid tight after the fire.

(c) Fuel Feed Line - The full length non-metallic fuel line

between the fuel tank and bronze "Groco" fuel filter

was singed but still intact. T.se cotton braid hose

was Aeroquip 1525-6 and was used with push-on fittings.

(d) Fuel Tank - The 16 gauge 25 gallon terneplate fuel tank

was manufactured by "Fabco" and was the original tank.

The tank was 38 inches long, 22 inches widL and 12

inches deep at the vee. The Model 125 tank was

foamed in place between the main fore and aft stringers

with a fiberglass floor fore and aft making a five sided

enclosure. Only thl top surface of the tank was

exposed. The tank vee bottom was set on wooden

blocks so as to be supported independently of the foam

as required by current standards. Examination of the

tank revealed the following:
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(1) The fuel pick-up tube had corroded out and

was supported by About 1/2 inch of paper

thin metal. See Photograph No. 3.

(2) The entire aft top edge of the tank and the

first 9 inches of the top edge along the

right side was totally perforated. All

other top edges were badly corroded but had

not yet corroded through.

(3) The tank bottom and side surfaces that were

in contact with the foam did not initially

show evidence of advanced corrosion but when

the surfaces were cleazed off in the laboratory

hundreds of pits were found that varied in

depth from a few thousands of an inch to

18 thousands or approximately 1/3 the material

thickness. The pits were scattered over

the entire surface but in some areas were

concentrated. When the tank was removed,,

the bedding foam surface was brown with iron

oxide and Likewise showed evidence of greater

corrosion in. some areas. See Laboratory

test results.

(4) The fuel d~ank and deck fill, were electuically

bonded to ground.

(e) Fuel Filter - The boat was equipped with a "Groco"

bronze fuel filtez that ias Listed by the Yacht Safoty
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Bureau. Th. filter which was secued to the port

stringer forward of the engine was liquid tight

after the fire.

2. Engine - The VS engine was an Interceptor 165 RP gasoline

engine that had been todified for increased horsepower.
(a) Backfire Flame Arrestor - The down-draft carburetor

had a Barbron 162.015/98/0 backfire flame arrestor

approved under the old 162.015 Coast Guard Specification.

The USCG 162.015 specification was superseded by

specification 162.041 in August of 1965, hence this

boat should have been equippod with a device comply-

ing with the new specifization. The backfire flame

arrester cover plate was found cocked to one side
indicating the possibility of severe backfire. See

Photograph No. 1.

(b) Carburetor - The Holley down-draft carburetor was in

good mechanical condition after the fire. It was

noted that the installation included a large diameter

breather hose connection to the starboard valve

rocker box cover that could permit flame to by-pass

the backfire flame arrester if the hose slipped off

or split. Tn this case the hose was totally intact.

(c) Alternator - The 38 ampere alternator and the engine

mounted mechanical voltage regulator were not UL

or YSB Listed ignition-proofed units but both appeared

totally enclosed. They were not considered likely

sources of ignition.

A
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(d) ignition Distributor The Mallory YL vented distributor

was not *ignition-proof and is considered a possible

source of ignition. Both the distributor body and

cap were vented directly to the engine space.

(e) Starter - Since the engine was running at the time of

ignition the starter was eliminated as an ignition

source.

(f) Oil Level - The oil level an the engine was normal and

there was no evidence of an engine or transmission

seizure.

(g) Fuel Pump - -'he single diaphragm externally vented

pump was found liquid tight.

3. Electrical - Most of the electrical wiring in the boat was

destroyed by the fire.

(a) Master Battery Switch - The boat was not equipped

with a master battery switch. Although a master

switch might have helped, the secondary fire at the

instrument panel was not attributed to secondary

short circuits.

(b) Overcurrent Protection - The engine wiring was

such that there were unprotected wires between

the battery, the instrument panel and back to

the engine. Since the wires in the harness

were not melted, the wiring damage at the instrument

panel is attributed in this case to the second-

ary flame front. See Photograph No. 2.
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4. Misoellaneous

(a) Weptilating System - The boat ventilating system would

covply with the ABYCNFPA and U.S. Coast Guard re-

quirements. The major air flow in an engine-off

condition would be due to the air pressure differential

created under the dash board not due to the ventilators.

With the engine operating, the main air supply would

again be from the openings forward.

LABORATORY TEST OF FUEL TANK MA1TEPIAL

Objective - To determine the gauge of the steel used for

the tank, the weight of the terne coating and the degree

of corrosion by laboratory analysis.

Result -

(1) Steel Gauge - The tank material was determined to be

16 gauge steel.

(2) Terne Coating - Weight of coating tests according to

ASTM method A309 indicated a coating weight (total

both sides) by the triple spot test to be 0.28 oz.

per sq. ft. The coating weight (total both sides)

by the single spot test (the one sample of the three

with the lightest coating) was found to be 0.27

oz. per sq. ft. These coating weights correspond to

a coating designation of LT25 per ASTM A308-69 which

corresponds to what ii known as a 9 lb. coating.

The current NFPA a3nd ABYC Standards require a 12 lb.

coating with a ninimum .35 oz. lead per square

foot. See Tabit, I for- test r:esults.
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(3) Corrosion Pitting

(a) The tank exhibited severe internal and external

corrosion and was perforated 27 times along the

aft top edge. The holes varied from pin holes to

holesi 1/160 by 3/80. The corrosion of the aft

edge was from the outside and in attributed to the

periodic accumulation of water between the tank

and the foam in which the tank was bedded.

The perforated edge was corroded internally as

well and the corrosion pattern would indicate thatA

water entered one or more of the perforations

from the outside and migrated along the seam.

This would indicate that the tank had been leaking

for a period of tine before the accident.

(b) The fuel feed pipe spud connection corroded outI

completely due to thinning of the metal within

1/2 inch of the spud. The corrosion was due to the

accumulation of water on the tank top surface
around ýhe spud.

(c) The exterior surface of the tank that had been

in contact with the foam looked reasonably clean

when the tank was removed except for the loss
of about 1/2 of the original paint coating. When

cleaned and checked, the external surface revealed

scattered spots of pit-type corrosion with several

pits being approximately .018 in. deep.
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(d) The internal. surfaces revealed scattered spots

of pit-type corrosion but generally loes than

the exterior. The pits were as deep an .015 in

and were mostly on upper surfaces above normal

fuel level. In addition to the surface corrosion,

all of the tank seams and corner bends showed

evidence of internal corrosion probably due to

disruption of the terne coating during fabrication.

TABLE I

hesults of Coating Weight Tests
(Terne Coating Steel From Marine Fuel Tank)

Coating Weight, Oz. Per sq It
Specimen Outside Inside Both Sides

1 0.13 0.15 0.28
2 0.13 0.15 0.28
3 0.12 0.15 0.27

Average 0.13 0.15 0.28

These results align with ASTM A308 specifications as follows:

AS&1 308-69 Minimmi Coating Weights, Oz/ft2

ASTM. 308-63T New Corresponding Triple Spot Test Single Spot Test
Old Coating Class Coating Designation Total Both Sides Total Both Sides

0.35 LT25 0.25 0.20

This coating class (0.35), new coating designation LT25 correspo'ds to a
nominal coating of 9.00 lbs/double base box. Results of tests an Tlenr. coated
stel from Marine fuel tank:

Coating Weights, Oz/Ft 2
=Kple spot Test S'ingle -spot Test

Total Both Sides Total Both Sides

0.28 0.27
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OPINION

The direct cause for the low grade explosion and fixe on this

boat was the corrobion penetration of the bow fuel tank. Although

the fuel tank leak was the direct cause, the foaming-in of the

fuel tank must be recognized as the proximate cause. The evidence

clearly indicates that the method of installation caused water

to be trapped around the top aft surface of the tank setting up

a condition for accelerated corrosion. As installed, the

installation would not comply with NFPA302, Para. 312(c) which

states, "Tanks shall be so constructed that, as installed, exterior

surface& will not hold moisture.'

It is interesting to note that t.e tank had numerous leaks and

the potential for a fire and explosion accident existed for some

indefinite period of time. Considering this factor, it is then

also a fact that ready accessibility to the tank to permit easy

inspection could easily have prevented the accident. The

installation in this instance was such that reasonable inspection

of the tank was not possible. Both the fuel feed spud that

corroded out and the aft edge of the tank were completely in-

accessible for inspection. The fact that the tank was not

accessible for inspection as required by NFPA 302, Para. 313(a),

is considered a contributing factor to this accident.

The cause of ignition was considered to be either the vented

ignition Sistributor or a backfire that dislodged the backfire

flame arrester cover.
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The burning of the electrical wiring behind the instrument

panel in primarily attributed to the flash fire that

occurred at the fuel tank and possibly the portable fuel

container. Since the wires in the harness were not melted,

the fire at the panel was apparently not due to secondary

short circuits, although it is noted that all of the

wiring was not protected with fuses.
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RECMBATIONAL BOATING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS FOR 1974

CASE NO. 7

DESCRIPTION OF BOAT

The boat involved in this explosion and fire was a 16 foot

high speed, single screw, inboard Jet drive speedboat, built

by *Donzi Marine" of Miami, Florida. The boat was a 1973

model.

The deep-V, stern jet drive was powered with a 390 HP Oldsmobile

engine, converted for marine use by Kingcruiser Engine Corporation.

The drive unit was a "Berkeley" jet drive manufactured in

Berkeley, California.

The fiberglass reinforced plastic hull has two full length

stringers, which in addition to providing longitudinal stiffness,

serve as engine beds and to enclose the bow fuel tank. Tle

fiberglass deck and cockpit is mclded as one piece and is screw-

fastened to the hull along the sheer.

The engine and jet drive unit are located aft of the cockpit

under the stern deck. The engine compartment is the full width

of the boat with access through a single hatch. The hatch is

hinged at the aft end and latched at the forward edge. See

Photograph No. 1.

The boat has a conventional speedboat center cockpit layout.

A beach seat is provided across the aft end of the cockpit and

there are two individual seats forward by the dash board.
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The engine space is interconne-ted with the bow fuel tank space

by tunnel spaces between the Con.kp,.t ceiling and the hull along

the port and starboard sides, See Figure 1,

The boat has a single 25 gallon hot-dipped galvanized fuel

tank, foamed in place in the bow. The tank is positioned 4
between the two fore and aft stringers below the foot rest under

the dash board. The fuel tank shut-olf valve is accessible

through an access plate diroctly below the dash See Photograph

No. 2.

The boat's natural ventilating system consists of two clam

shells forward and outboard of the en,7ine. The cowls are fitted

with wire reinforced plastic ducting to the bilge. The starboard

clam shell is trimmed as an exhaust and the port clam shell as

an intake. A power blower is located under the starboard clam

shell. Although the boat has deck cowls, the major ventilating

air flow would be through the tunnel spaces along the sides of

the cockpit due to thQ differential pressure created under the

dash.

F Pos-iticn of' gri• a* • atural Air Flow
-atural Air F.'~

Fue~l O~Crevice-Photo>
1".0Tank kONo. 3. /

Venti lating fitting
and blcwer. Figure No. 1
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PHOTOGRMPUS

No, - View of boat after the fire from the port quarter.

No. 2 - Photograph of cockpit with the two foLvard seats removed.

The electrical fire under the dash caused the three instruments

on the left of the panel to fall out. The access hole for the

fuel tank shut-off valve is visible at are w No. 1 and the fuel

tank vent hose is at arrow No. 2. The hose was pulled out for

the photograph.

No. 3 - Photograph looking down at fuel tank, showing a crevice
between the foam and tank. The starboard stringer is onth

right, outboard of the tank. Arrow No. 1 points to the foam

and arrow No. 2, to the crevice.

No. 4 - Photograph of aft end of the engine. The distributor

cap was removed for the photograph. The DC wiring to the

alternator and starter is visible as it crosses the control cable.

No. 5 - Photograph of engine carburetor after the integral carburetor

fuel filter was removed.

NARRATIVE ACCOUNT OF ACCIDENT

On the Aay of the acsident, the boat owner/operator with two

o'her adults and one child had been out fishing. Shortly before

the incident, they had witnessed another boat capsize and the

boat owner called the Coast Guard with a citizen band two-way

radio. While waiting for the Coast Guard, the boat slowly

drifted ,'est-south-west toward a boardwalk. When the owner

thought he had drifted too far, he decided to start the engine and

move further off shore. He turned the power blower on and told

his daughter, who wus seated aft on the port side, to lift the

engine cover. Lneh little •iirl lifted the forward end of the
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hinged engiAe hatch ak.d held -it for about 30 seonnds hafore

the owner atteumpted to start the engine. In lL.,. with his normal

practice, the owner pumped the throttle several times and then

turned the key to start the engine. The starter cranked the

engine and there was an immediate rich mixture explosion that

caused a large bolt of flame and black smoke to mushroou out

of the partially open hatch. The flaws almost inmediately

also mushroomed out under the dash. The girl was in the direct

path of the flame at the engine hatch and was burned on the face,

arm and neck. The woman sitting on the starboard side of the

same stern seat was also slightly burned, but escaped the full

flame. The owner immediately shut off the fuel tank valve at

the access hole under the dash and, after snuffing out the flame

in his daughter's hair, helped everyone overboard. Using the

2-1/2 pound Stempel dry powder extinguisher, he attempted to

extinguish the blaze, but was unsuccessful. The fire was

extinguished by the U. S. Coast Guard who were nearby because of

the other accident.

FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. At the time of the accident, the 25 gallon fuel tank was

approximately 1/2 full.

2. The boat owner cut off the fuel supply by means of the tank

shut-off valve which was accessible through the access hole forward.

3. The boat owner did not know how the vent hose berame dis-

connected, but thought the Coast Guard might have pulled it

loose when fighting the fire.

I



4. When the fire started, the owner izstructed the occupants

to don their peraonel flotation devices which were accessible.

5. The boat owner removed the fuel filter at the carburetor

prior to the investigation. He stated that the filter was

tighti however, since the syst,,m between the fuel pump and

carburetor was not pressure checked, before it was disturbed,

the indicated conclusion may or may not be valid.

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

There were no known changes to the original design.

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

1. Boat Fuel System - The fuel system was partially in tact

and, with the vent plugged, was able to withstand a pressure of

approximately 2 pounds up to the engine fuel pump. The follow-

ing was noted:

(a) Fuel Fill Pipe - The fuel fill pipe was a straight

length of multi-layer fabric reinforced hose that was

single clamped at the deck and at the tank. The line

was still tight and held pressure.

(b) Fuel Tank Vent - The tank vent hose was a common red

garden hose and was found disconnected. An examination

revealed that the inside diameter of the garden hose

was larger than the outside diameter of the thru-hull

vent fitting and would be difficult to clamp. Since

there was no indication of fire at the fitting or in the

immediate area of the disconnected hose, it is probable

that the hose vas accidently disconnected by the Coast
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Guard after extinguishing the fire. The connection

would not comply with the NYPA, ABYC or proposed Coast

Guard regulations.

(c) Fuel Feed Line - The full length non-mtallic fuel

line between the fuel tank and engine was Aeroquip,

Type 2568, dated the second quarter of 1972. The

clamped-on hose was liquid-tight after the fire and

had not been exposed to much fire.

(d) Fuel Tank - The 25 gallon fuel tank was a 14 gauge

hot-dipped galvi-nized steel tank produced by Taylor and

Gaskin in. July of 1972. The tank was pressure

checked and found liquid-tight. The top surface of

tVe tank revealed an overall general corrosion due to

water accumulation.

(e) Installation - The installation would not comply with

NFPA, ABYC or new proposed U. S. Coast Guard

regulations which do not permit the foaming in of

ferrous metal tanks. The tank was not Listed by

UL for marine use. Photograph No. 3 shows a crevice

between the tank and foam that was found full of

water. The entire top surface of the tank was a

water trap with no effective means of drainirg of any

accumulated water.

2. Engine - The boat was powered with a Oldsmobile 390 HP V8

engine that was converted for marine use by Kingscruiser Engine

Corporation.
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(a) Backfire Flame Arrestor - The down-draft carburetor

had a Bendix Zenith backfire flame arrestor with

Approval Number 162.041/94/0. The assembly was in

good operating condition, but was found loose.

(b) Carburetor - The down draft carburetor was found blackened,

but had not been subject to any intense heat. The

integral fuel filter had been removed by the owner.

(c) Alternator - The "Delco" alternator and voltage

regulator were an .ý.qnition-proof type and were found in

guod condition. All wiring connections were tight,

but selperal wires at the aft end of the engine were

burned, including the alternator field lead. The

alternator B+ lead was connected directly to the

starter solenoid.

(d) Ignition Distributor - The ignition distributor was riot

damaged by the fire, but is considered a possible source

of ignition. There was no internal evidence of fire

when the distributor was opened; however, this fact

does not eliminate the distributor as the source of

ignition. A stoichiometric or lean mixture will

not usually leave evidence of burning.

(e) Starter- The starter was completely inaccessible

and could not be checked in detail. The wiring

connections to the starter solenoid were tight. The

starter solenoid wires were burned and had shorted to

the steel bowden wire aft of the engine. The starter

is considered a potential source of ignition.
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(f) Fuel Pump - The single diaphragm fuel pump was not

damaged by the fire and was found liquid-tight when

pressure checked.

(g) Engine Fuel Lines - The fuel line from the pump to the

carburetor was partially steel.and part SAEJ30 hose

(Gates 3225). When found, the hose clamp used to

secure the hose to the short steel line had slipped

off the hose. The loose connection is not believed

to be the result of the owner removing the filter

after the fire.

3. Electrical - Almost all of the wiring in the boat was

destroyed.

(a) Master Battery Switch - The boat wes not equipped with

a master battery switch. Since the boat operator shut

off the fuel valve almost immediately, it is quite

probable that he would also have shut off a master

switch it one had been provided. The master switch

might have prevented the electrical fire behind the

instrument panel.

(b) Overcurrent Protection - The engine wiring was such

that ther:e were severa'i unprotected wires. The nower

lead fror the starter solenoid to the ignition switch

and panel was unprotected. A short circuit in the

ignition, altern.otor or the starter solenoid circuit

could result in a dead short that could ignite the

electrical harness from the engine compartment to the

instrument panel. See Figure No. 2.
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TYPICAL WIRING DIAGRAM

PROBABLE ~ m ~t
SHORT CIRCUIT

[1~TI C)19 TERMINAL STRIP

BA*ERYQ Q QON ENGINE

al _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

To&wr.&7nCN Ur~w~vi'a4

FIC-URE 2
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4. MISCELLAN~EOUS

(a) Ventilating System- The boat ventilating system would

comply with the ABYC- NFPA and U.S. Coast Guard

requirements. The major air flow in the engine

compartment in an engine-off condition would be due

to the air pressure differential created under the dash

board. The power blower would be relatively effecient

due to the short direct ducting. The blower was

completely melted.

(b) Bilge Pump - The automatio-mguiual Rule bilge punp wa.s

not damaged and had been removed by the owner.

(c) Personp.l Flotation Devices - The boat had several

PFD's. One was still wrapped in plastic.

OPINION

The specific item that failed and caused this explosion and fire

was not determined, but sufficient data is available to isolate

the engine fuel system as the only logical source of the fuel.

A review of the facts will reveal the basis of the hypothesis:

(a) Except for the fuel tank vent, the fue3 tank and

fuel system were liquid-tight up to the engine, including

the engine fuel pump.

(b) The fuelrtank vent system was eliminated because

open flame was present in the bow compartment, but

there was no evidence that the• vent was burning at

the end of the hose or outside the hull at the vent

fitting. The absence of charring at the end of the

hose would indicate that the lina was disconnected

after the fire was extinguished. The tank was only
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1/2 full eliminating leaks at tank top fittings.

(a) There was no evidence of prolonged burning of liquid

fuel either below the engine or on the engine near

the carburetor. Photographs 4 and 5 show the

absence of open flame damage to rubber hoses and

ignition wires. The burnAd spot on the intake manifold

is no-rmal.

(d) The fuel vapors that ignited as a rich mixture either

accumulated in the carburetor after the previous shut-

down or accumulated outside the carburetor due to a

leak somewhere between the fuel pump and the carburetor.

The accumulation of excess fuel inside the intake

manifold, with manifold heat cuasing immediate vaporization,

is considered the most probable source of the rich

mixture. Any residual liquid fuel would continue to

burn after the initial explosion. With the hatch

open, any breeze over the bow of the boat would cause

the vapor cloud to move forward through the tunnel

spaces to the fuel tank space, as it did. It is noted

that the owner always pumped the throttle prior to

starting the engine. This action would add additional

fuel to any already accumulated.

Note: Since the boat owner had removed the integral

carburetor fuel filter before the investigation was

conducted, these items could not be checked. The

owner stated that the filter was tight but bince the

connections were not pressure checked before the

filter was removed, the conclusion cannot be confirmed.
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(e) The explosion of the rich mixture vapor cloud

ignited the blower on the starboard side, outboard

of the engine, and also softened the insulation of the

wires at the aft end of the engine. The softened

irdulation caused a short between either the ignition

wire or the starter solenoid wire and a grounded

control cable on the aft and of the engine. This

would result in an overheated wire all the way from

the engine space to the instrument panel. The

short caused a secondary fire forward, totally burning

the wiring behind the instrument panel.

Note: Since the engine did crank it is not probable

that the electrical short occurred first.

(f) Although the power blower was used, prior to starting

the engine, it was only on for a short period (30

seconds) and if the vapors were generated at the

carburetor as suggested, the low blower pick-up was

simply ineffective.

(g) The source of ignition was probably either the starter

or the distributor.

[ N m
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MCMAUOKTALU DOATING ACCID!NT INW.TIGATIONS FOR 1974

DIMRIPIOt4 Of BOAT

The 24 foot single screw inboard-outdrive boat involved in this

low order explosion and fiz was a 1973 Wellcraft, built in

Sarasota, Florida. The boat was an open cockpit, sport fisherman

model with a cathedral hull. The fire resulted in a constructive

total loss.

The hull and deck were of molded fiberglass construction with

three full length fore-and-aft wooden stringers, glassed in

from the transom to the bow. Flotation foam was provided in j
the form of blocks at the transom and between the stringers

below the plywood cockpit deck. The bilge was sufficiently

open to permit liquid gasoline to flow fore and aft if it

accumulated in the bilge. I
The boat was powered with an OMC 225 HP inboard-outdrive engine

installed in a conventional manner just forward of the

transom. The engine box served as a seat. The compartment was

ventilated by means of 4 large clam shells on the stern deck

with the two ou.tboard clam shells trimmed aft as exhaust,

and the center two clam shells forward as intakes. The

starboard outboard clam shell served as the power blower discharge.

The ventilators were fitted with plastic flexible air ducting.

The boat was fitted with two 5052 welded aluminum alloy fuel

tanks installed as saddle tanks above the cockpit deck. The

tanks were positioned approximately amidships with the fuel
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fill fittings on the side dock outboard of the ooaming. Both

tanks were of 26 gallon capacity,

PHOTOGRAPHS t

No. 1 - View of burned boat from starboard quarter.

No. 2 - Photograph of port fuel tank after fire.

No. 3 - Photograph of engine from the port side. The engine

mounts had failed and the engine dropped. The port battery

is visible outboard of the engine.

No. 4 - View of engine from starboard side. The starter

and starter solenoid are visible below the manifold and the

s arboard battery is visible outboard of the engine.

No. 5 - Photograph of engine maid boat stern from starboard side.

NARRNTIVE ACCOUNT OF ACCIDENT

The owner of the boat involved in this fire was an avid fisherman

and was out fishing alone on the day of the accident. Prior

to the fir•, the boat operated well with no indication of aony

malfunction. The fuel tanks were, about 1/2 full. Prior to the

accident, the boat was anchored about 12 feet off a channel in

protected waters. When the fish dii not bite, the owner-operator

turned the power blower on for about 10 seconds and then started

the engine in r•ieparation for a move. After the engine started,

he went aft to pull the anchor and noticed smoke coming through

tý.,e ventilators and around the engine box. He immediately

moved forward to get the kjoat's single portable extinguisher

and as he did so, an explosion occurred in the engine space that

blew the engine box op en. He attempted to extinguish the fire,

but when he saw smoke in the forward cabin, decided to abandon

the boat. The attempt to extinguish the blaze was not successful
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and the boat continued to burn.

FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. The two 28 gallen fuel tanks were about 1/2 full and at

the time of the acco•eti, the valves to both tanks were open

so the single engine could draw fuel from either or both tanks.

2. When the fire started, the ongine was idling and the out-

drive was in neutral.

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

There were no known changes to the original design.

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

1. Boat Fuel System - Almost the entire fuel system was con-

seined by the fire and a pressure test was not possible.

(a) Fuel Fill - The fuel fill was a short straight

length of 1-1/4 in ID wire reinforced hose, single

clamped at the tank and at the deck fitting.

The clamps were still in place. Since the tanks

were well below full, failure of the fuel fill can

be eliminated as the source of fuel. The fuel fill

bonding wire was tucked under the hose, which is not

good practice.

(b) Tank Vent - The port fuel tank vent discharge

fitting was located forward of the tank and 4

inches below the tank top surface. The installation

va' not in accordance with the intent of the ABYC

or NFPX Standards, but is not considered a factor in

this a.;cident, since the fuel level was approximately

10 inches below the tank top. The fuel vent hose
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was a fabric-reinforced typo. It was secured with

hose clamps. It was noted that both vent dischage.

had ignited and burned outside the hull, indicating

that both were connected and substantially intact

prior to the fire.

(c) Tank Shut-Off Valve - The fual system was not equipped

with a shut-off valve at the tank or an anti-siphon

valve. Since the fuel tanks were mounted above deck,

the tanks could almost completely siphon in case of a

break in the line. Since the builder claims to install

anti-siphon valves on all tanks, it is believed the

valves were removed by the dealer or service yard.

(d) Fuel Tanks - The two 28 gallon saddle tanks were manu-

factured by Aluminum Fabricated Products, Inc. of

.090 in. thick 5052 aluminum. The tanks, which were

a little over a year old were examined for corrosion

with the following findings. The port tank had

scattarec spots of pit-type corrosion on the exterior

surface withi an average depth of about .003 '-hes,

but two pits measured .010 and .013 inches. The

interior surface had two small areas of corrosion

with a maximum depth of about .002 inch. The starboard

tank was relatively free of any pit-type corrosion

except for two spots on the back and one pit oi, the

inside surface. The external pits were .002 inch

deep and the pit on the i.nside surface was .002 inch. The

boat was operated in salt and brackish water. The

tanks were secured directly to the deck with self-
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tapping screws through two welded flanges at the

tank ends. No ventilation was provided between

the deck and tank bottom an recommended by the NFPA.

(e) Fuel Feed Line - The fuel feed line was a full length

section of SAEJ30 type hose from the tank to a

selector valve assembly, aft of the engine. The

unsupported flexible fuel line was installed as shown

in Figure 1 and would siphon the tank if a break or

leak occurred at point A or B. In this instance,

it is believed that a leak occurred in Section A and

that the initial small fire causf.d a total failure

of the line permitting a continuoais siphon feed of

fuel.

M 7M

•O ENGINE UL MM

PLAN VIEW SHOWING GENERAL LOCATION OF
TANK AND ROUTING OF FUEL LINE

Figure 1
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Mf Fuel valves -The boat was equipped with "tee*

assembly of two Anderson Brass (series 600) ULY

Listed solid bottom shut-off cocks. They

were used to select the port or starboard fuel

tank.* The valves were located aft of the engine,

inside the engine compartminto and were not

accessible for emergency use. Both valves were

found open and liquid- tight, but the flexible

fuel lines had burned of f at the clamped hose

connections with the clamps still in position.

2. Engine -The OM'C 225 engine had been subject to extensive

hMat, causing a total failure of the engine mounts and all

engine mounted accessories. The engine was number 990211F-WC.2981.

(a) Fuel Pump - The engine was equipped with a dual

diaphragm UL Listed fuel pump with an SAEJ30

type hose connected to the inlet and a steel fuel

line between the pump and engine mounted fuel filter.

The fuel pump was equipped with an integral fuel

filter.

(b) Fuel Lines - The engine fuel lines were steel with

reverse flare fittings.

(c) Backfire Flame Arrester - The down-draft carburetor

was equipped with a Fisher flame arrester approved

under USCG Specification 162.041. The arrester

was in position.
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(d) Alteonator - The engine was equipped with a Presolite

alternator that appeared to be an ignition-proof

construction# butthe ALK 6210 is not Listed for Marine

use by UL. The engine mounted solid state voltage

regulator was a Presolite regulator number VSH 6201.

The regulator is not UL Listedt but is inherently

ignition-proof. The alternator was completely

destroyed by the fire.

(e) Ignition Distributor - The engine was equipped with

a Mallory YL520 CV distributor with screw fastened

cap. The distributor is an ignition-proof type

currently Listed by UL.

(f) Starter -The starter was a Delco solenoid engage

unit that was not certified as ignition-proof. The I
wiring terminals were tight. I

(g) Oil Level - The engine oil level was normal and

there was no indication of engine seizure.

(h) Controls - The investigation revealed the throttle

butterfly to be in an idle RPM position, the choke

was open and the engine control was in neutral.

3. Electrical - All wiring insulation was completely destroyed

by the fire.

(a) Circuit Protection - The small fuse panel at the helm

included fuse protection for the bilge pump, the

blower, the windshield wipers and the horn. The

ignition and alternator circuits were not protected.
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(b) Batteries -The boat had two separate batteries

located under the stern deck outboard of the engine

on the port and starboard sides. See Photograph

No.5S.

(c) Main Switch - The boat was not equipped with a main

battery disconnect switch or main switch in the panel

lead.

(d) Wiring - SAE stranded type wire was used throughoutI

the boat. No specific evidence of a short circuit

was found.

4. Miscellaneous
Ca) Buoyant Devices - The buoyant devices on the boat were

stored under the forward port bunk and were not used.

(b) Power Blower - A Wilcox Crittenden electric blower

was mounted on the inside of the transom and discharged

through the outboard clam shell. The blower

installation would be relatively efficient, but as

previously indicated, the blrwer was only operated for

about 10 seconds before the engine was started.

(c) Natural Ventilation - The 4 cowl 4 duct system would

comply with US Coast Guard re*quirements and the NFPA

and ABYC Standards.

OP INION

The intense heat of the fire on this boat destrc-ed all com-

ponent parts of the fuel system to an extent that it was not

possible to pin-point the specific cause. However# the avail-

able data would indicate a fuel leak in the engine space with
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siphon action causing a continuous surce of fuel to feed

the fire. The following is specifically noted. The fire

apparently started in the engine compartment and the failure

of the engine mounts and all components would confirm the accum-

ulation of a considerable quantity of fuel in the engine well

below the engine. The sequence of events would seem to

suggest that the leak occurred prior to the attempt to start

the engine. It is probable that the initial mixture was

excessively rich causing the initial smoke and that a thermal

draft created by the initial fire introduced sufficient I
oxygen to cause the explosion that followed. It is noted that j
the initial ignition did not result in any audible explosion or

swooshing noise characteristic of most explosions. The absense

of any noise is far more likely with a rich mixture than a

lean mixture. The starter was the probable source of ignition.

The fire would burn through the soft hose in a minute or less,

providing full siphon action fuel flow. The siphon action I
feeding the fire is believed to have continued until the fire

burned the hose off at tank top level at the tank fitting, but

by the time this occurred, the fire would engulf the two tanks

and burn throuigh the tank walls, as it did. The fire in this

boat spread very'apidly because the liquid fuel in the engine

well ran forward, immdiately spreading the fire to the small

accowodation space forward. The fire was also spread by the

-partial bulkhead between the engine space and the tank

compartment. Fire in the engine space would immediately mushroom

Lz
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over the bulkhead and burn the fuel feed line at pioint X

(Pigure 1).
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MCREATIONAL B3OATING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS FOR 1974

CASE NO. 9

DESCRIPTION 3F BOAT

The 25 foot "talibue", open sport fisherman involved in this

fire was built in 1970 and was purchased from an insurance

company 1-1/2 years before the accident. The 4 year old

boat was purchased after it sank.

The inboard/outdrive boat was powered with two 130 HP Volvo

Penta engines that were installed by the present owner. Both

engines were purchased as used equipment including all access-

ories. The engine crankshafts were a few inches below the

cockpit deck.

The hard chine hull was of fiberglass reinforced plastic con-

struction with a molded fiberglass weather deck and fiberglass

covered plywood cockpit deck. The boat was of conventional

design and construction. See Figure No. 1.

The boat's single 75 gallon aluminmn fuel tank was foamed in

place below the cockpit deck, just forward of the engines. The

tank, which measured 35 x 10 x 52 inches was manufactured by

Certified Industries of Hialea, Florida of .090 inch thick

5052 H32 aluminum. The tank had two baffles and all seams were

heliarc welded.

The boat did not have a power blower and the natural ventilating

system consisted of two clam shells on the stern deck with 3

inch diameter ducti.ng to the turn of the bilge.
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PHOTOGRAPHS

NO. I - Dow view of boat after fire.

No. 2 - View of engines from cockpit. The dock and fuel tankj

were removed before the photograph was taken, The fuel tank

was located ýust forward of the partial bulkhead, between the

fore and aft stringers, outboard of the engines. The cutouts

were provided for the fuel fill pipe and the engine controls..

No. 3.- View of the aft coch~pi%; before the deck was removed.

The fuel tank was located below the deck in the area of the

lower arrow. The short straight arrow at the upper right

points to the fuel fill fitting.
No. 4 - Photograph of foam that wasn installed between the deck

and the tank top. The fiberglass tube at the arrow was toj

support wirin~g and control cables.

No. 5 - Photograph of the bottom surface of the fuel tank.

Some of the major areas of corrosion are circled. The long

line of corrosion across the width of the tank occurred at

the edge of the plywood platform which supported the tank.

No. 6 - Macro photograph of fuel fill hose at the point where

it failed. The needle point end, caused by corrosion of the

spiral wire reinforcementis visible.

No. 7 - Macro phofograph of two areas of corrosion on the

aluminum fuel tank. The right half of the photograph

shows a corroded area on the bottom, aft end of the

tank. The photograph shows the head of a sheet metal

screw that had been installed by the present owner. The

----- . .. .a. .
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left half of the Macro photograph in of a section of the line

of corrosion that occurred on the tank bottom just forward of

the plywood platform on which the tank was supported. See

Figure No. 2.

Intake
"*-nntilator

• , I + +,, . .. . -lTankV~t

1~w Tar* Went Sý C -*-Gauge I,,,- --

~ I I FuelFill
___ Hose

\ F Fuel Exhauxt -

F.1 Fill Fitting Fill Ventilator

Figure 1
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left half of the Macro photograph is of a section of the line
of corrosion that occurred on the tank bottom just forward of

the plywood platform on which the tank was supported. See

Figure No. 2.

Intake
-K ntilator

\OFel Tank Vent - , a :- Gauge ,-
,1.. . - -. Fuel Fill

, . . 'Hose

"-el Exhauxt
Fuel Fill Fitting Fill Vntilator

Figure 1



NRRUATIVE ACCOUNT OF ACCIDENT

The boat had just been fueled by the boat owner/operator and

burst into tlame when the engines were being started to move

the boat away from the fueling station. The boat had taken on

approximately 50 gallons of fuel and the tank wasn tilled until

the fuel backed up in the fuel pipe. The boat owner was alone

on the boat at the time and was not aware ot the accumulation

of fuel in the engine and tank space. The boat did not have

a power blower and the owner did not check the engine space for

vapors before, attempting to eLtart the engines.

After fueling, the port engine started but the starboard engine

would not turn over. The owner opened the engine box preparing

to jump start that engine, but apparently did not actually do

so. Fire b'-Ake out in the engine space when it was opened.

The owner was not able to extinguish the tire with the boat's

single 4 pound extinguisher.

The boat was abandoned and pushed away from the fuel dock. Th~e

fire was extinguished by the local fire department.

FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM WITNESSES

1. The boat owner had two second-hand Volvo engines installed

after he purchased the boat from the insurance company. The

st-arboard engine was considerably older than the port engine

but both apparently operated reasonably well during the 1-1/2

year period.

2. The aluminum fuel tank was original equipment.
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FuelFil Fitin! FI GugeDedc Over Strinigers

Talk
Bulkhead

C)Dectior1

Plywood Platform Enin Stringers

Figure 2

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

1. The engines had been replaced by the present owner.

2. There were no other known changes to the boat.

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

1. Boat Fuel System - When the in~vestigation was conducted, the

fuel system wvould not hold pressure. When pressure was applied

at the starboard engine connection with the vent plugged, no

pressure could be buiXt up. An examination revealed the

following:
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[(a) Fuel Fillj - The fuel fill pipe installation was

found to be a haxardous installation and considered

responsible for the fuel leakage that caused ther fire. The following isnoted&
(1) The fuel fill pipe was approximately

10 feet long and would normally contain

about .8 of a gallon of fuel. UJntil the

fuel in consumed, the fill pipe is functionally

part of the fuel tank.

(2) The Tempo 1-1/2 inch ID home was constructed

to SAEJ30 specifications with a steel spiral

wire reinforcement.

(3) Because the fuel fill h~ose was foamed-in

for approximately 50 inches, it was not

accessible for inspection and the foam had#

in fact, caused water to be entrapped around

the hose near the tank fill pipe connection.

See Figures 1 and 2.

(4) The fill hose was spliced in the engine apace

with a short length of PVC plastic pipe and

clamps. The clamps were tight but the

.,plastic section had melted.

(5) A laboratory test on the hose revealed that

gasoline caused the hose to expand approx-

imately 30 percent in a period of 10 days.

The inadequate resistance of the material

to gasoline is considered a contributing

factor.
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(b) Vent -The non-metallic vent line was almost toally

destroyed by the fire and could not be checked. The

hose was a fabric reinforced type with a fire resistance

of less than 1 minute. The tank wasn externally

vented an required but the 1/2 inch ID hose was

smaller than the 9/16 inch ID required.

(c) Shut-off Valves - No rnhut-off valve warn provided at

the tank connection but two service valvern vire

provided in the engine space for the engine feed

lines. The service valves would not be accessible

in case of fire in the machinery space. When in-

vestigated, both valves were open and both were

liquid tight. Since the fuel line, the valves and

the engine fuel pump were positioned below the

top of the fuel tank, the system could siphon. The

system would not comply with the fuel system requirements

in effect at the time the boat was built or the pre-

sent requirements. No anti-siphon valve was provided.

(d) Flexible Feed Line - The fuel feed lines were a

fabric reinforced push-on hose, secured with strap

clamps. All connections were in position and

tight but the lines were destroyed by the fire.

(e) Tank - The .090 inch thick 5052 aluminum alloy fuel

tank was very badly corroded,, but still contained



about 63 gallons after the fire. The tank top was

only mildly pitted, but the tank bottom and ends
were extensively covered with both pit type corrosion

and galvanic or stray current corrosion. The

corrosion had penetrated the tank to a depth of .040

or almost 1/2 of the tank thickness. The tank was

not considered the cause but is considered very close

to a point of failure.

Because ot the foam bptween the tank top and deck#

it is noted that decx loads (walking on deck) would be

transmitted directly to the tank top. When the tank

was opened for examination it was noted that the

fuel feed pick-up tube had, in fact, bottomed on the U

tank and scored the bottom surface.

2. Engines - The boat had two 4 cylinder Volve Penta 130 HP I
engines that were second-hand replacements installed by the

present owner. The older starboard engine was a 1960 model, the

port engine was a later model. The fire did not create sufficient

heat to melt the carburetor or the plastic distirubtor cap.

(a) Fuel Pump - Both engines had single diaphragm meschanical

fuel pumns with manual primers. The pumps were intact

and apparently liquid tight. Since the pumps were

externally vented to the engine space, they would not

comply with th. present AIYC requirements or the

proposed USCG Requlations.
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(b) Rngine Feed Lines - The engine fuel lines were falric

reinforced hose with swaged brass fuel line

connections. The lines were still intact.

(a) Flaos Arresters - The starboard backfire flame arresters

were marked with USCG Approval Number 162.015/45/0

and should not have been installed in 1972, since

the 162.015 specification was superceded in 1965 with

specification 162.041. The port engine dual flam

arrester was marked with current Approval Number

162.041 )6/0. The machine screw for the clamp of

the aft starboard flame arrester was missing and the

arrester was loose.

(d) Carburetors - The side draft carburetors were still

intact and appeared to be liquid tight. The starboard

choke was open and the throttle closed. The port

engine throttle was open 1/3 and the choke was open.

(e) Alternators - The alternator on the starboard engine

was a Motorola MA12NI, 45 amrpe~re unit, with a solid

state voltage regulator. The 41,;ernator was not a

UL Listed model, but appeared to be of an ignition-

proof design. The alternator was missing from the

port engine but the solid state regulator was still

in place.

Based on marks on the port alternator bracket and

the fact that if the alternator were missing before

the fire, it would have been logical to start the
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starboard engine firstg it is probable that the

alternator was removed after the fire.

(f) Oil Level - When checked, the oil levels were

normal and there were no indications of engine

seizure or malfunction.

(g) Ignition Distributors - Both ignition distributors

were externally vented. Since the port engine

was running, the port distributor is considered as

a potentic.1 source of !,;nitioii.

(h) Starters - The starter on the port engine is eliminated

since the engine was running, but the starboard

starter is considered a possible source of ignition.

The starter apparently did not work and could have

overheated if the starter button were held in. This

could not be confirmed at the investigation.

) Engine Controls and Gauges - The control console was

consumed by the fire and it was not possible to

determine the throttle positions.

3. Electrical -The wiring in the boat was coupletely destroyed

by the fire thereby limiting the data that could be obtained.

The following was noted-

(a) Battery Switch - The boat was not equipped with a

mastei L ttery switch or a switch in the power feed

to the instrument panel.

(b) Overcurrent Protectiont, Two fuses were found in the
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area of the instrument panel, but no determination was

made with respect to the circuits covered. Since

one wire ran forward from the contic.& station, it

was probably in the navigation light circuit.

(c) Batteries - The boat had two batteries that were

not secured in any way and did not have covers.

The battery installation would not comply with the

NFPA, ABYC or proposed USCG Regulations. One

unsecured battery is visible in Photograph No. 2.

(d) Unprotected Terminals - The boat had several un-

protected live terminals at the engine and outdrive

unit, but all connections appeared tight.

4. Kiscellaneous

(a) Fire Extinguisher - The boat had a sinqle 4 pound

dry chemical extinguisher that was used but proved

inadequate.

(b) Power Blower - The boat was not equipped with a power

blower.

OPINION

Both the sequence of events and the physical evidence indicate

that a failure of the fuel fill hose was the direct cause of

this fire and over Alilling the tank the proximate cause. The

ignition source was not pinpointed, but could havwa been the

starboard starter, the port ignition distributor (or ignition

system) or a backfire of the port engine in that order. The

following facts are noted with respect to the indicated cause

for the presence of fuel:
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(a) The fuel tank had just been filled and a considerable

quantity of fuel would be in the fuel pipe. It was

established that the owner was in the habit of filling

the tank until fuel backed up into the fill.

(b) Because the fuel fill hose at the tank was partially

encased in foam, it sustained practically no fire

damage. Accordingly, the condition of the hose,

as shown in Photograph No. 6, occurred before the fire.

It is believed thar the water, entrapped by the foam,

penetrated the 4 outer fabric layers of the hose and

corroded the steel spiral wire reinforcement. The

corrosion rate gradient caused the corroding wire

to form a fine needle point which eventaully punctured

the neoprene inner liner. This resulted in fuel

leakage whenever the tank was overfilled. Based on

the advaz..ed state of huse degredation, it is believed

that the leakage initidlly occurred some time before

the accident. After fueling,the .8 gallons of fuel

in the fill would be discharged to the tank top

over sone given period of time. The approximate fuel

leakage rate could not be established.

(c) Liquid leakage fron, t1he fuel fill line would tend to

run aft on thQ tcr , r- ir of the tank and under the

foam. Being spread out, the liquid fuel would vapor-

ize and the vapors woula drift into the machinery space
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since the port engine was running and would

create a slight reduced pressure in that space.

Since the port engine did start and run, the mixture

in the compartment at that carburetor was not too

rich, but the mixture could have been r.-ch at the port

ignition distibut~r or the starboard starter.

opening the enctine box could easily have provided

sufficient fresh air to bring the mixture at the

ignition source into the explosive range.

(d) The laboratory chemical exposure test conducted on

the fuel fill hose that was removed from the boat, re-

vealed that the hose material was not resistant to

regular leaded gasoline. The entire hose swelled by

approximately 30 percent. The swelling could have been I
the factor that caused the spiral reinforcing wire to I
puncture the inner hose. The swelling would cause

the overall dLameter nf the hose to increase but the

diameter of the spiral wire would remain constant.

It is recognized that the sinking of the boat may have contributed

to the extensive corrosion of the fuel tank, but since the boat

was raised and hauled almost immediately, the degree of con-

tribution of that factor cannot be established.
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RECRATIPONAL BOATING ACCIDENT INVBSTIGATION •F0R 1974

C AS 9 N . 1.0

DESCRIPTION OF BOAT.

The 45 foot flying bridge cruiser involved in this accident

was a Pacemaker built in 1964. The boat was powered by twin6V-53

General Motors diesels. The 110 volt diesel genelrator, by

Onan was used for powering the A-C electrical system.

The boat was of carvel plank construction with steam bent oak

frames. The engines were located slightly aft o•f amidship

with conventional direct drive propeller shafts from the

transmissions. Two fuel tanks, approximately 130 gallons each

were mounted aft of the engines on the port and starboard sides.

The tanks were mounted under the salon deck withl no means of

inspection to the tops, back sides and bottoms of the

tanks.

PHOTOGRAPHS:

No. 1 - Side view of boat involved. :.he ventilating louver

is at the forward end of the engine compartment.

No. 2 - Stern view of boat involved. The vertical flame

pattern in Photograph No. 1 and 2 indicate that at the time

of the fire there was virtually no wind.

No. 3 - Bow anchor electric winch and kxbw lights. This picture

is representative of the wiring throughout the boat.

No. 4 - Photographof water tank looking outboard at hull side.

The unsupported wiring is from the helm console and flying bridge.

The wiring on the tank was apparently bunched to take up

excess wire.
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1b. 5 -View of power leads to starter# alternator,, and voltage

regulator. The plumbers valve on the left was the engine cooling

water intake.

no.6 Close up view of 125 %,*It circuit breaker box with panel

rewmovd for the photograph. Note the insulation in still on

sost of the wires in the box. The unsupported wiring on

the left is in the helm console.

L No. 7 - Cockpit view before investigation.

NARRATI VE REPORT OF INCIDENT

The owner and three friends had been boating or. t.he day of the

incident. Approximately four o'clock in the afternoon# the

owner secured the boat to the dock at his house and connected the

115 volt shore power cord met. He then left the boat unattended.

Late that night, the owner discovered flames coming from 1the

boat forward of amidahip. He attempted to extinguish the fire

with a garden hose. After fighting the fire for a few minutes

he realized it warn out of control and called the fire department.

The fire department responded within ten minutes to extinguish

the fire.

The fire had already burned through the salon deck before it

was detected. The owner stated that the engine or engines started

as a result of theifire and that he pushed the boat from under

its shed. There were no injuries fr-om the accident.

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

The boat had been rewired two times in the last two years. The

boat was partially rewired by the previous owner about two years

before when the wiring in the helm console shorted and burned

-A'
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the console. The electrical work was done ',y the previous owner

himself but the console was rebuilt by a boa-- yard. The present

owner also experienced electrical problems and likewise had

attemted to rewire move of circuits.

FACYS USTABLZSHID FROM t"ITNESSES

1. Boatyard personnel confirmed the fact that the two boat

owners had electrical problemF and that neither owner would per-

mit the boatyard to do a complete repair job.

"!,. There were no witnesses to the starting of the fire other

than the boat owner. He ,ndicated that the fire started somewhere

forward of amidships.

3. The owner indicated that 1,,, -,tarted to extinguish the fire

with a garden hose but was unable to bring it under control.

The fire department of the city in which he was living was

called and extinguished the . fC.

4. Owner stated that the .ngine) in the boat started sometime

diuring the fire that .,e iuhc;K thL boat from under its sheltel.

5. The owner indicated t"hot thc- refrigerator was not being used

and was electrically tuied cff.

6. The owner of the bo•. t 4'caated that he did not touch or

disturb any portion of the boa•t atter the fire had taken place.

The boat was pumped out c. tn" following day and towed over to a

marina where it wda hauled.

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDTNCF

1. Fuel System - The fuel •v.tei was completely intact and

liquid tight.
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(a) Fuel Tanks - The two monel tanks were coqletely

intact and liquid-tight but the soldered joints were

not in accordance with NFPA 302 or the ADYC Standards.

The fuel fill, vent and fuel feed were off the top

most portion of the surface as required by the NFPA

and AIYC Standards. The tanks were mounted aft

of the engines on the port and starboard side under the

salon deck. Each tank had a capacity of 130 gallons.

No cozrosion was evident on the tanks.

(b) Fuel Shut-Off Valves - Both tanks had i•uel shut-off

valves mounted directly to the fuel tanks. The solid

bottom plug cock type valves were not readily accessible.

Independent support and acceossibility are a require-

mant of the AEYC and NFPA fuel system Standards. The

valves incurred no damage from the fire.

(c) Fuel Lines - The lines were copper with flare fittings

from the tank shut-off valves to the point of

connection to the flexible fuel line at the engines. I
There was no damage to the fuel lines.

(d) Flexible Fuel Lines - The flexible fuel lines were of

the non-metallic reinforced type and were still intact.

The flexible sections would not comply with the 2-1/2

minute fire resistance requirement of the NFPA or ABYC.
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I

3. 23actriloal Slyst•em

nOVral - The uthod of supporting and splicing of wires

would not complywith any of the existing safety standards.

Photo No. 3 shows the typical procedure used for supporting the I
vwims. The wires in the aft portion of the bilge ran 4 to 5

feet between supports. Plastic wire nuts were used throughout

the boat without a junction box. Wires were found to be entangled

with one another and pushed in corners to take up the slack.

M~fer to Photo No. 4.

(a) Circuit Breaker t%,jel - TVie AC breaker panel was poorly

wired. Wires were ,pushed and jamned to where chafing

could take place. The incoming leg from the shore power

inlet to the breaker box would not meet the ABYC

requirements because it does not have a breaker within I
72 in. of the shore power inlet. There was not much

evidence of wires overheating in the panel due to a

shorted conditicn. Refer to Photo No. 6.

(b) AC Wiring - Th- AC 3ystom was 125 volts throughout I
the boat. The wires were solid copper instead of

flexible stranding as required by the NFPA and ABYC. I
Frayed and globular ends of wires were prevalent I
throughout the system. The system would not

comply with APYC or NFPA requirements for alternating

current •yLtu,1-• ,. The wires connecting the

shore ,',t r t,,,' 1% -he breaker panel were not

burned fro itc t e the box (about 3' ) indicatino

that overhe.i:ir. c., . -I•cur .n the power feed circunit.
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(c) Twelve Volt ElectricalSystm - The system used all

stranded wire. The low voltage sy3tem ran with the

110 volt system in several places. ABYC and NFPA

prohibit high and low voltage systems from running

together. Improper supporting methods were used

throughout the system. Tracing wires to the inside

console and up the guide tube (approx 3 inches in

diameter by 4 feet long) leading to the flying bridge

uncovered wires that were jammed into the tube. Many

of the wires showed signs of shorting. By tracing

the wires back past the portion that was damaged, two

12 volt wires were found to be overheated. The

wires were under water for about 3 feet then immerged

back up to the hot lead on the starter motor on the

starboard engine. These wires were without any type

of overcurrent protection. The over heated wires

interlaced with approximately 25 more wires which

ran into the console from various places in the boat.

4, m4iscellaneous

(a) Refrigerator - The boat contained a full size 115

volt refrigerator. The refrigerator is not considered

an ignition source because the refrigerator circuit

breaker was in the off pocition as indicated by

the owner. The fact that the refrigerator contained

no food reasonably confirms the owner's statement that

the refrigerator was not operating.
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(b) Gal(ey Stove - The galley stove was installed on the

starboard side of the boat Just forward of the

refrigerator (approx 3 feet). The stove was a four

burner 115 volt electric. The stove is of some

interest in the report because the owner had Just

(according to the boat yard) finished wiring some

electrical work in the boat and the stove was part

of this wiring, The nane plate was burned off of the

stove so identifiction was not possible. The cabinets

under the stove wer 2 c iosed and did not indicate that

fire had been in teem. All the cabinets along the floor

of the boat were smoked filled but ware not burned,

(c) 115 Volt Auxiliary Generator - The boat was equipped

with a 115 volt diesel powered Onan generator. The

control box was not ignition-proof but since the

auxiliary generator was not operating it was not

considered a source of ignition in this instance.

(4) Fire Extinguishers - The boat contained two fire

portable fire ext~inguishers. One Amway Model 275R-5C

fire extinguisbc: was found to be in good shape. It

had not heen used and was stored in a drawer. One

Kidde fire extiziguisher was dowli but had not been

used in the tire, It was a 2-1/2 pound extinguisher.

e) -) b-at contained one bilge pump listed

by the old Yacht Safety Bureau. The pump was below

bilge water love an was no- burned.

J
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(f) entilation - The natural ventilating system

consisted of two large louvers facing aft at the !

forward end of the engine spacQ and openings

(3/4 inch) in the aft cockpit ceiling. The louvers

were ducted to the bilge by boxing in a single fram

space to a distance of about 10 inches below the

deck and the 3/4 inch opening aft wam through the

frame space openings. The system would he very

inefficient.

(g) Optional Lights - The boat had three florescent lights,

one under the salon deck in the engine compartment,

one on the port side in the living area and one

forward over the sink in galley area. The boat

also had two docking lights mounted in the bow section

of the boat.

OPINION

The exact cause of the fire was not found, but all the facts

confirm that the original fire was electrical. The probable

cause of the fire is believed to be a short in the 12 volt DC

electrical system. After examining the wires coming into the

console it was found that there were some wires that were not

clearly broken but had melted ends. The melted ends indicate

that a short had taken p•ic, whether before or after the fire.

This point coula not be dete- mined by the ends %f the wire at

the console. After tracing :ach wire from the console tube

back into the unburned poition of the bilge, several wires leadiig

to the starboard starter mctor were burned. The over heated wires

were under the bilge of the boat where no fire was apparent.

6L_.
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They were interlaced with four moxe wires leading to the

positive side of the starter solenoid which received no damage

from the fire. The AC circuit, although very poorly wired,

could probabLy be ruled out as a cause of the fire, because the

wires leadino into the breaker box were intact and not badly

burned or oerir heated. Refer to Photo No. 6. This would

indicate the AC electrical system did not cause the short.

The 12 volt ic system in the Loat was not properly fused or

supported. The facts about the wires and lack of fusing in

the 12 volt 6ystem points to this as a probable cause, Because

of the very poor wiring leading up to the console, it is reasonable

to assume that the short originated somewhexe in the console

panel (the 8mount of fire supports the fact that the fire had

been burning longer in this portion in the boat) and ignited

the wood console. After one short occurred in the DC circuit

(without the proper fusing) the shorted wires would burn the in-

sulation o.i the surrotmding wires that were so closely housed

in the tube. When this occurred it caused enough wires to short

to produce a hot enough electrical fire to ignite the surrounding

wood. -Once the wood started to burn it traveled throughout the

forward portion of the boat. The fact that the engire started

also indicates that the electrical short was in the console and

that the wires thait shor~ted wore connected with the ignition or

sturting circuit

I! the boat had beon ppry tused, the fuse system would have
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taken care of the short and rendered the wires leading to the

bridge console dead. The only thing that probably would have

happened at this point would have been a rewire of the shorted

wire and new fuses. ~

A
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RECREATIONAL BOATING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS FOR 1974

CASE NO. 11

DESCRIPTION OF BOAT

The 23 foot single screw inboard-outdrive boat involved in

this double explosion was built by Allmand Boats in 1966.

The conventional deep-wea hull was of fiberglass reinforced

construction. The nameplate indicated that the boat was

designed for a maximum horsepower of 250 and a passenger load

of 6 persons.

The eight year old boat was a sport fishing model with a

large open cockpit aft, a small trunk cabin and a flying

bridge. A small sink and ice box unit was located aft of

the helm seat on the starboard side and the boat had vee

berths forward with an escape hatch to the forward deck.

Back-to-back seats were installed on the port side opposite

the galley unit. The boat was not equipped with a galley

stove. A manual head was located forward between the vee

berths. The boat was powered with an OMC 155 HP VS engine

and outboard drive. The engine was located in a 28 by 32

inch well about 10 inches deep with a fiberglass engine box

that doubled as a stern seat. See Figure No. 1 and Photograph

No. 1.

The boat was equipped with two saddle tanks, 7 feet long, 1

foot 8 inches high and 4-1/4 inches wide. The starboard tank

was fabricated of 304 stainless steel and the port tank of

fiberglass reinforced plastic. The starboard tank was fitted
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No.1 - Photograph of boat.

No. 2 - Photograph looking forward from cockpit at explosion

and fire damage. The marine head which was blown out, is

visible in the center of the picture. The arrows point to

structural cracks from the explosion.

No. 3 - View looking aft to port battery. The battery selector

switch is directly above the battery on the deck skirt. The

unsupported battery wires are visible below the switch and the

burned engine belt is visible at the alternator pulley. The fuel

selector valve and both fuel filters are visible just below

the deck skirt aft of the engine.

Ne. 4 - View looking aft to starboard battery and the aft end

of the starboard 304 stainless steel fuel tank. The fuel leakage

stains are visible on the tank directly below the fuel feed

connection. The loose control cables and #4 conductors draped

over the tank are visible. The cockpit ceiling panel was

removed for the photograph.

No. 5 - Close up photograph of forward end of starboard stainless

steel tank showing the fuel fill and the method of securing

the tank with a fiberglass strip. The fuel fill clamp shown

was found loose.

No. 6 - Close-up photograph of aft "nd of starboard fuel tank

showing tank shut :-,f v.Jve ýnd drain cock. The arrow points

to the leaking spud.

No. 7 -View of unsuj)ported flexible fuel line.
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IA&TIVW IMPORT OF ACCIDENT

The boat was in a marina and had topped off both fuel tanks .

with 12 to 14 gallons in each tank prior to a planned cruise.

After fueling, the ojperator lifted the engine box off the engine

and ran the engine for about 5 minutes. The boat was not

equipped with a blower. At the time of the accident, 2 mn

and young boy were on board. After the engine was operating C

for the five minutes, the operator put the engine box in place

in preparation to casting tff. Approximately 5 seconds

after the engine box was replaced, an explosion occurred in the

engine space. That explosion was followed within a couple of

seconds by a second more powerful explosion forward on the star-

board side. At the instant of the explosions the operator and

passengers were apparently forward near the helm and were not

injured.

Because the boat was still at the dock, the fire was extinguished

with marina portable extinguishers with a minimum of fire

damage to the boat.

The initial explosion was apparently in the machinery space and

blew the engine box off, the second explosion was in both the

tank space above the cockpit deck and in the inner bottom on

both the port axw starboard sides. The explosion in the inner

bottom blew the marine head completely out and broke the water

intake connection causing the boat to start to sink. The boat

was im ediately hauled by the yard to prevent it from sinking.
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YAMTS Z1STh5LIBHZD PFtM WITNESSES

1. The boat owner indicated that fuel had been removed from

the starboard tank after the fire, hence, the exact quantity

of fuel remaining in the tank was not significant.

2. The boat was taken as a trade-in a couple of months prior

to the accident and was used as a rental boat by the boat yard.

3. The boat yard extinguished the fire and inuadiately hauled

the boat to prevent it from sinking.

KNOWN CHANGES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN

1. The previous boat owner changed both fuel tanks because of

leakage when the boat was between 4 and 5 years old. The replace-

ment starboard fuel tank was fabricated of 304 stainless steel

an6 was fabricated by Central Florida Machine Co. Because of

the cost, the owner had the port tank fabricated of fiberglass

in Sarasota.

2. There were no other known changes.

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

1. Boat Fuel System- When the investigation was conducted,

the fuel system would not hold pressure but the fuel tanks

still coirtained fuel. It is noted that some fnel had been

rimoved following the fire.

'a) Fuel Fill - The starboard fuel fill flexible hose was

found loose and was initially considered as a possible

source of fuel leakage. An examination of the hose

revealed that the bottom was cut on a bias making arn
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side of the hose 7/0 inch shorter than the other.

The top end had a ragged cut. Since the hose was

single clamped on a straight tubular sectiont the

amount of purchase was limited. No bonding wire was A:

provided across the flexible section. The deck fitting

was loose.

(b) Tank Vent - The tank vent on the starboard side was

found tight. The vent consisted of a single clamped

green garden hose that was so inntalled that it could I
conduct liquid spray irto the tank. It did not incorp-

orate an inverted "U" to prevent the intake of water.

There was no evidence of fire at the hull vent fitting.

(c) Fuel Feed System - The fuel distribution system con-

sisted of a copper fuel line from the aft end of each

fuel tank to a fuel selector valve located aft of the

engine on the port side. A single line connected

the valve to the engine fuel pump. The following waa noted:

(1) The copper fuel distribution lines with short

nut flare fittings were unsupported between

the tanks and selector valve. The fuel lines

were still liquid tight but in poor condition

with flattened areas and poor flares. The

lines were irouted at tank top level but

-cauýe cf the absence of support would not

comply with the ABYC or NFPA Standard in

affect at the time or the curreat Standard.
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(2) An unatpported glass bowl filter was pro-

vided in the line to the port tank and

a small metal Lowl filter in the

starboard fuel tank feed line. The latter

was also unsupported. Both filters were

liquid tight. The filters would not have

2-1/2 minute fire resistance to comply with

the NFPA or ABYC Standards.

(3) The copper fuel line between the fuel

selector nraive e•nd the flexible fuel

line below the engine, was completely

unsupported. Because of the lack of support,

the lines would be subject to an increased

amplitude of vibration at any resonant

frequency. The installation would not

comply with the safety standards of the

NFPA or ABYC.

(4) The fabric reinforced flexible fuel line with

swaged fittings would have a fire resistance

of about 1 minute or less. Since the boat

did not have any form of anti-siphon protecton,

the flexible fuel line should have had 2-1/2

minute fire resistance to comply with the

NFPA, ABYC or j.roposed US Coast Guard

Regulations.
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(5) The starboard fuel tank was provided

with a shut-off valve at the tank

but the valve would not be accessible

under fire conditions.

(d) Fuel Tanks - Both fuel tanks in the boat had been

'*replaced by the previous owner of the boat

approximately 3 years before the accident. Both

tanks measured 7 feet by 1 foot 8 inches by

4-1/4 inches with a capacity Pf approximately 28

gallons. The two original galvanized steel

fuel tanks failed shortly after the previous

owner purchased the boat.

(1) The starboard fuel tank was fabricated

of 304 stainless steel by Central

Florida Machine Co. of Auburndale,

Florida. The tank had no baffles.

It was a failure of the brazed

fuel feed pick-up threaded flange

on the welded stainless steel tank

that caused the fuel leakage that

resulted in the explosion. The leak

at the spud is attributed an an

insufficient amount of brazing

,,atLL~~ aid dn unfaborable galvanic

couple betwcun the brazing alloy

'/
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and 304 stainless steel. When the tank was

checked, the hole at the spud discharged

approximately 200 to 300 milliliters of fuel

per minute under a head of aporoximately

6 inches. This waa done by tilting the

tank after removal from the boat.

(2) The starboard fuel tank had an external

spring petcc-7k drain valve at the aft bottom

end of the tank that showed evidence of some

minor seepage at the tapered plug and at

the threadeJ nipple that was brazed to the

tank. The connection at the tank was found

loose. The drain petcock on the tank is

in a direct conflict with the NFPA, ABYC

Standards in affect at the time and the current

Standards.

(3) The port fuel tank was fabricated of fiber-

glass reinforced resin of very light con-

struction. The tank was still liquid tight

and was not equipped with a drain cock.

(4) both fuel tanks were secured in position

with strips of fiberglass. The installation

would not comply with the NFPA or ABYC

Standards in affect at the time.
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2. gun. - The boat was powered with an ONC 155 HP VS engine.

Ca) Baokfire Flame Arrester - The engine was equipped with

a Fisher flame arrester with Approval Number 162.015/94/0.

Since subpart 162.015 was superseded by 162.041 in

August 1965 the particular flame arrester should not

have been installed on a boat built in 1966.

(b) Ignition Distributor - The ignition distributor was

fully vented to the engine space with a "trap door"

distributor cap and op*enings in the body at the

vacuum advance slide. The distributor is a like

souzxe of ignition sinice the engine was runninc

and the distributor will draw in vapors when in

operation. There was evidence of a flash in the

distributor cap but the internal wiring was not

burned.

(c) Fuel Pump - The engine was equipped with single

diaphragm externally vented fuel pump. The pump

was equipped with an integral fuel filter but

neither the filter or the pump were damaged by the

fire. The single diaphragm, externally vented fuel

pump would not comply with either the current NFPA

or ABYC"Standards.

(d) Oil Level - The engine and transmission oil levels

were normal and there was no evidence of engine

seizure.

(e) Controls - At the time ef the investigation the

controls and x: >t r butterfly positions would

indicate that the •-ngin-- was in a fast idle condition
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but in this instance the contzols could have been
changed.

(f) Starter - The starter was a solenoid engage type

that has not been ignition-proofed but because the

engine was running it can be eliminated as a source

of ignition. All of the wire to the starter ignition

system and alternator were badly burned near the

starter, but there was no evidence of electrical short

circuits.

(g) Alternator and Volt,.! Re-ulator The alternator

was a UL Listed ALE•5.03 model with a Listed

solid state voltage regulator. Both were ignition-

proof and all connections and covers were found in

place and tight.

(h) Exhaust System - The exhaust system was found tight

and totally intact.

3. Electrical - The wiring harness was found intact except

in the engine space where it had been exposed to open flame.

The hiarness was burned on tht starboard side of the engine

near the starter, at the alternator and voltage regulator

and adjacent to and aft of the starboard fuel tank. The wiring

forward of the fuel tank up to the instrument panel was not

damaged. No evidence of short circuits was found except for

three blown fuse,

(a) Battery Switch - The boat had a Perko model 85A

battery selector switch located aft just oitboard

of the engine on th,. ,.ort side. The switch was
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connected to the port and starboard batteries with

the output connected directly to th* starter solenoid.

The switch was found in the off position and could

have been the reason why no evidence of secondary

short circuits was found.

(b) Wiring - The wiring harness and the No. 4 Awg con-

ductors to the switch panel (helm console), were

totally unsupported. The wires were draped over

the fuel tank and over the engine. The wiring

installation would not comply with the NFPA or ABYC

Standards. Wiring was stranded SAE type except the

No. 4 conductors, which were 7 strand THW 75C and TW

NEC wire.

(c) Circuit Protection - The boat was equipped with a 9

fuse panel at the helm console but no protection was

provided for the No. 4 Awg conductors from the starter

solenoid to the helm distribution panel. The fire

did cause 3 of the fuses to blow.

(d) Batteries - The boat was equipped with two separate

batteries located aft on the port and starboard

side of the engine. The batteries were restricted

from slicing by wooden blocks but did not have battery

covers.

4. Miscellaneous

(a) Ventilation - The ventilation provisions were very

poor from the standpomnt of ducts and cowls; however,

because of the ni-orinqF in the cockpit ceiling the

actual ventilation was probably quite good on a



(1) The bo~at wasn fitted with clam shell

fittings at the forward end of the tank space

that were installed almost on top of the

fuel fill opening. It can be expected

that the fitting would normally pick

up vapors generated during filling depending

on the wind directon at the tizme. The

installation would not comply with either the

NFPA or ABYC Standards.

(2) The engine compartment had a single 3 inch

clam shell f.acing aft with a flexible duct

routed from the fitting to a position

below the engine. The duct had three 90

degree bends and would be very inefficient.

(3) The molded cockpit deck had parted from the

provided the path for the fuel vapors to

reach the inner bottom.

OPINION

The physical evidence and the witness accounts in this case

indicate that the leakingy spud at the starboard fuel pick-up

connection was responsible for the double explosion. Both fuel

tanks had just been filled up into the fuel fill pipes. It is

estimated that the fuel level would place the leaking spud connection

under a head of approxim~ately 0' tc 10 inches of fuel. This considers
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length of the fill hose, the position of the vent discharge

fitting and the trim of the boat. A check of the leak indicated

a probable leakage rate of about 200 milliliters per minute

under a 6 inch head o* fuel. Because the fuel tank still had

value and was to be repaired, the exact nature of the failure

could not be checked but the following is noted with rebpect

to the failure:

(a) The brazed joint showed an insufficient amount of

filler materiail etinxc1nd the forward edge of the pipe

thread flang e.

(b) The brazed on -,c 1,-ftrrou-; metal flange was a drilled

type designed for attachment with countersunk machine

screws. The leakage was through one of the flange

mounting holes.

(c) Standard brazini f2lller alloys create an unfavorable

galvanic couplt, with ailoy 304 stainless steel. Since

the unfilled holos in the flange would hold moisture,

it is probab>1 -havt a d•lrivanic cell was created be-

tween the staliStý-: stt&l and brazing filler material

that either caunod or contributed to the failure.

(d) The stain_, on *he 'tainless steel would tend to indicate

that the"leakage t.:-ted for a period of time and did

not occur just .- v to the accident.

If, as indicated, thle l-atk•t. ý:-'cured some time before the

accident, then the riŽ1t\" : ',ssibility of the fuel tank behind

a solid panel must bec - .r'.". a contributing factor to this
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molsfat. The tank was accessible in that the panel could be

rmoved with tools but was not readily accessible, as with a

hinged panoel and latches not requiring tools.

In this instance two additional potential sources of leakage

were found and although they are not listed as contributing

factors because of a lack of supporting evidence, they did present

serious hazards. The first was the external spring loaded drain-

cook at the base of the tank arnd, second the loose fuel fill

hbse. The installation oi a dz :-,.o~k is against all safety

standards and presents an obviaý h,.zard. If the valve were

inadvertently knocked open or vibrated open, the entire tank

would drain into the machinery space. The valve itself is not

suitable for use with gasoline and the pipe thread connection was

found very loose.
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